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1.1

Introduction

Purpose of Acquisition

Cañada de San Vicente Reserve (Reserve) was acquired by the California Department of
Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) to conserve, protect, and restore core habitat areas, and provide
crucial wildlife linkages in the San Diego County Subregional Plan, under the Multiple
Species Conservation Program (MSCP). Per a 2007 agreement between CDFW and San
Diego County Water Authority (SDCWA), an approximate 392-acre portion of Reserve (a.k.a.
Rancho Cañada) was purchased by SDCWA and ultimately transferred in fee title to CDFW,
December 21, 2007 (see figure 8). The 392-acres provides mitigation for certain elements
of SDCWA’s Carryover Storage and San Vicente Dam Raise Project, with the balance of the
property providing a contribution towards conservation for the SDCWA’s subregional Natural
Community Conservation Plan (NCCP)/Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP). SDCWA provided
CDFW $28,828.51 in start-up funds, $419,689 endowment funds, and $14,987.71 endowment
interest for CDFW’s management of the 392-acres per the terms of the 2007 agreement.
In June 2008, CDFW acquired 4,056 acres from The Nature Conservancy (TNC) for ≈$15,921,000
using a United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) section 6 grant (≈$6,221,000) and
State Coastal Conservancy Subgrant #04-131 (≈$9,700,000) funds. The land was purchased for
the protection of the natural resources including threatened and endangered species within
San Vicente Reservoir watershed.
In June 2010, CDFW purchased 311 acres (Spitsbergen property) for ≈$2,100,000.00 using a
USFWS section 6 grant. This acquisition protected undisturbed grasslands, chaparral, oak
woodlands, and riparian habitat along the San Vicente Creek watershed. It also enhanced
existing federal, State, and local NCCP eﬀorts to secure key wildlife linkage and preserve core
areas of habitat within the MSCP.
In September 2014, CDFW acquired 256 acres (Bonfils property) for ≈$450,000 using a USFWS
Conservation Planning Land Acquisition Grant (≈$292,500) and Habitat Conservation Fund
(HCF), Proposition 117 (≈$157,500) funds. This acquisition secured a key wildlife linkages,
protected a core area of habitat and enhanced the existing MSCP.
In addition to the above purchases TNC provided funding for the operations and maintenance
of the Reserve.
For additional details on the Reserve’s acquisition history, refer to section 2.9.2 of the Historical
summary.
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1.2

About the Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW)
The Mission of the Department of Fish and Wildlife is to manage California’s
diverse fish, wildlife, and plant resources, and the habitats upon which
they depend, for their ecological values and for their use and enjoyment
by the public.

The five coastal southern California counties, which make up the South Coast Region (SCR),
are home to nearly 50 percent of the State’s population. For this reason the SCR has a great
need to identify priorities that will help us meet our trustee role as stewards of California’s
wildlife. Furthermore, the Mission Statement of the SCR proposes to:
Conserve the South Coast Region’s plants, fish, and wildlife and their
habitats for current and future generations through management,
protection, and education.
We accomplish this Mission through the shared values of integrity, respect, leadership,
credibility, perseverance, open-mindedness, transparency, eﬀectiveness, and being solutionoriented.
CDFW has two major land management designations: Wildlife Area and Ecological Reserve.
• Wildlife Areas (WA) exist to protect and enhance habitat for wildlife and to
provide for public uses that are compatible with the long-term well-being of
wildlife and habitat. The management of the wildlife areas results in a great
variety of high-quality wildlife viewing, hunting, and fishing opportunities for
the public.
• Ecological Reserves (ER) are established to provide protection for rare,
threatened, or endangered native plants, wildlife, aquatic organisms, and
specialized terrestrial or aquatic habitat types. Public entry and use of the
Reserves shall be compatible with the primary purposes of such a Reserve.
Based upon the purpose for which the Reserve was acquired and the information collected
for this Land Management Plan (LMP), the LMP team recommends to the Fish and Game
Commission that the Reserve be designated as an ER as defined in the Fish and Game Code
(FGC), Section 1580-1585:
‘land or land and water area that are designated by the Commission
pursuant to section 1580 and that are to be preserved in a natural condition,
or which are to be provided some level of protection as determined by the
Commission, for the benefit of the general public to observe native flora
and fauna and for scientific study or research.
Notwithstanding section 1580, which sets forth the primary purposes of
ecological reserves, the department may construct facilities and conduct
programs in ecological reserves it selects to provide natural history
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education and recreation if those facilities and programs are compatible
with the protection of the biological resources of the reserve. As provided
in section 1764 and 1765, the Department may control access, use, and
collect fees for selected ecological reserves.

1.3

Purpose of This Land Management Plan

A LMP is mandated by FGC Section 1019, for any property wholly under CDFW jurisdiction.
The LMP which becomes the primary management document for the WA and ER, contains
management goals, tasks, and other necessary information for consistent and eﬀective
management of the Reserve. The plan does not provide specific designs or locations of
facilities, but does provide a vision for the Reserve and guidelines for use, management, and
development. As such, this LMP:
• Guides the adaptive management of habitats, species, and programs described
herein to achieve CDFW’s mission to protect and enhance wildlife values, as
well as identified use/enjoyment by the public.
• Serves as a guide for appropriate uses of the Reserve.
• Serves as a descriptive inventory of fish, wildlife, and native plant habitats
which occur on or use this Reserve.
• Provides an overview of the Reserve’s operation, maintenance, and personnel
requirements to implement management goals. It serves as a budget planning
aid for annual, regional budget preparation.
• Provides a description of potential and actual environmental impacts and
subsequent mitigation which may occur during management, and contains
environmental documentation to comply with state and federal statutes and
regulations.
The LMP has been developed with guidance
from CDFW’s A Guide and Annotated Outline
for Writing Land Management Plans, May 2013.
The CDFW provided overall guidance to the
planning process and was responsible for
all decisions about the content of this plan.
The Southern Service Center (SSC) oﬃce of
California State Parks (CSP), provided technical
and scientific expertise, and was responsible
for the administrative aspect of the plan which
included the preparation of the draft LMP (the
list of document preparers is provided on the
Acknowledgments page at the beginning of
this document.)

DALEY MINE OVERLOOKING
THE CENTRAL VALLEY
TO THE WEST/SOUTHWEST
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1.4

Planning Influences and Considerations

The Reserve is located in San Diego County, home of the second largest city in California, and
the eighth largest city in the Nation. A complex and interrelated network of existing policies,
regulations, and plans provides the backdrop for future use of this Reserve, the location of
which provides a large open space link between county preserve to the north and west, as
well as protection of the watershed upstream of the San Vicente Reservoir.
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
Established in 1970, CEQA is a statute that requires state and local agencies to identify the
significant environmental impacts of their actions and to avoid or mitigate those impacts
where feasible. It is the state counterpart to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
and is the fundamental regulation influencing the environmental eﬀects of development
within California.
Natural Community Conservation Planning Act (NCCPA)
Under the State’s NCCPA of 1991, and the large, local eﬀort of the MSCP, the County of San
Diego developed a plan in 1997 that was created to work across political boundaries in a
regional conservation eﬀort aimed at preserving San Diego’s diversity of native plants and
animals, as well as protecting habitat, watersheds, and water quality. In doing so, it helps
to ensure compliance with the federal Endangered Species Act, state Endangered Species
Act. The Reserve falls within the MSCP’s South County Subarea Plan. Within the Subarea,
the Reserve is part of the “Pre-Approved Mitigation Area” (PAMA) identified for long-term
preservation for its inclusion of listed and sensitive species.
San Diego County Water Authority Natural Community Conservation Plan (SDCWA NCCPA)/
Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP)
On December 09, 2010 the SDCWA approved the NCCPA/HCP. This plan provides the SDCWA
the certainty that it can undertake activities covered by the Plan without being unduly
constrained or delayed. Under this Plan, conservation and management of covered species
will occur under a comprehensive approach that contributes to the ongoing conservation
and management eﬀorts in San Diego County and southwestern Riverside County. The
Plan overlays, but is separate from, other plans in the region and has been designed to be
complementary to other approved plans. The Plan’s Preserve Area lands are all within or adjoin
lands designated for conservation in plans established by other parties. The Plan’s Preserve
Area lands are all within or adjoin lands designated for conservation in plans established by
other parties.
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State Wildlife Action Plan
California’s distinctive topography and climate have given rise to a remarkable diversity of
habitats that support a multitude of plant and animal species. In fact, California has more
species than any other state in the United States, and also has the greatest number of species
that occur nowhere else in the world. Many of the places where wildlife thrive are the same
as those valued for recreation and other human activities. To ensure a sustainable future
for wildlife – and the enjoyment of wildlife by generations to come – there is a need for a
collaborative approach to conservation.
The State Wildlife Action Plan examines the health of wildlife and prescribes actions to
conserve wildlife and vital habitat before they become more rare and more costly to protect.
The plan also promotes wildlife conservation while furthering responsible development and
addressing the needs of a growing human population.
Multiple Species Conservation Program (MSCP) Subregional Plan
The MSCP was developed to preserve a network of habitat and open space, protecting biodiversity and enhancing the region’s quality of life. The MSCP Subregional Plan, finalized
in August 1998, is a comprehensive, long-term habitat conservation plan that addresses
multiple species’ habitat needs and the preservation of native vegetation in 12 jurisdictions
of southwestern San Diego County. The MSCP Subregional Plan encompasses 582,000 acres,
identifying a 172,000-acre preserve system, and covers 86 species of plants and animals. The
Subregional Plan identifies preserve lands where conservation planning is directed and where
permanent conservation of habitat will be accomplished through individual Subregional Plans.
San Diego County General Plan
Chapter 5 (Conservation and Open Space Element) of the County’s 2011 General Plan relates
directly to the Reserve. Addressing nine resource types including biological, water, cultural, and
visual resources, the Element is intended to help guide development while conserving natural
resources, protecting open space, and providing park and recreation resources. Amongst
its goals is a regionally coordinated preserve system that will be monitored and managed to
facilitate “the survival of native species and the preservation of healthy populations of rare,
threatened, or endangered species.”
SanDAG Regional Open Space Strategy
The San Diego Association of Governments’ (SanDAG) Regional Open Space Strategy identifies
the importance of open space. The goal is to ensure adequate quantities of diverse habitat
types are maintained, and that the plants and animals found in these habitats are less likely
to become endangered. Central to this is the creation and retention of open space corridors
within and between communities.
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Ramona Community Plan (2011)
Chapter 3 (Conservation and Open Space) of the 2011
Ramona Community Plan calls for, amongst other
things, the conservation of “functional wildlife
and plant habitats, particularly those supporting
rare or endangered species.” Two of the Resource
Conservation Areas (RCAs) identified in the plan are
located within the Reserve: Irving Crest – Daney
Canyon (RCA #51) and San Vicente Creek (RCA #52).
Irving Crest – Daney Canyon is noted for its steep
slopes, large rock outcrops, oak woodlands, and
old-growth chaparral.

PUBLIC MEETING PARTICIPANTS
OCTOBER 2013

The San Vicente Creek area is noted for the existing oak and riparian woodlands along
the drainage and its tributaries, which are considered significant resources that warrant
conservation and protection.
Barnett Ranch Open Space Preserve
The Barnett Ranch Open Space Preserve (OSP), which lies to the immediate north of the
Reserve, is owned and managed by the County of San Diego Department of Parks and Recreation
(SDDPR) and shares similar vegetation communities, as well as plant and animal species. The
adjacency of the two properties makes interagency coordination and collaboration important
and relevant with regards to the larger MSCP context, as well as site-specific management
goals including utilization of wildlife corridors, management of biological resources, and fire
prevention and control.

1.5

Public Process

A public scoping meeting was held on October 29, 2013 at the Charles E. Nunn Performing Arts
Center in Ramona, California. Approximately 60 people attended the scoping meeting, which
was structured to present the planning process and resource inventory data to the public, and
provide a general background of the Reserve.
After the presentation of the resource inventory, a workshop format was arranged so
participants could visit three tables, each with maps and manned by available team members,
for the purpose of seeking input on such topics as desired use opportunities, known/perceived
site constraints, and answering any resource questions regarding the Reserve.
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Comments or topics provided and documented included, but were not limited to:
• Desire for hiking and equestrian trails
• Desire for dog training areas
• Request for open hunting
• Request for improved public access and entry road
• Protection of cultural, archaeological, and natural resources
• Protection of the wildlife and preserve areas
At the end of the scoping meeting, participants were encouraged to submit additional
comments via mail (on comment cards distributed), or via email (at environmental.review@
parks.ca.gov).
Additionally, participants were referred to the
website (dfg.ca.gov/lands/mgmtplans/csv/)*
which was established specifically for this LMP
process, to obtain project updates, download
meeting summaries, and view the summary of
resources data.
Letters and emails continued to trickle in
throughout the planning process, usually
expressing particular interests ranging from
bow hunting to dog training to equestrian
staging areas. All comments were fully vetted
and examined, ensuring the planning process
reflects an informed community and statewidebased planning process.

PUBLIC MEETING PARTICIPANTS
OCTOBER 2013

*Current website: h ps://www.wildlife.ca.gov/Lands/Planning/Canada-de-San-Vicente
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RICH BURG
& TERRI STEWART JOIN IN A
DISCUSSION ABOUT THE PLAN
DURING THE PUBLIC MEETING
OCTOBER 2013

ALEX BEVIL HISTORIAN
EXPLAINS ELEMENTS OF THE PLAN
OCTOBER 2013
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2.1

Property Description

Geographical Setting

The western portion of the Cañada de San Vicente Reserve is located in Township 14 South,
Range 01 East, Sections 4, 5, 9, and 16. The eastern portion of the Reserve, having no township,
range, or section designation, lies within the land grant of Cañada de San Vicente y Mesa Del
Padre Barona. The Reserve crosses two United States Geological Survey (USGS) 7.5 minute
quadrangles – San Vicente Reservoir and El Cajon Mountain. It is situated in the foothills of
eastern San Diego County, where elevations range from 880’ – 1,910’. San Vicente Creek,
which supports designated critical habitat for the arroyo toad, runs through the Reserve in a
southwesterly direction.

2.2

Boundaries and Adjacent Land Use

Cañada de San Vicente is a 5,014-acre Reserve located in the unincorporated town of Ramona,
San Diego County. It lies southeast of Highway 67, northwest of the Barona Indian Reservation,
and northeast of San Vicente Reservoir.
Immediately adjacent to the north and northwest of the Reserve, is Barnett Ranch OSP
(728 acres) and Luelf Pond OSP (87 acres). To the south and east are tribal reservation lands
owned by the Barona band of Mission Indians. Private lands are located to the northeast,
northwest, and west.
San Vicente Creek and Daney Canyon Creek tributaries flow through the Reserve. The Daney
Canyon Creek is also known as the San Vicente transfer (owned by the City of San Diego Public
Utilities Department) and runs north/south. Also a 3.7-acre private in-holding exists within
the northeast section of the Reserve.
Currently, no public access is allowed onto the Reserve and the main vehicular access point
is located in the northeast corner of the Reserve via Chuck Wagon Road, a county road that
branches oﬀ of San Vicente Road.

2.3

Easements

Easements and rights-of-way are legally recorded documents that run with the deed of the
Reserve and are transferred with the Reserve from owner to owner. Easements typically
preserve the rights of an entity other than the landowner. The Reserve has a small number
of active easements.
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San Diego Gas and Electric (SDG&E)
SDG&E holds two easements within the Reserve, one along the western edge and
another through the center portion of the Reserve, to allow for placement and
necessary maintenance of the electric transmission lines through the Reserve.

2.4

Existing Facilities/Uses

Existing facilities (structures remaining from the previous land owners/operators) are
currently being used by CDFW for operations/maintenance and staﬀ residences. Facilities
include residences/oﬃces, sheds, a barn, tool shop, swimming pool, and various other small
structures. Also, spread across the Reserve, are historic remnants dating back to the ranching
and mining periods. Refer to the Historic Resources section for additional historic information.
Circulation through the Reserve is on unpaved maintenance and fire roads, with no designated
trailheads or trails.

2.5

Geology and Geomorphology

The Reserve is located on the western slopes of the Peninsular Ranges. Topographic relief is
diverse and in some cases extreme. The following information on geology and geomorphology
was obtained from the Geology of Southern California (DeCourten 2009).
The California portion of the Peninsular Ranges province extends for 125 miles south, from the
Transverse Ranges to the Mexican border. However, it continues south into the Baja Peninsula
of Mexico, its namesake, for more than 700 miles, making it one of the longest physiographic
provinces in North America. The Peninsular Ranges consist of several mountain ranges such
as the San Jacinto Mountains, Santa Ana, and Cuyamaca Ranges. In general, the highest peaks
are toward the east where the Peninsular Ranges meet the Colorado Desert. Reminiscent of
the Sierra Nevada, the western slope of the Peninsular Ranges descends gradually through a
foothills zone to the coastal plain of southern California. Rivers such as the San Luis Rey,
Santa Margarita, and San Dieguito flow west through the foothills zone in scenic canyons
similar to those in the Sierra Nevada foothills. In fact, the Peninsular Ranges and the Sierra
Nevada appear to have more in common than just their overall physiography. The bedrock
patterns of the two regions are also similar, suggesting some parallels in the geologic history.
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2.6

Soils

The United States Department of Agriculture’s (USDA), Natural Resource Conservation Service
(NRCS) has mapped nine soil series consisting of 14 soil-mapping units in the Reserve (Figure 4)
(USDA 1973). These soils vary widely in depth, fertility, permeability, and other important
characteristics. There are no listed hydric soils identified within the Reserve boundaries. The
following soil series descriptions were obtained from the NRCS website (https://soilseries.
sc.egov.usda.gov/osdlist.asp) and from the Soil Survey San Diego Area, California (USDA 1973).
Acid Igneous Rock
Acid igneous rock land is comprised of low hills to steep mountains with large boulders
and rock outcrops of granite, granodiorite, tonalite, quartz diorite, gabbro, basalt,
or gabbro diorite covering 50 to 90 percent of the total area. Vegetation is variable
depending on elevation and climate. Vegetation primarily consists of sumac, sage,
chamise, and ceanothus. The acid igneous land is of little agricultural use, but is used
for wildlife habitat and watershed.
Cieneba
The Cieneba series are excessively drained, consisting of very shallow to shallow
soils that formed in material weathered from granitic rock. Cieneba soils are found
on hills and mountains that have slopes from 2 to 75 percent. The mean annual
precipitation is 14 to 20 inches, and the mean annual air temperature, between 60°F to
62°F. Vegetation within the Cieneba soil areas consist of chaparral mainly composed
of chamise, buckwheat, sage, and widely spread oak trees. Primary uses within these
areas include rangeland, wildlife habitat, and watershed.
Cieneba Fallbrook
The Cieneba Fallbrook series consists of both Cieneba and Fallbrook soils. These soils
are either well or excessively drained, consisting of shallow soils that formed in material
weathered from granitic rock with moderate slopes. Erosion hazard is medium to high
with moderate to moderately slow permeability. Vegetation within the Cieneba soil
areas consists of chaparral, chamise, annual grasses, and oaks. Primary uses within
these areas include agriculture (avocados), wildlife habitat, and watershed.
Fallbrook
The Fallbrook series consists of well drained, deep sandy loams soils that formed in
material from weathered granitic rocks. Fallbrook soils are found on rolling hills and
have slopes ranging from 2 to 20 percent. The mean annual precipitation is between 12
to 18 inches, while the mean annual air temperature range is 61°F to 64°F. Vegetation
found within the Fallbrook soil series areas consist of annual grasses and forbs with
oak and broadleaf chaparral mixed with intermittent chamise. Primary uses within
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these areas include agriculture (including avocado, citrus, tomatoes, grains, pasture),
and wildlife habitat.
Greenfield
The Greenfield soil series consists of well drained, deep soils formed in moderately
coarse to coarse textured alluvium derived out of granitic and mixed rock sources.
Greenfield soils are found on alluvial fans and terraces consisting of slopes ranging
from 0 to 15 percent. Mean annual precipitation is between 14 to 18 inches with a
mean annual air temperature of around 62°F. Natural vegetation found on Greenfield
soil consists of annual grasses, forbs, shrubs, and scattered coast live oaks. Primary
uses within these areas include rangeland, improved pasture, citrus, avocados, and
wildlife habitat.
Olivenhain
The Olivenhain soil series consist of well drained moderately to deep cobbly loams
with very cobbly clay subsoils. The soils were formed in a cobbly alluvium and found
on dissected marine terraces having slopes ranging from 2 to 50 percent. The mean
annual precipitation is about 12 to 16 inches with a mean annual air temperature of
about 61°F. Vegetation on Olivenhain soils tends to consist of buckwheat, chamise,
scrub oak, filaree, and cactus. The Olivenhain soils are mostly used for rangeland,
watershed, and wildlife habitat.
Riverwash
Riverwash occurs in intermittent stream channels. The material is typically sandy,
gravelly, or cobbly and therefore rapidly permeable. Vegetation consists of sycamores
and oaks that grow along the banks of streams. In many places these soils are used
for sand and gravel mining.
Visalia
The Visalia series consists of moderately well drained, very deep sandy loams derived
from granitic alluvium. These soils are characteristically found on alluvial fans and flood
plains with slopes of 0 to 15 percent at elevations of 400 to 2,000 feet. Precipitation
ranges from 14 to 18 inches with annual mean air temperature of about 61°F. Visalia
soils are used for avocados, citrus, walnuts, pasture, and wildlife habitat.
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Vista
The Vista series consists of well drained moderately deep soils that formed in material
weathered from granodiorite or quartz diorite. Vista soils are found on hills and
mountainous uplands and have slopes ranging from 5 to 65 percent. The mean annual
precipitation ranges between 14 to 18 inches, with a mean annual air temperature of
about 61°F. The Vista soil series contains mixed vegetation of grasses, forbs, and shrubs,
such as California sage, scrub oak, lilac, chamise, laurel sumac, and buckwheat. Vista
soils are primarily used for avocado, citrus, rangeland, wildlife habitat, and housing
development.

CEANOTHUS SP.

2.7

Climate
The Reserve is located in a rural and incorporated portion of San Diego County in the
California Floristic Province, Southwest Region, Peninsular Ranges Subregion (Hickman
1993). The climate is considered Mediterranean and fluctuates with seasons of hot dry
summers and mild wet winters. Average annual rainfall is 16 inches, which falls as rain
primarily in the winter. Temperatures range from highs of 67°F to 100+°F and lows from
37°F to 57°F. The freeze-free period is from 275 to 350 days (Miles and Goudey 1997).
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2.8

Hydrology/Watershed

The Reserve is located within the San Vicente Hydrologic Area (Figure 5) which covers
approximately 47,624 acres. Most surface runoﬀ from this watershed is impounded by three
reservoirs including San Vicente Reservoir. Approximately 16 miles of San Vicente Creek
running through the Reserve is listed on the Clean Water Act (CWA) 303(d) list of impaired
water bodies for ammonia as nitrogen, benthic community eﬀects, total nitrogen as N, and
toxicity.

Surface Waters
Water sources range from ephemeral drainages, year around springs along fault lines,
and seasonal seeps which flow only in high rainfall years, to deep rocky basins known
as tenajas, which may hold water for a few weeks.

Streams
Approximately 13.3 miles of perennial and
intermittent streams have been mapped
within the Reserve and are delineated on USGS
topographic quadrangle sheets. There are
few intermittent, ephemeral, and no perennial
drainages within the Reserve. San Vicente
Creek and Long’s Gulch are the two largest
ephemeral drainages in the Reserve.

Springs and Seeps
Springs are a concentrated discharge of
groundwater, appearing at the ground
SEEPS AND SPRINGS
surface with a current of flowing water. To
be distinguished from springs are seepage
areas, which indicate a slow movement of
groundwater to the surface (Todd 1980). A few springs and seeps are found throughout
the Reserve and are often associated with geological formations such as faults.

2.8.1

Water Conveyance

A water transfer system operated by the City of San Diego Public Utilities Department
is located along the western edge of the Reserve. This system conveys water from
Lake Sutherland to San Vicente Reservoir via the Sutherland-San Vicente Pipeline. This
pipeline ends within the Reserve, where water is conveyed along Daney Canyon, a
tributary of San Vicente Creek, into San Vicente Reservoir.
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2.9

Cultural Resources

The Cultural Resources of the Reserve include archaeological artifacts, features, and sites
of both the Native American and historic periods, as well as traditional cultural places and
resources, and historic buildings, structures, landscapes, and sites. These resources were
researched, documented, and inventoried by CSP archaeologists and historians as part of a
cultural resources inventory.
Native American Consultation
The Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) was contacted in 2013, requesting a search
of the sacred-lands files and a contact list of interested parties for the Reserve area. Although
the files indicated no previously recorded traditional cultural places within the Reserve, the
NAHC supplied a list of 18 Native American contacts for the area.
Letters were sent and follow-up phone calls extended to all of the 18 contacts explaining
the management plan project and requesting comments, input, or concerns. There were 10
respondents in all which included representatives for the Viejas Band of Kumeyaay Indians
(Viejas), and the Intertribal Cultural Resource Protection Council, Barona Band of Mission
Indians (Barona), Campo Kumeyaay Nation, Ewiiaapaayp Band of Kumeyaay Indians, Iipay
Nation of Santa Ysabel, Kumeyaay Cultural
Repatriation Committee [KCRC], Kwaaymii
Laguna, La Posta Band of Mission Indians,
and Viejas. Most deferred to Barona as
the adjacent property owner to provide
comments and concerns. However, concern
was expressed about the proximity of the
Reserve to the Barona reservation and the
potential for incompatible uses between the
two. In addition, there was an interest for
more information and a site visit. Therefore,
two on-site meetings were held, each included
a brief overview of the background and known
MANO IN GRINDING BASIN
cultural resources of the Reserve, followed by
a tour of some of the archaeological sites on
the Reserve.
For planning and management purposes, it is important to know what archaeological and
historic sites exist within the Reserve, where they exist, what condition they are in, and what
threats they face. Threats to both the known and undocumented archaeological and historical
sites include erosion, fire, project impacts, unauthorized trails and use, as well as vandalism
(including artifact collection).
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2.9.1

Archaeological and Ethnographic Overview

The cultural story of this landscape starts long ago. The Kumeyaay believe that their
ancestors were placed in this area by the creator and they have been here since time
began. Scientific evidence, such as radiocarbon dating, indicates that people have
been living in southern California for more than 9,000 years, with some evidence from
the Channel Islands showing humans have been in this area for over 13,000 years. The
resources of the Reserve include plants and animals, rocks and minerals, shelters, and
water sources that made this area ideal for habitation and procurement activities.
Archaeological Resources
Previous archaeological recordation work at the Cañada de San Vicente Reserve has
been minimal. Only 13 archaeological sites had been recorded within the Reserve prior
to the start of the current project and most of the previous work was done in the 1970s
and 1990s when the Reserve was being considered for development. The archaeological
resources inventory conducted for the current LMP consisted of identification and
documentation of known and suspected archaeological sites within the Reserve.
CDFW staﬀ observed certain areas that appeared to contain archaeological features
and artifacts. These locations were shown to CSP archaeologists; whereby, the
team documented and recorded the sites, features, and artifacts that were present.
Although only about 1.7 percent of the Reserve was examined as a result of this work,
the count of known and recorded archaeological sites and isolates within the Reserve
was raised to 53. However, much of the Reserve has not been examined, and very little
of it has been systematically surveyed for archaeological resources, so it is anticipated
that additional resources are present within the Reserve.
Of the 53 recorded cultural resources within the Reserve, 37 are Native American
archaeological sites or isolates. These include rock shelters, stacked rock enclosures,
rockwork foundations for large storage baskets, bedrock grinding features, resource
procurement areas, stone tool manufacturing sites, camps, habitation sites, and lithic
artifacts.

2.9.2

Historic Archaeological Resources

In addition to the Native American sites, there are 17 sites containing at least one
historic feature, and one historic isolate. The historic sites consist of mining, ranching,
habitation, and water supply sites including building and structure foundations, fence
lines, corrals, guzzlers, cisterns, tanks, historic vegetation, and other remnants of
previous land uses within the Reserve.
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Historic Resources
The majority of the Reserve’s study area is located within the Reserve’s former Monte
Vista Ranch, which CDFW acquired between 2005 and 2008. The approximately 4,450acre parcel was part of the 13,316-acre Rancho Cañada de San Vicente y Mesa del Padre
Barona (Spanish for “The Glen of Saint Vincent and the Padre Barona Plateau”) that
Mexican Governor Pío Pico granted to Juan Bautista Lopez in 1846. However, the
rancho’s diseño (Spanish for “map”) shows a bifurcating trail that Spanish padres and
soldiers may have used via San Vicente Creek or Wildcat Canyon traveling between
Mission San Diego de Alcalá and the mission’s asistencia or sub-mission at Santa Ysabel
as early as 1818. Between 1846 and 1868, the rancho’s grantee, Don Juan Lopez (18461850), and later absentee owner Don Domingo Yorba (1850-1868), raised horses and
cattle on this well-watered sprawling ranch.
An 1869 land survey map indicates
that several important roads and trails
crisscrossed the rancho, providing
access from New San Diego to Santa
Ysabel, Ballena, and Santa María
(Ramona) through Long’s Gulch and
San Vicente Valley. After Yorba sold
the ranch in 1868, it was subsequently
cut up into separate holdings. Among
these was the 4,000-acre Barona Indian
Reservation which shares the Reserve’s
south and eastern boundaries.

“L.A.P.B. CO.” BRICK MADE BY LA PRESSED
BRICK COMPANY

While most land owners of the Reserve
after 1868 were San Francisco land
speculators, a few became permanent settlers. For example, from 1881 to 1883, B. S.
Sargent owned and operated a 200-acre ranch in Long’s Gulch, where he raised cattle,
horses, and grew alfalfa. Bees from Sargent’s apiaries produced some of the world’s
finest honey from pollen they gathered from the ranch’s thousands of acres of black
sage and wild buckwheat. During the early 1900s, James and Minnie Poole operated
one of the County’s largest honey-producing apiaries in the Reserve’s northeast
corner. The Gillespie family was also involved with the Reserve from 1913 to 1926;
however, there is no trace of the family’s ranch house, having been destroyed in the
2003 Cedar Fire.
Around 1885, owner Thomas J. Daley discovered a ‘blowout’ of copper ore on the lee
side of a rocky ridge overlooking a high central valley. The Daley or Barona Copper
Mine, which also produced traces of gold and silver ore, was in sporadic operation
until 1930. The remains of an additional mining test trench or ‘adit’ exists on a hillock
overlooking Long’s Gulch.
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Other remnants of historic land use include stone and concrete cisterns associated
with the area’s ranching history.
While traditionally used to raise herds of cattle and horses during the 1920s, the Goat
Ranch was an abortive attempt to raise angora goats at the mouth of Daney Canyon.
The latter, named after a local Ramona family, is also associated with the 244-year old
developmental history of the City of San Diego’s water storage and delivery system
which served as an open course for the transference of water from the Sutherland to
San Vicente reservoirs beginning in 1953.
A cluster of rustic, wood-frame ranch buildings now used as CDFW staﬀ residences
are associated with the study area’s namesake: Monte Vista Ranch. In 1938, owners
Frederick and Ruth Williamson contracted local Ramona contractor Burch Telford to
improve the Ranch’s residential area. The latter included three small 1-story residences,
mechanical equipment shed, elevated water storage tank tower, and spring house.
It is not known if the Williamsons were permanent residents, or used the Reserve
as a vacation/guest ranch until Frederick’s death in 1945. The subsequent absentee
owners, William D. and C. Wesley Buerkle of Bakersfield, employed a foreman to run
cattle on the Reserve and also used the ranch as vacation property until 1956. From
1956 to 1998, local real estate development companies acquired and planned to
develop the renamed Mirasol Ranch (Spanish for “Sunflower Ranch”) into residential
tract housing. They included Donald J. Sass (1956-1959), then William R. Hawn and
Harry L. Summers (1959-1998). Sass, Hawn, and Summers never initiated the widespread conversion of the Reserve into housing tracts; but continued to operate it as
a cattle ranch for approximately 20 years. In 1998, the San Pedro-based Monte Vista
Oaks Corporation purchased the ranch with the hope of developing sections into large
parcels for “country estate” homes. The company was also responsible for restoring,
converting, and operating the former Monte Vista Ranch residential cabins into the
Rancho Cañada Bed and Breakfast in 2003. In 2007, 392 acres were transferred to the
CDFW by the SDCWA to provide additional conservation acreage for its NCCP/HCP
Preserve Area and mitigation for the San Vicente Dam, Raise Project. Following the
transfer, the CDFW occupied the former bed and breakfast cabins as staﬀ housing. In
2009, TNC sold approximately 4,100 acres of the former ranch to the CDFW. In 2010,
CDFW acquired an additional 311-acre parcel west of Daney Canyon (from the adjacent
Spitsbergen/Emerald Oaks parcel). After the transfer, the CDFW occupied the former
bed and breakfast cabins as staﬀ housing.
Historical Inventory
1.

Rancho de Cañada de San Vicente y Barona (site)
This approximately 4,450-acre parcel was part of the 13,316-acre Rancho Cañada
de San Vicente y Mesa del Padre Barona (Spanish for “The Glen of Saint Vincent
and the Padre Barona Plateau”) that Mexican Governor Pío Pico granted to Juan
Bautista Lopez in 1846. Between 1846 and 1868, Don Lopez, and later absentee
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owner Don Domingo Yorba, raised horses and cattle on this well-watered and
sprawling Mexican-era ranch.
2. San Vicente Creek Wagon Road (site)

A bifurcating trail that Spanish padres and soldiers may have used to travel
from Mission San Diego de Alcalá (via El Cajon Rancho) along San Vicente Creek
to the mission’s asistencia or sub-mission at Santa Ysabel as early as 1818. The
trail may also have been a direct link from Mexican-era rancho to Old Town San
Diego from 1833 to 1850. Later, it was a segment of a wagon road connecting
New San Diego via Mussey Grade to Santa María (Ramona), Warner’s Ranch,
and Julian via Santa Ysabel after 1869.
3. Long’s Gulch Wagon Road (site)

Historic maps indicate a segment of the wagon road connecting New San Diego
to the San Vicente Creek Trail as early as 1869. A junction at the southwest
entrance into Wildcat Canyon linked the trail to additional wagon roads to
Santa María and Santa Ysabel (via Ballena).
4. Sargent Ranch (site)

Benjamin S. Sargent owned and operated a 200-acre ranch in Long’s Gulch,
where he and his family raised cattle and horses, grew alfalfa, and produced
honey from apiaries between 1881 and 1883. The location of the ranch house
and other improvements is unknown at this time.
5. Poole Ranch (site)

During the early 1900s, James
and Minnie Poole operated
one of the county’s largest
honey-producing apiaries at
the northeast corner of the
Reserve. The Gillespie family
was also involved with the
Reserve property from 1913
to 1926. Unfortunately, the
ranch house was destroyed by
the 2003 Cedar Fire.

POOLE RANCH HOUSE ‐‐ 1997

6. Daley Mine (site)

This site contains evidence of the Daley or Barona Copper Mine. Around 1885,
rancher Thomas J. Daley discovered a blowout of copper ore on the lee side
of a rocky ridge overlooking a high central valley. The mine, which consists
of vertical and horizontal shafts, also produced traces of gold and silver ore in
sporadic operations until 1930.
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7. Long’s Gulch Adit (site)

At this location, the remains of an additional mining test trench or adit still exist
on a hillock overlooking the Long’s Gulch Wagon Road.
8. Goat Ranch (site)

Located near the junction of Daney Canyon and San Vicente Creek, this is the
site of a ranch house associated with an abortive attempt by lessees to raise
angora goats during the 1920s.
9. Daney Canyon (site)

Named after a local Ramona family, the canyon is also associated with the
244-year-old developmental history of the City of San Diego’s water storage
and delivery system. It served as an open course for the transference of water
from the Sutherland to San Vicente reservoirs beginning in 1953.
10. Cisterns (structures)

These landscape features consist of several stone and concrete cisterns
associated with the area’s ranching history.
11. Monte Vista Ranch Complex (district)

In 1938, ranch owners Frederick and Ruth Williamson contracted local
Ramona contractor Burch Telford to erect this grouping of rustic-looking
cabins, mechanical equipment shed, elevated water storage tank tower, and
spring house along the San Vicente Creek Wagon Road. The complex served
as the Monte Vista Ranch’s
administrative and residential
core until the Buerkle family
purchased the property in 1945.
While the Buerkles still operated
it as a working cattle ranch, the
family also used the complex as
a seasonal vacation retreat until
1956. CDFW currently uses the
recently restored buildings as
staﬀ housing, meeting rooms,
and equipment storage facilities.
B.B.Q. AT MONTE VISTA RANCH COMPLEX

2.10 Aesthetics/Visual Resources
Cañada de San Vicente Reserve is characterized by wooded areas and open valleys. Although
secluded by its seeming remoteness, the land is not far from the town of Ramona. It is a place
where the night sky is dark, and the silence gives way to a calm, peaceful ‘sense of place.’
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Inhabitants vary from painted lady butterflies, to red-tailed hawks and the diversity of plants
ranges from delicate Clarkia to Engelmann oaks.
Within the landscape are evidences of native people, ranchers, and miners, as well as more
modern usage. Due to the gentle use of the land, its resilience shows. Remnants of the past
and proof of the present give way to the future, indicating that change over time can be
managed to allow varied uses of the land.
The mission of CDFW which evokes the managing of such diverse natural resources with
managed public access, along with this LMP, will maintain this wonderful ‘sense of place.’

OVERLOOK WITHIN CAÑADA DE SAN VICENTE
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3.1

Habitat and Species Description

Vegetation Communities and Habitats

In 2009, 2011, and 2012 the CDFW conducted vegetation surveys (rapid assessments, field
reconnaissance, and verification surveys) and analysis to document the vegetation types
found within Cañada de San Vicente (Figure 6 and Appendix 8.1). The resulting classification
followed the hierarchical National Vegetation Classification System (Jennings et al. 2009) and
A Manual of California (Sawyer et al. 2009). This system classifies vegetation at the alliance
and association levels. Within the boundaries of Cañada de San Vicente, 38 rapid assessment
surveys and 111 reconnaissance points were conducted during this eﬀort.
The following vegetation alliance descriptions are summaries of combined detailed accounts
presented in the Classification of the Vegetation Alliances and Associations of Western San Diego
County (Sproul et. al. 2011). Not all species included in these summaries are found within the
Reserve but rather, are general descriptions.
Adenostoma fasciculatum Alliance (Chamise Chaparral)
Throughout its range, chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum) is dominant in the shrub canopy
and depending upon the location, may have ribbonwood (A. sparsifolium), eastwood
Manzanita (Arctostaphylos glandulosa), common manzanita (A. manzanita), whiteleaf
manzanita (A. viscida), Ceanothus spp., sticky monkeyflower (Diplacus aurantiacus), California
yerba santa (Eriodictyon californicum), California buckwheat (Eriogonum fasciculatum),
chaparral yucca (Hesperoyucca whipplei), toyon (Heteromeles arbutifolia), California scrub
oak (Q. berberidifolia), scrub live oak (Q. wislizeni), white sage (Salvia apiana), purple sage
(S. leucophylla), black sage (S. mellifera), and poison oak (Toxicodendron diversilobum).
Emergent trees may be present at low cover. Shrubs are typically less than 13 feet tall; the
canopy is intermittent to continuous, and the herbaceous layer is sparse to intermittent.
As a result of extensive high-frequency and high-intensity fires in Western San Diego County
over the past few decades, this alliance is now poorly represented as mature stands. There is
evidence of type conversion to post-fire alliance stands of laurel sumac (Malosma laurina) and
deerweed (Lotus scoparius), in addition to largely annual non-native grasslands.
Adenostoma fasciculatum-Xylococcus bicolor Alliance
(Chamise-Mission Manzanita Chaparral)
In this alliance, chamise and mission manzanita (Xylococcus bicolor) are co-dominants in
the shrub canopy and may co-occur with hoaryleaf ceanothus (C. crassifolius), Ramona Lilac
(C. tomentosus), wart-stem ceanothus (C. verrucosus), bush-rue (Cneoridium dumosum),
chaparral yucca, toyon, laural sumac, California scrub oak, holly-leaf redberry (Rhamnus
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ilicifolia), sugar bush (Rhus ovata), white sage, and black sage. Shrubs are usually less than
10 feet tall; and the canopy is intermittent to continuous. The herbaceous layer is sparse to
intermittent.
This chaparral, characterized by the mixture of chamise and mission manzanita, is endemic to
the south coast of California and adjacent northern Baja California. Like chamise, manzanita is
a resprouter following fires, but is typically representative of more mesic settings than where
chamise is the sole dominant.
Artemisia californica-Eriogonum fasciculatum Alliance
(California Sagebrush-California Buckwheat Scrub)
This alliance occurs from Northern Baja California to the Mount Diablo Range of central
California. It is made up of two associations locally. One, the California sage (Artemisia
californica) - California buckwheat - laurel sumac is typical of drier coastal sage scrub slopes at
lower and mid-elevations, usually away from the immediate coast. A second, the California
sage - California buckwheat - coast prickly pear (Opuntia littoralis)/ladyfingers (Dudleya edulis)
association has been recently defined from coastal San Diego County using data from this
study and the Cabrillo National Monument project (Sproul, et. al. 2011).
This alliance is often found in drier and more exposed settings either adjacent to California
sage alliance stands or farther inland away from direct maritime fog influence. The alliance
is characterized by California sage and California buckwheat as co-dominants in the shrub
canopy and may include lower cover of chamise, sticky monkeyflower, California joint fir
(Ephedra californica), interior goldenbush (Ericameria linearifolia), chaparral yucca, deerweed,
laurel sumac, lemonade berry (Rhus integrifolia), sugar bush, and/or white sage. Most shrubs
are less than 7 feet in height. Some emergent large shrubs are up to 16 feet tall. The canopy
can be one or two tiered, and ranges from intermittent to continuous cover. An herbaceous
layer is present and dominated by spring annuals but may have some perennial grasses and
geophytes.
Baccharis salicifolia Alliance (Mulefat Thickets)
Mulefat forms scraggly stands in both seasonally or intermittently flooded habitats, such as
canyon bottoms, floodplains, irrigation ditches, lake margins, and stream channels. Stands
are inherently variable depending on the amount of inundation and scouring. Stands usually
form open shrublands or thickets in riparian corridors and along lake margins. The alliance is
widespread throughout the warmer parts of California and the Southwest.
State-wide, mulefat (Baccharis salicifolia) is dominant or co-dominant in the shrub canopy
with few to relatively numerous associated shrubs depending on location. These can include
California sage, Emory’s baccharis (B. emoryi), coyote bush (B. pilularis), tree tobacco (Nicotiana
glauca), laurel sumac, arrow weed (Pluchea sericea), blackberry species (Rubus spp.), sandbar
willow (Salix exigua), arroyo willow (S. lasiolepis), black elderberry (Sambucus nigra), and
tamarisk (Tamarix spp). Emergent grey pine (Pinus sabiniana), California sycamore (Platanus
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racemosa), western cottonwood (P. fremontii), oak species (Quercus spp.), and willow species
(salix spp.) may be present in some stands. Shrubs are generally less than 16 feet tall, with the
canopy open to continuous. The herbaceous layer is usually sparse.
Bromus (diandrus, hordeaceus)-Brachypodium distachyon Alliance
(Annual Brome Grasslands)
In cismontane California, nonnative bromes (Bromus spp.) and other “false” bromes have
become abundant and may strongly dominate in areas where the natural ecology of vegetation
has been altered by high fire frequency, deposition, deep soil tilling, and/or intensive grazing.
Many stands with ripgut brome (Bromus diandrus), soft chess (B. hordeaceus), or false brome
(Brachypodium distachyon) are dominant or dominant with nonnatives in the herbaceous
layer. Sometimes emergent trees and shrubs may be present at low cover. The herb layer is
typically less than 30 inches in height and cover is intermittent to continuous.
Californian Warm Temperate Marsh/Seep Group
This is a group level classification of an herbaceous stand located in a wetland or seasonally
moist to dry area, with soils moist through the growing season due to flooding or high water
table. Generally consists of native obligate or facultative wetland perennial plants, including
sedge species (Carex spp.), Rush species (Juncus spp.), deer grass (Muhlenbergia rigens),
monkeyflower species (Mimulus spp.), or other herbs. Stands are typically less than 5 feet tall.
Ceanothus crassifolius Alliance
(Hoaryleaf Ceanothus Chaparral)
Hoaryleaf is an obligate seeder that produces a
long-persisting seed bank. Monotypic stands of
hoaryleaf occur in post-fire situations where the fire
cycle ranges between 20 and 60 years, although
individuals may live for over 90 years. Since stands
are identified by strong dominance of hoaryleaf, most
stands sampled in the area have likely experienced
fire relatively recently. Fires occurring at short
intervals have the potential to cause significant
changes in species density and composition.
In general, the alliance is characterized by hoaryleaf
as the dominant or co-dominant in the shrub canopy
with chamise, big-berry manzanita (A. glauca),
chaparral mountain mohogany (Cercocarpus
montanus), chaparral whitethorn (C. leucodermis)
sticky monkeyflower, California buckwheat,
chaparral yucca, toyon, yellow bush-penstemon
(Keckiella antirrhinoides), laurel sumac, California

SNAPDRAGON PENSTEMON
KECKIELLA ANTIRRHINOIDES
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(inland) scrub oak, sugar bush, and/or black sage. Emergent coast live oak (Q. agrifolia) and
other trees may be present at low cover. Shrubs are usually less than 11 feet tall, with the
canopy intermittent to continuous. In mature stands the herbaceous layer is open.
Ceanothus leucodermis Alliance (Chaparral Whitethorn Chaparral)
Stands of chaparral whitethorn are found at elevations that are moderate to high for chaparral
in early post-fire sites, and they appear longer-lived in coastal settings as compared to desert
exposures. Shrubs experience moderate to high mortality in mature stands, especially those
unburned for more than 40 years. Chaparral whitethorn rapidly sprouts from root crowns
when branches are removed by fire (or other disturbance), but also seeds readily after fires.
Stands form at transitions between coastal scrub, chaparral, and conifer-oak forests.
In general, stands of this alliance are characterized by having chaparral whitethorn
dominant in the shrub canopy with lesser cover of chamise, big-berry manzanita, deer brush
(C. integerrimus), yerba santa species (Eriodictyon spp.), chaparral yucca, toyon, California
scrub oak, skunk bush (Rhus trilobata), and/or poison-oak. In some stands emergent canyon
live oak (Q. chrysolepis), black oak (Q. kelloggii), or scrub live oak trees may be present at low
cover. The shrub stratum is less than 13 feet in height, the canopy is intermittent to continuous,
and the herbaceous layer is typically sparse.
Ceanothus tomentosus Alliance (Woolyleaf Ceanothus)
Woolyleaf (C. tomentosus) is dominant or co-dominant in the shrub canopy with chamise,
ribbonwood, eastwood manzanita, big-pod ceanothus (C. megacarpus), hairy-leaf ceanothus
(C. oliganthus), toyon, California scrub oak, sugar bush, black sage, poison oak, and mission
manzanita. Emergent coast live oak, canyon live oak, scrub live oak, and pepperwood
(Umbellularia californica) trees may be present at low cover. Shrubs are generally less than
13 feet tall, the canopy is continuous to intermittent, and the herbaceous layer is sparse in
mature stands.
Corethrogyne filaginifolia Provisional Alliance (Sand aster Patches)
Sand aster (Corethrogyne filaginifolia, a.k.a. Lessingia filaginifolia) is a perennial herb
characteristic of relatively dry settings on slopes throughout much of California. It is
particularly common in the south coastal regions where it forms open stands with mixtures of
native and nonnative herbs at the margins of post-fire recovering coastal scrub and chaparral
stands, often adjacent to grasslands or other openings. Most stands are small and less than
2.5 acres in size.
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Eriogonum fasciculatum Alliance (California Buckwheat Scrub)
California buckwheat is one of the most diagnostic species of the Californian Mediterranean
drought deciduous scrub macrogroup. It dominates or co-dominates many thousands of
acres from the San Francisco Bay region south to northern coastal Baja California. Stands do
well on rocky sites and in shallow soils, and they establish after disturbance by fire or flood or
after heavy grazing. In southern coastal California, this alliance is usually one of the first of the
coastal scrubs to establish in mechanically disturbed areas, such as road cuts or slope failures,
and it persists in areas with light to moderate grazing.
In general, stands of this alliance are characterized by California buckwheat as dominant or
co-dominant in the shrub canopy in the cismontane stands with California sage, big sagebrush
(A. tridentata), coyote bush, sticky monkeyflower, bush sunflower (Encelia californica),
brittlebush (E. farinosa), San Diego goldenbush (Isocoma menziesii), deer weed, coastal
bushmallow (Malacothamnus fasciculatus), white sage, and black sage. In the transmontane
stands with burro bush (Ambrosia dumosa), cheese bush (A. salsola), blackbush (Coleogyne
ramosissima), mormon tea (E. nevadensis), green rabbitbrush (Ericameria teretifolia), creosote
bush (Larrea tridentata), bladder sage (Salazaria mexicana), jojoba “goat nut” (Simmondsia
chinensis), and desert sunflower (Viguiera parishii). Shrubs are typically less than 7 feet tall
and the canopy is continuous or intermittent. The herbaceous layer is variable and it may be
grassy.
Eriogonum fasciculatum-Salvia apiana Alliance
(California Buckwheat-White Sage Scrub)
The California Buckwheat – White sage alliance is
limited to southern California and adjacent Baja
California, Mexico. It diﬀers from the previous
California buckwheat alliance, by having white sage
co-dominant. It typically occupies relatively well
drained, coarse – textured soils inland from the
coast to the desert margins of the eastern side of
the Peninsular Ranges.
In general, stands of this alliance are characterized
by California buckwheat and white sage as a codominant in the shrub canopy with California sage,
chamise, desert ceanothus (C. greggii), chaparral
whitethorn, snakeweed (Gutierrezia sarothrae),
chaparral yucca, toyon, yellow bush-penstemon,
deerweed, laurel sumac and/or California scrub
oak sometimes present. Emergent coastal live oak
trees may be present at low cover. Shrub canopy is
usually less than 8 feet tall; and is intermittent. The
herbaceous layer is variable and may be grassy.

CHAPARRAL YUCCA
HESPEROYUCCA WHIPPLEI
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Lotus scoparius Alliance (Deerweed Scrub)
Deerweed is a short lived perennial shrub which typically colonizes slopes after fires in
chaparral and coastal sage scrub throughout much of California. The alliance is an indicator of
post-fire (or occasionally, other disturbance) conditions. Stands tend to persist for only a few
years before other longer-lived woody species germinate or resprout, forming enough cover
to convert to longer-persisting vegetation types.
In general, the characteristics of this alliance include: deerweed as the dominant or codominant in the shrub canopy with chamise, California sage, coyote bush, California joint
fir, interior goldenbush, California yerba santa, California Buckwheat, sawtooth goldenbush
(Hazardia squarrosa), sand aster, chaparral bushmallow, desert apricot (Prunus fremontii),
sugar bush, oak “golden” gooseberry (Ribes quercetorum), and white sage. Shrubs are
usually less than 7 feet tall and the canopy is open to intermittent and often two tiered. The
herbaceous layer may be sparse to intermittent.
Malosma laurina Alliance (Laurel Sumac Scrub)
Laurel sumac is a large evergreen, sclerophyllous shrub that occurs along the coast from
Santa Barbara County south into north western Baja California. It is frost sensitive and its
presence generally signifies the warm coastal regions of southern California. The shrub is a
consummate resprouter, and can regularly resprout from its deep rootcrown multiple times
in short succession following fires.
In general, the characteristics of the alliance as sampled so far include: laurel sumac
dominant or co-dominant in the shrub canopy with California sage, big-pod ceanothus, sticky
monkeyflower, bush sunflower, Coastal buckwheat (E. cinereum), California buckwheat,
toyon, chaparral yucca, yellow bush-penstemon, holly-leaf redberry, lemonade berry, sugar
bush, purple sage, black sage, pary tetracoccus (Tetracoccus dioicus), and/or poison oak.
Emergent trees such as coastal live oak, or California sycamore may be present. Shrubs are
usually less than 16 feet in height and the canopy is open to continuous. The herbaceous layer
ranges from sparse to grassy. As a result of high frequency fires in the past few decades, this
alliance has become more common in many areas of western San Diego County.
Mediterranean California Naturalized Annual and Perennial Grassland Group
The description is based on the group level (i.e., hierarchical level above the alliance) as
classification to an alliance is not possible. Nonnative grasses and forbs are dominant over
the native species, but none of the following nonnative species are clearly dominant or codominant: Avena spp., Bromus [ripgut, soft chess, red foxtail (rubens)], false brome, rye
(Lolium), [rye grass (perenne), (multiflorum), (temulentum)], fountain grass (Pennisetum spp.),
black mustard (Brassica nigra), poison hemlock (Conium maculatum), and/or crown daisy
(Glebionis coronaria).
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These species, though, may be present without dominance in a mixed assemblage that could
include other naturalized, ruderal species, such as Agrostis Pacific bentgrass (avenacea,
desertorum, creeping bentgrass (stolonifera), bentgrass (viridis), tall fescue (Festuca
arundinacea), crab grass (Digitaria spp.), Russian thistle “tumbleweed” (Salsola spp.), filaree
(Erodium spp.), Johnson grass (Sorghum spp.), thistle species (Centaurea spp.), Bermuda
grass species (Cynodon spp.), Mediterranean grass (Schismus spp.), and milk thistle (Silybum
marianum). This vegetation type is widespread and highly variable, and representative
of general situations where ruderal plants have replaced natives through repeated soil
disturbance and introduction of nonnative plants.
Platanus racemosa Alliance (California Sycamore Woodlands Alliance)
Sycamore stands are common along many of the streams. They may have mixtures of coast
live oak and other trees, but are characterized by the presence of sycamores regularly spaced
throughout the stands. In general the alliance is characterized by: California sycamore
dominant or co-dominant in the tree canopy with white alder (Alnus rhombifolia), California
black walnut (Juglans californica), western cottonwood, coast live oak, valley oak (Q. lobata),
sandbar willow, black willow (S. gooddingii), red willow (S. laevigata), arroyo willow
(S. lasiolepis), yellow willow (S. lutea), Peruvian pepper tree (Schinus molle), and pepperwood.
Trees are the dominant layer and are generally less than 115 feet in height. The canopy is open
to intermittent and the shrub layer is open to intermittent with the herbaceous layer ranging
from sparse to grassy.

CALIFORNIA SYCAMORE
PLATANUS RACEMOSA
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Quercus agrifolia Alliance (Coast Live Oak Woodland)
In general, characteristics of the alliance on a state-wide basis include: coast live oak dominant
or co-dominant in the tree canopy with big-leaf maple (Acer macrophyllum), California boxelder (A. negundo), Pacific madrone (Arbutus menziesii), California black walnut, California
sycamore, western cottonwood,
blue oak (Q. douglasii), valley oak,
Engelmann oak (Q. engelmannii),
black oak, arroyo willow, and/
or pepperwood.
Trees are
generally less than 98 feet
tall and the canopy is open to
continuous. The shrub layer is
sparse to intermittent, and the
herbaceous layer is sparse to
grassy.
Quercus berberidifolia Alliance
(Scrub Oak Chaparral)
Scrub oak is a general term
representing multiple taxa of
COAST LIVE OAK WOODLAND
largely evergreen oaks that do
not typically attain tree size in
California. Taxonomic confusion abounds with many of these species. In the past decade
most scrub oaks west of the desert margins have been called California scrub oak. However,
hybridization between Engelmann oak and desert “muller” scrub oak (Q. cornelius-mulleri),
normally found east of the vegetation study area, has led to progeny Torrey’s hybrid oak
(Q. x acutidens) that ecologically and somewhat physiognomically resemble California scrub
oak. In this report we treat all the stands of scrub oak – characterized vegetation as members
of the California scrub oak alliance, fully acknowledging the taxonomic issues at hand. In
deference to this, we name the associations with regard to the likely regular presence of
these Torrey’s hybrid oaks, Q. x acutidens hybrids.
In general, stands of this alliance state-wide can be characterized by: California scrub
oak dominant or co-dominant in the shrub canopy with chamise, ribbonwood, eastwood
manzanita, big-berry manzanita, chaparral whitethorn, desert ceanothus, blueblossom
(C. thyrsiflorus), California coﬀeeberry (Frangula californica), California ash (Fraxinus dipetala),
toyon, chararral pea (Pickeringia montana), holly-leaf cherry (Prunus ilicifolia), scrub live oak,
holly-leaf redberry, sugar bush, and/or poison oak. Emergent trees such as California buckeye
(Aesculus californica), coast live oak, and grey pine may be present. The shrub layer is generally
less than 20 feet tall and the canopy is intermittent or continuous (especially in mature stands).
The herbaceous layer is generally sparse.
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Quercus berberidifolia-Adenostoma fasciculatum Alliance
(Scrub Oak-Chamise Chaparral)
This alliance is related to the California scrub oak alliance, but tends to occupy mid to upper
slope positions where vegetation is transitional between xeric and mesic. It covers extensive
areas of the lower montane and foothill belt of the Transverse and Peninsular Ranges in
southern California.
In general, statewide, this alliance is characterized by California scrub oak and chamise codominant in the shrub canopy with manzanita species, hoaryleaf ceanothus, desert ceanothus,
chaparral whitethorn, mountain mahogany, toyon, holly-leaf redberry, and/or mission
manzanita. Emergent coast live oak, or Engelmann oak trees may be present. Typically shrubs
are relatively tall in mature stands, but usually less than 20 feet in height and the canopy is
open to continuous. The herbaceous layer is sparse under mature stands.
Quercus engelmannii Alliance (Engelmann Oak Woodland)
Engelmann Oak is endemic to south coastal California and adjacent Baja California Norte. It
is a sub-tropical oak that is partially drought deciduous. Engelmann oak occupies interior
portions of the Reserve and only a few individuals and no stands are known less than five
miles from the coast. Recent fires in San Diego County have had varied eﬀects on Engelmann
oak, including variable mortality in mature trees. Stands with grassy understories tend to
suﬀer minimal damage, while trees in stands with shrubby understories are top-killed, but
they may sprout and survive.
In general, stands diagnostic of the alliance have Engelmann oak dominant or co-dominant
in the tree canopy with coast live oak and black oak sometimes present. Trees are usually
less than 59 feet tall and the canopy may be open to closed. The shrub layer is sparse to
intermittent and the herbaceous layer is sparse or grassy.
Salix lasiolepis Alliance (Arroyo Willow Thickets)
Arroyo willow is an extremely variable species. It is probably the most abundant single
riparian willow in California and comprises among the most extensive riparian scrub alliances
in the state. Arroyo willow grows on seasonally or intermittently flooded sites. Some plants in
southern California stands are suﬃciently tall to be called trees. However, plants are typically
shrubby and multi-branched.
In general, stands of this alliance in California have arroyo willow dominant or co-dominant
in the shrub or tree canopy with big-leaf maple, coyote bush, mulefat, common button
bush (Cephalanthus occidentalis), Greek dogwood (Cornus sericea), California wax myrtle
(Morella californica), California sycamore, black cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa), western
cottonwood, willow species, and/or blue elderberry. As a shrubland, emergent trees may be
present at low cover. Plants are generally less than 33 feet tall and the canopy is open to
continuous. The herbaceous layer is variable.
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Salvia apiana Alliance (White Sage Scrub)
Stands of white sage occur on coastal mountain slopes and benches, sometimes on alluvial
fans, well inland in the Peninsular and Transverse ranges. The term “interior sage scrub” or
“Riversidian sage scrub” has been used to categorize the vegetation commonly including this
alliance. At semi-desert localities or extremely xeric, well-drained sites, stands shift to the
California buckwheat alliance and may also be associated with the brittlebush alliance.
In general, stands of this alliance in California have the following characteristics: white sage
is dominant or co-dominant in the shrub canopy with California sage, sticky monkeyflower,
brittlebush, Ericameria spp., California buckwheat, chaparral yucca, San Diego goldenbush,
coast bushmallow, laurel sumac, and/or Rhus spp. Most shrubs are less than 7 feet, some less
than 2 feet tall. The canopy is intermittent to continuous and often two tiered. The herbaceous
layer is variable. Stands in western San Diego County are generally uncommon, occurring on
the hottest exposures further inland.

3.2

Botanical Resources

Research was conducted to determine the sensitive vegetation communities and plants that
could potentially occur at Cañada de San Vicente (Appendix 8.2). This research involved queries
of the CDFW California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB) (RareFind database, Version 3.0.5
– CDFG 2014), and California Native Plant Society (CNPS) Inventory of Rare and Endangered
Plants (online edition, v8-02) (CNPS 2014), review of published and unpublished material,
and Department communications with CDFW staﬀ. The San Vicente Reservoir and El Cajon
Mountain USGS 7.5-minute quadrangles were used to query all databases and other sources.
Emphasis was placed on the special status species that may occur. Some of the plants, which
were considered, though not formally listed as rare or endangered under the California
Endangered Species Act, meet the definitions of Section 1901, Chapter 10 (Native Plant
Protection) of the California FGC, and are eligible for State listing. In addition, species designated
by the CNPS as rare, threatened or endangered in California, but common elsewhere were
also considered. Plants on the CNPS List 1 or 2 are legally protected under the provisions of
CEQA and CEQA Guidelines. Special-status plants that are known to occur, or that have the
potential to occur based on the presence of suitable habitat, are discussed below.

3.3

Sensitive Botanical Resources

A total of 31 special status plant species and two rare natural communities were identified as
occurring in the San Vicente Reservoir and El Cajon Mountain USGS 7.5-minute quadrangles
(Appendix 8.3). An expanded discussion is provided for those sensitive or protected species
with known occurrences or where habitat may exist within the Reserve. Known occurrences
for any special status plant species were obtained from the CDFW CNDDB RareFind database,
and from CDFW files and staﬀ discussions (Appendices section 8).
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San Diego thornmint:
San Diego thornmint (Acanthomintha ilicifolia) is
an endemic perennial herb occurring in chaparral,
coastal scrub, valley and foothill grasslands, and
vernal pools in vertisol clay soils at 33 feet to 3117
feet in elevation. The flowers bloom from April to
June.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are two known occurrences
of San Diego thornmint in the
Daney Canyon and Long’s Gulch
areas of the Reserve.
Dean’s milk-vetch:
SAN DIEGO THORNMINT
Dean’s milk-vetch (Astragalus deanei) is a perennial
ACANTHOMINTHA ILICIFOLIA
herb occurring in chaparral, cismontane woodland,
coastal scrub, and riparian forest habitats. The
species is found from 246 feet to 2,280 feet, with flowers blooming from February to May.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are no known occurrences of Dean’s milk vetch within the Reserve,
although potential habitat does exist here.
San Diego milk-vetch:
San Diego milk-vetch (Astragalus oocarpus) is a perennial herb occurring in cismontane
woodland and chaparral habitats. It is found from 1,001 feet to 5,000 feet in elevation. The
flowers bloom from May to August.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are no known occurrences of San Diego milk-vetch within the Reserve,
although potential habitat does exist here.
Encinitas baccharis:
Encinitas baccharis (Baccharis vanessae) is a perennial deciduous shrub occurring in cismontane
woodland and maritime chaparral habitats. The species is often associated with sandstone
soils found at 197 feet to 2,362 feet, with flowers blooming from August to November.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are no known occurrences of Encinitas baccharis within the Reserve,
although potential habitat does exist here.
San Diego goldenstar:
San Diego goldenstar (Bloomeria clevelandii) is a perennial bulbiferous herb occurring in
chaparral, coastal scrub, valley and foothill grassland and vernal pool habitats. It is often
associated with clay soils at elevations of 164 feet to 1,526 feet. The flowers bloom from April
to May.
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Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are no known occurrences of San Diego goldenstar within the Reserve,
although potential habitat does exist here.
Thread-leaved brodiaea:
Thread-leaved brodiaea (Brodiaea filifolia) is a bulbiferous herb occurring in chaparral,
cismontane woodlands, coastal scrub, valley and foothill grassland, and alkali grassland
habitats. The species is associated with heavy clay, loamy sand, or alkaline silty-clay soils that
are typically located at from 82 feet to 4003 feet in elevation. The flowers bloom from March
to June.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are no known occurrences of thread-leaved brodiaea within the
Reserve, although potential habitat does exist here.
OrcuƩ’s brodiaea:
Orcutt’s brodiaea (Brodiaea orcuttii) is a perennial bulbiferous herb occurring in closed-cone
coniferous forest, chaparral, meadows and seeps, vernal pools, cismontane woodland and
valley and foothill grassland habitats. The species is often associated with mesic, clay, and
sometimes serpentine soils found at elevations of 98 feet to 5,551 feet. The flowers bloom
from May to July.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are no known occurrences of Orcutt’s brodiaea within the Reserve;
however, CNDDB has a record of a small colony in the hills northwest of the
Barona Indian Reservation, although no specific location was identified.
Dunn’s mariposa lily:
Dunn’s mariposa lily (Calochortus dunnii) is a perennial bulbiferous herb occurring in closedcone coniferous forest, chaparral, and valley and foothill grassland habitats. It is often
associated with gabbroic or metavolcanic, rocky soils located at 607 feet to 6,004 feet. The
flowers bloom from February to June.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are no known occurrences of Dunn’s mariposa lily within the Reserve,
although potential habitat does exist here.
Round-leaved filaree:
Round-leaved filaree (California macrophyllum) is an annual herb occurring in cismontane
woodland and valley and foothill grassland habitats. This species is often associated with clay
soils from 49 feet to 937 feet, with flowers blooming from March to May.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are no known occurrences of round-leaved filaree within the Reserve,
although potential habitat does exist here.
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Lakeside ceanothus:
Lakeside ceanothus (Ceanothus cyaneus) is a perennial evergreen shrub occurring in closedcone coniferous forest and chaparral habitats. It is found at elevations between 771 feet to
2,477 feet and flowers from April to June.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are known occurrences of Lakeside ceanothus within the Reserve;
CNDDB has a record of the species in the Barona Valley.
Wart-stemmed ceanothus:
Wart-stemmed ceanothus (Ceanothus verrucosus) is an evergreen shrub occurring in chaparral
habitats within San Diego County. The flowers bloom from December to April at elevations of
3 feet to 1247 feet. This species is endemic to San Diego County.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are no known occurrences of wart-stemmed ceanothus within the
Reserve, although potential habitat does exist here.
Long-spined spineflower:
Long-spined spineflower (Chorizanthe polygonoides var. longispina) is an annual herb occurring
in chaparral, coastal scrub, meadows and seeps, vernal pools, and valley and foothill grassland
habitats. The species is often associated with clay soils found at 98 feet to 5,020 feet, with
flowers from April to July.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are no known occurrences of long-spined spineflower within the
Reserve, although potential habitat does exist here.
Delicate clarkia:
Delicate clarkia (Clarkia delicata) is an annual herb
occurring in cismontane woodland, and valley and
foothill grassland habitats. It is found at elevations
between 771 feet to 3,281 feet and flowers from April
to June.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are numerous known
occurrences of delicate clarkia
documented throughout the Reserve;
with the majority recorded in the
central and northern portions of
the Reserve; including along Long’s
Gulch and two populations in Daney
Canyon.

DELICATE CLARKIA
CLARKIA DELICATA
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San Miguel savory:
San Miguel savory (Clinopodium chandleri) is a perennial shrub occurring in chaparral, coastal
scrub, riparian woodland, cismontane woodland, and valley and foothill grassland habitats.
The species is often associated with rocky, gabbroic or metavolcanic soils found at 94 feet to
3,527 feet, and flowers from March to July.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are no known occurrences of San Miguel savory within the Reserve
although potential habitat does exist here.
Summer holly:
Summer holly (Comarostaphylis diversifolia ssp. diversifolia) is an evergreen shrub occurring in
chaparral and cismontane woodland at elevations of 98 feet to 1804 feet. The flowers bloom
from April to June.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are no known occurrences of summer holly within the Reserve,
although potential habitat does exist here.
Variegated dudleya:
Variegated dudleya (Dudleya variegata) is a perennial herb occurring in chaparral, coastal
scrub, vernal pools, cismontane woodland, and valley and foothill grassland habitats. It is
often associated with clay soils found at 10 feet to 1,903 feet, and flowers from April to June.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are no known occurrences of variegated dudleya within the Reserve,
although potential habitat does exist here.
Palmer’s goldenbush:
Palmer’s goldenbush (Ericameria palmeri var. palmeri) is a perennial evergreen shrub occurring
in chaparral and coastal scrub habitats. The species is found at elevations between 98 feet to
1,968 feet, with flowers blooming from July to November.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are no known occurrences of Palmer’s goldenbush within the Reserve,
although potential habitat does exist here.
San Diego buƩon-celery:
San Diego button-celery (Eryngium aristulatum var. parishii) is an annual/perennial herb
occurring in coastal scrub, vernal pools, as well as valley and foothill grassland habitats. The
species is often associated with clay soils found at 66 feet to 2,034 feet, with flowers blooming
from April to June.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are no known occurrences of San Diego button-celery within the
Reserve and potential habitat for the species is extremely limited here.
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San Diego barrel cactus:
San Diego barrel cactus (Ferocactus viridescens) is found at elevations from 10 feet to 1,591
feet in chaparral, Diegan coastal scrub, valley and foothill grassland communities. The species
occurs on exposed, level, or south-sloping areas, often in coastal scrub near the crest of slopes.
In California, this barrel cactus is known only from San Diego County.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are no known occurrences of San Diego barrel cactus within the
Reserve, although potential habitat does exist here.
Ramona horkelia:
Ramona horkelia (Horkelia truncata) is a perennial herb occurring in chaparral and cismontane
woodland habitats. It is found at elevations between 1,312 feet to 4,265 feet and flowers from
May to June.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are no known occurrences of Ramona horkelia within the Reserve,
although habitat does exist here.
Decumbent goldenbush:
Decumbent goldenbush (Isocoma menziesii var. decumbens) is a perennial shrub occurring in
chaparral and disturbed coastal scrub habitats. The species is found at elevations between 33
feet to 443 feet and flowers from April to November.
Potential Presence in Reserve:
There are no known occurrences of decumbent goldenbush within the
Reserve, although potential habitat does exist here.
Heart-leaved pitcher sage:
Heart-leaved monardella pitcher sage (Lepechinia cardiophylla) is a perennial shrub occurring
in chaparral, closed-cone coniferous forest, and cismontane woodland habitats. It is found at
elevations between 1,706 feet to 4,495 feet and flowers from April to July.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are no known occurrences of
heart-leaved pitcher sage within the
Reserve, although potential habitat
does exist here.
Felt-leaved monardella:
Felt-leaved monardella (Monardella hypoleuca ssp.
lanata) is a perennial rhizomatous herb occurring in
chaparral and cismontane woodland habitats. The
species is found at elevations between 984 feet to
5,167 feet. The flowers bloom from June to August.

FELT‐LEAVED MONARDELLA
MONARDELLA HYPOLEUCA
SSP. LANTANA
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Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are known occurrences of Felt-leaved monardella in the Long’s Gulch
area of the Reserve.
Willowy monardella:
Willowy monardella (Monardella viminea) is a perennial herb occurring in chaparral, coastal
scrub, riparian forest, riparian scrub, and riparian woodland habitats. It is often associated
with alluvial ephemeral washes found at 164 feet to 738 feet in elevation. Flowers bloom from
June to August.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are no known occurrences of Willowy monardella within the Reserve,
although potential habitat does exist here.
Gander’s ragwort:
Gander’s ragwort (Packera ganderi) is a perennial herb associated with burns and gabbroic
outcrops in chaparral habitats. The species is found at elevations between 1,312 feet to 3,937
feet and flowers from April to June.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are no known occurrences of Gander’s ragwort within the Reserve,
although potential habitat does exist here.
San Diego mesa mint:
San Diego mesa mint (Pogogyne abramsii) is endemic to San Diego County vernal pools. These
vernal pools are generally found within grasslands, chamise chaparral or coastal sage scrub
communities from 295 feet to 656 feet in elevation.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are no known occurrences of San Diego mesa mint within the Reserve
and no documented presence of vernal pools here.
Cedros Island oak:
Cedros Island oak (Quercus cedrosensis) is a perennial evergreen tree occurring in closed-cone
coniferous forest, chaparral, and coastal scrub habitats. The species is found at elevations
between 37 feet to 3,150 feet and flowers from April to May.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are no known occurrences of Cedros Island oak within the Reserve,
although potential habitat does exist here.
Engelmann oak:
Engelmann oak (Q. engelmannii) is a perennial deciduous tree occurring in chaparral,
cismontane woodland, riparian woodland, and valley and foothill grasslands. This species is
found at elevations between 164 feet to 4,265 feet. The blooming period is from March to
June.
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Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are known occurrences of Engelmann oaks within the Reserve.
Moreno currant:
Moreno currant (Ribes canthariforme) is a perennial deciduous shrub occurring in chaparral
and riparian scrub habitats. It is found at elevations between 1,115 feet to 3,937 feet and
flowers from February to April.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are no known occurrences of Moreno currant within the Reserve,
although potential habitat does exist here.
Parry’s tetracoccus:
Parry’s tetracoccus (Tetracoccus dioicus) is a perennial deciduous shrub occurring in chaparral
and coastal scrub habitats. The species is found at elevations from 541 feet to 3,281 feet and
flowers from April to May.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are no known occurrences of Parry’s tetracoccus within the Reserve;
however, CNDDB has records of the species in the Barona Valley and near the
intersection of Wildcat Canyon Road and San Vicente Creek.
Coastal triquetrella:
Coastal triquetrella (Triquetrella californica) is a moss occurring in coastal bluﬀ scrub and
coastal scrub habitats. It is found at elevations from 33 feet to 328 feet.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are no known occurrences of the coastal triquetrella within the
Reserve. Although potential habitat exists on-site, the Reserve is located at
higher elevations than are suitable for the species.
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3.4

Wildlife Resources

The LMP was developed based on all currently available information (biological and otherwise)
collected over the years. This includes but is not limited to arroyo toad presence/absence
surveys (2008, 2009, 2010, 2012, 2014, 2015), habitat steam survey 2012, small mammal
trapping (2008 & 2013), bat surveys (2009 & 2015), Quino checkerspot butterfly observations
(2009-2010), reptile/amphibian observations (2007-2015) and vegetation surveys (2009-10)
conducted by the CDFW, TNC (2004 -2006), private consultants (Merkel & Associates 1999
and 2004), EDAW environmental consulting, The San Diego Natural History Museum, and
other researchers including staﬀ from the USGS (golden eagle /American badger surveys) and
UC Davis (mountain lion). Depending on available funding, staﬃng, and/or CDFW expertise,
surveys for species not yet inventoried will be initiated and continued as needed for those
previously surveyed. All surveys will follow the best and most appropriate available scientific
protocol available. See Appendix 8.4 for a list of all reptile, amphibian, and mammal species
known to occur on the Reserve.

3.5

Sensitive Wildlife Resources

The CNDDB Version 3.1.0 (CDFW 2014) was queried to compile a list of possible special status
wildlife and fish species present in the project area. A total of 27 special status wildlife
species, were identified within the San Vicente Reservoir and El Cajon Mountain 7.5-minute
quadrangles (Appendix 8.5).
CDFW Environmental Scientists compared specific habitat requirements, life history notes,
elevation, species distribution, and species lists to determine if any special status species may
be present within the Reserve. An expanded discussion is provided for those sensitive or
protected species where habitat may exist on-site and for any species with a known occurrence
within the Reserve.
The following accounts were obtained from CWHR (Zeiner et al. 1990a, b, c) unless otherwise
cited, and include generalized habitat associations, food habits, cover, along with reproduction
and reproduction requirements, seasonal movements, and any known locations within the
project area. All known occurrences for any special status wildlife species were obtained from
the CNDDB RareFind database (Appendix 8.5), previous survey results, and CDFW personnel.
Quino Checkerspot BuƩerfly:
The quino checkerspot butterfly (Euphydryas editha quino) is listed as federally endangered
by the USFWS. The quino checkerspot is restricted to open grasslands and sunny
openings within shrubland habitats of the interior foothills of southwestern California and
northwestern Baja California, Mexico (Federal Register 1997). Its distribution is defined
primarily by that of its principal larval host plant, plantain (Plantago erecta), but it’s further
restricted by other factors. The flight period for this butterfly is generally in February, March
and April.
Potential Presence in Reserve:
There are known occurrences of quino checkerspot butterfly within the
Reserve; suitable breeding and foraging habitat does exist here.
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3.5.1

BIRDS

Grasshopper sparrow:
The grasshopper sparrow (Ammodramus savannarum) is a CDFW Species of Special Concern
that is an uncommon, localized summer resident and a very rare winter visitor. The species
occurs in areas of tall grass, often mixed with a few shrubs typical of coastal sage scrub,
such as flat-topped buckwheat (Eriogonum fasciculatum). Localities of the bird are scattered
throughout the inland valleys of the coastal lowland.
Diet of the grasshopper sparrow includes invertebrates, grass, and forb seeds. The extent of
suitable grasshopper sparrow habitat in San Diego County is diminishing rapidly with urban
development of the coastal lowland (Unitt 1984).
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are known occurrences of grasshopper sparrow, along with suitable
breeding and foraging habitat within the Reserve.
Golden eagle:
The golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) is on the
CDFW Watch List. The raptor is a year-round
resident in southern California and can be
found from sea level to 11,500 feet in rolling
foothills, open mountain slopes with cliﬀs and
rocks, sage-juniper flats, and desert vegetation
communities.
Diet consists primarily of lagomorphs (rabbits)
and rodents, but the species also preys on other
mammals, birds, reptiles, and carrion. The
golden eagle nests on cliﬀs and in large trees.
Breeding occurs from late January to August,
with peak activity occurring from March to July.
Clutch size is one to three, with an average
clutch of two eggs. Eggs are incubated for 43 to
45 days. The golden eagle may desert the nest
in early incubation, if disturbed by humans.

GOLDEN EAGLE
AQUILA CHRYSAETOS

Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are known occurrences of golden eagles foraging within the Reserve,
no known nests on the Reserve, but foraging and potential breeding habitat is
present here.
Burrowing owl:
The Burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) is a CDFW Species of Special Concern. The species is a
year-round resident in southern California and can be found from sea level up to 5,300 feet in
open dry grassland, deserts, open stages of pinyon-juniper, and ponderosa pine communities.
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Diet consists primarily of insects, but also small mammals, reptiles, birds, and carrion. The
burrowing owl uses rodent and other burrows for roosting and nesting. Breeding occurs from
January to August, with peak activity in April and May. Clutch size is 2 to 10 with an average of
five to six eggs. Conversion of grassland to agriculture, urbanization, and poisoning of ground
squirrels has reduced burrowing owl numbers in recent decades.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
Wintering burrowing owls have been observed within the Reserve and
suitable breeding and foraging habitat also exists here.
Northern harrier:
The northern harrier (Circus cyaneus) is a CDFW Species of Special Concern. The species occurs
in annual grasslands to lodgepole pine and alpine meadow habitats up to elevations of 10,000
feet. Mostly found in flat open areas of tall dense grasses, moist or dry shrubs, and open
edges where suitable habitat is available. The northern harrier is seldom observed in wooded
areas. Breeding habitat is much reduced due to loss of wetlands, native grasslands, moist
meadows, and burning and plowing of breeding areas.
Diet consists primarily of small mammals,
but birds, frogs, small reptiles, insects, and
occasionally fish are also eaten. This species
roosts and nests on the ground, using tall
grasses and forbs for cover. Breeding occurs
from April to September, with peak activity in
June and July. Clutch size ranges from four
to nine with an average of five eggs. Eggs are
incubated in 30 to 32 days and chicks fledge in
30 to 35 days.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are known occurrences of
northern harrier foraging within
the Reserve, with potential
breeding and foraging habitat
also present here.

NORTHERN HARRIER
CIRCUS CYANEUS

Olive-sided flycatcher:
The olive-sided flycatcher (Contopus cooperi) is a CDFW Species of Special Concern found in
a wide variety of forest and woodland habitats at elevations above 9,000 feet throughout
California. The species is associated with edges and openings usually preferring tall trees
from which to perch.
Diet consists of insects and bees that are foraged using high, conspicuous perches overlooking
adjacent shrub-covered slopes, meadows, and clearings. Breeding occurs from early June to
early July, with a clutch size of three to six (average four to five eggs). Predators include small
mammals, accipiters, corvids, and snakes. Cowbird parasitism is common.
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Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are known occurrences of olive-sided flycatcher, along with suitable
breeding and foraging habitat, within the Reserve.
Yellow warbler:
The Yellow warbler (Dendroica petechia
brewsteri) is a CDFW Species of Special
Concern and is associated with riparian
woodlands
dominated
by
willows,
cottonwoods, sycamores, alders, mature
chaparral, or shrubbery in open coniferous
forests. The species frequent mediumdensity woodlands and forest with a heavy
brush understory. Populations have been
reduced due to habitat loss.
Diet consists of insects and spiders, which
are primarily gleaned from the upper
canopy. Yellow warblers occasionally eat
YELLOW WARBLER
berries or hawk insects in flight. Breeds from
DENDROICA PETECHIA BREWSTERI
April through early August, with a clutch
size of three to six (average four to five
eggs). Predators include small mammals,
accipiters, corvids, and snakes. Cowbird parasitism is common.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are known occurrence of yellow warbler along San Vicente Creek within
the Reserve. Breeding and foraging habitat is also present here.
White-tailed kite:
The white-tailed kite (Elanus leucurus) is a CDFW Fully Protected species typically associated
with open stages of most habitats, primarily in cismontane California. The birds are residents
throughout most of their breeding range and prefer agricultural areas due to prey abundance.
Diet consists of small mammals of the genera Microtus, Mus, and Reithrodontomys. Whitetailed kites nest in dense tree stands usually 20 feet to 100 feet above ground. Breeding occurs
from February to October, with a peak period in March and April. The clutch size ranges from
three to six, with an average of four eggs. Eggs are incubated by the female for only 28 to 32
days and fledge in 35 to 40 days. Great horned owls may prey on adults and young.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are known occurrences of white-tailed kites, along with suitable
breeding and foraging habitat, within the Reserve.
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Southwestern willow flycatcher:
The southwestern willow flycatcher (Empidonax traillii extimus) was federally listed as
endangered on February 27, 1995. On January 3, 2013 the USFWS designated a total of 1,227 mi.
of stream and river in California, Nevada, Utah, Arizona, and New Mexico as critical habitat for
the southwestern willow flycatcher (Fed Reg 2013).
Willow flycatchers are summer residents, restricted to dense thickets in riparian woodland
habitats in southern California, southern Nevada, southern Utah, Arizona, New Mexico,
western Texas, southwestern Colorado, and northwestern Mexico. Habitat characteristics
such as dominant plant species, size and shape of habitat patch, tree canopy structure,
vegetation height, and vegetation density vary widely among breeding sites (Fed Reg 2013).
Willow flycatchers are insectivores. Dominant prey taxa, both in total numbers and in
frequency of occurrence, were true bugs (Hemiptera), flies (Diptera), and beetles (Coleoptera).
Leafhoppers Homoptera: Cicadellidae), spiders, bees and wasps (Hymenoptera), and
dragonflies and damselflies (Odonata) were also common items (Drost et al 2001). Willow
flycatchers hunt using exposed perches in willow thickets or low perches in adjacent open
areas.
Potential Presence in the Reserve
There are no known occurrences of southwestern willow flycatcher within the
Reserve; however, breeding and foraging habitat does exist here.
Yellow-breasted chat:
The yellow-breasted chat (Icteria virens) is a CDFW Species of Special Concern. The species
is associated with brushy dense thickets near water in riparian woodlands. Populations have
declined in California primarily due to loss of riparian habitat and cowbird parasitism.
Diet consists primarily of insects and spiders gleaned from the foliage of shrubs and low trees.
Nests are placed 2 feet to 8 feet above ground in dense shrubs along a stream or river. The
species breeds from early May to early August, with peak activity in June. Three to six eggs
are laid and incubated for 11 to 15 days. Chicks are fledged in 8 to 11 days.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are known occurrences of yellow-breasted chat along San Vicente Creek
within the Reserve. Breeding and foraging habitat is also present on-site.
Loggerhead shrike:
The loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) is a CDFW Species of Special Concern frequenting
open habitats with sparse shrubs and trees, other suitable perches, bare ground, and low or
sparse herbaceous cover. In San Diego County this species is associated with grassland or
open habitats with bare ground and sparse shrub and/or tree cover for nesting and perching.
Diet consists mostly of large insects, but loggerhead shrikes will also take small birds,
mammals, amphibians, reptiles, and other invertebrates. The birds frequently skewer prey on
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thorns, sharp twigs, barbed wire, or forces the prey into a tree crotch to feed on or cache for
later feeding. They breed from March through May, with a clutch size of four to eight eggs.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are known occurrences of loggerhead shrike, along with breeding and
foraging habitat, within the Reserve.
Coastal California gnatcatcher:
The coastal California gnatcatcher (Polioptila californica californica) was federally-listed as
threatened on March 23, 1993. In 2007, approximately 197,303 acres of habitat in San Diego,
Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, Los Angeles, and Ventura were designated as critical
habitat. This species is closely associated with California sagebrush (Artemisia californica) and
flat-topped buckwheat (Eriogonum fasciculatum). The primary cause of this species’ decline is
the cumulative loss of coastal sage scrub habitat due to urban and agricultural development.
Diet consists of spiders and insects primarily gleaned from the foliage of shrubs primarily.
The birds construct small, deep-cup nests that are typically placed in shrubs about 2 feet to
3 feet above the ground. The species breeds from April–August, with peak period in May.
Gnatcatchers lay three to four eggs, which are incubated by both the male and female for 1014 days. Both parents feed the young which fledge in 14-15 days. The most common cause of
nest failure is predation.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are no known occurrences of the coastal California gnatcatcher within
the Reserve, although suitable breeding and foraging habitat does exist here.
Least Bell’s vireo:
The least Bell’s vireo (Vireo bellii pusillus) is both a federally and state listed endangered
species. On February 2, 1994, a total of 38,000 acres of critical habitat was designated for the
species (USFWS 1994). The vireo is an uncommon and much localized summer resident, and a
very rare migrant and winter visitor in San Diego County. The species was formerly common
or even abundant locally under favorable conditions of habitat.
The least Bell’s vireo is restricted in its breeding range to primarily dense riparian vegetation,
such as southern willow scrub that is dominated by willows, with a lush understory of
vegetation generally found within the coastal lowlands. Vireos prefer low, riparian habitat
either in the vicinity of water or along dry river bottoms. The majority of the species’ activity
occurs within 3.28 feet to 9.84 feet of the ground, in the fairly open canopy below the foliage
of willow and cottonwoods. Diet consists of a variety of insects gleaned from leaves and
branches.
Vireos breed in southern California and northwestern Baja California, Mexico. Peak egg laying
occurs from May to early June, with an average clutch size of four eggs (range three to five).
Nests consist of open cups of bark, grasses, and plant down that are frequently placed along
the margins of bushes or on twigs projecting into pathways. The most typical plants being
used for nesting include, willows (Salix spp.), mule’s fat (Baccharis salicifolia), and California
blackberry (Rubus ursinus). Nests are heavily parasitized by cowbirds.
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Potential Presence in the Reserve:
No least Bell’s vireo was detected during surveys in 2000. In 2013, two
protocol presence/absence surveys and one play-back call survey along San
Vicente Creek did not detect and any least Bell’s vireo. However, breeding
and foraging habitat does exist along San Vicente Creek.
3.5.2

MAMMALS

BAT SPECIES
California provides habitat for 25 bat species in
the families Phyllostomidae, Vespertillionidae,
and Mollossidae with 23 known to occur within
San Diego County (Erickson et al. 2002, Johnston
et al. 2004, Stokes et al. 2005) (Appendix 8.6).
Fifteen bats are rare and/or considered Mammal
Species of Special Concern by CDFW, Species
of Concern by the USFWS or the United States
Forest Service (USFS) (Erickson et al. 2002).
Townsend’s big-eared bat:
The Townsend’s big-eared bat (Corynorhinus
BAT ROOST
townsendii) is a CDFW Species of Special
Concern. This species was once common, but
is now considered uncommon throughout
California. The Townsend’s beg-eared bat occurs in all but alpine and subalpine habitats, and
can be found during any season.
The bat’s diet consists primarily of moths taken on-the-fly by echolocation, but the species
will also glean prey from foliage and eat a variety of soft-bodied insects and beetles. The
Townsend’s big-eared bat requires caves, mines, tunnels, buildings, or other human-made
structure for roosting and breeding. The species breeds from November to February, with
sperm stored until ovulation in the spring and births occurring in May and June. Litter size
consists of one pup that is weaned in six weeks and flies in two and a half to three weeks. This
species is very sensitive to disturbance of roosting sites. Numbers have declined steeply in
California due to human disturbance.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are known occurrences of Townsend’s big-eared bat, along with
suitable breeding and foraging habitat, within the Reserve.
Western mastiﬀ bat:
The western mastiﬀ bat (Eumops perotis californicus) is a CDFW Species of Special Concern.
This species occurs in a variety of open semi-arid to arid habitats including hardwood-conifer,
mixed and montane chaparral, desert scrub, coastal scrub, perennial grasslands, and urban.
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The western mastiﬀ is the largest native bat and roosts in cliﬀ faces, high buildings, trees,
and tunnels. Diet includes moths and other insects caught in flight. The species breeds in
early spring and has a gestation period of approximately 80 to 90 days produces one young
per female in early summer. Potential threats to the bat include pest control operations and
recreational climbing.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are known occurrences of western mastiﬀ bats within the Reserve
along with suitable breeding and foraging habitat.
Western red bat:
The western red bat (Lasiurus blossevillii) is a CDFW Species of Special Concern. They are
associated with riparian and wooded habitats at elevations up to 8,000 ft. Cliﬀs provide
optimal roosting habitat for this species but occasionally it can be found roosting in caves
and buildings. It is a year round resident in California. The western red bat is most commonly
observed in California during its migration, August through September (Jameson and Peeters
1988).
The western red bat feeds over water and along washes. This species flies early in the evening,
before dark, feeding primarily on moths and some terrestrial insects (Jameson and Peeters
1988). This species roosts singly and prefers trees as roost sites. Births occur in June with a
litter size of one to five.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are no known occurrences of western red bat within the Reserve;
however, breeding and foraging habitat does exist here.
Pallid Bat
The pallid bat (Antrozous pallidus) is a California species of special concern. This species is
considered locally common throughout most of California. The coastal pallid bat’s distribution
has become restricted and population size may have declined (Stokes et. al. 2005). It occurs
in a wide variety of habitats, including grasslands, scrub, woodlands, and forests. It prefers
rocky outcrops, cliﬀs, and crevices with access to open habitat for foraging. Colonies can
often be found roosting in rural human-made structures, such as barns and other infrequently
used buildings (Stokes et al. 2005).
The bat’s diet consists primarily of terrestrial arthropods that it tackles on the ground, but
it will also consume flying insects (Stokes et al. 2005). The pallid bat mates from October to
February with delayed fertilization. This species is very sensitive to disturbance of roosting
sites. On the Property, the pallid bat was observed in the woodland habitat of San Vicente
Creek.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are known occurrences of pallid bat, along with suitable breeding and
foraging habitat, within the Reserve.
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Pocketed free-tailed bat:
The pocketed free-tailed bat (Nyctinomops femorosaccus) is a CDFW Species of Special
Concern. This species was once considered common but is now rare throughout southern
California. The pocketed free-tailed bat occurs primarily in pinyon-juniper woodlands, desert
scrub, desert succulent scrub, desert riparian, desert wash, alkali desert scrub, Joshua tree,
and palm oasis habitats.
This bat’s diet consists primarily of large moths taken on-the-fly by echolocation; however,
the species will also eat a wide variety of insects. The pocketed free-tailed bat prefers rocky
crevices, but will also use caverns and buildings for roosting and breeding. Births occur in July
usually with a litter size of one. The status of this species is poorly known.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are known occurrences of pocketed free-tailed bats, along with suitable
breeding and foraging habitat, within the Reserve boundaries.
OTHER SMALL MAMMALS
Dulzura pocket mouse:
The Dulzura pocket mouse (Chaetodipus californicus femoralis) is a CDFW Species of Special
Concern found in a variety of habitats, including coastal sage scrub, grassland, chaparral, and
grass-chaparral edges in San Diego County.
Diet consists primarily of the seeds of annual grasses and forbs; and the species may compete
with other granivores for food. Generally, the Dulzura pocket mouse forages on the ground,
but will climb into shrubs. The mammal is nocturnal and shows reduced activity above ground
during winter months. Young are born between April and July with an average litter size of
four. Predators include coyotes, bobcats, owls, and snakes.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
Occurrences of the Dulzura pocket mouse were documented during the 2013
small mammal trapping surveys conducted by CDFW.
Northwestern San Diego pocket mouse:
The northwestern San Diego pocket mouse (Chaetodipus fallax fallax) is a CDFW Species
of Special Concern that ranges from southern San Bernardino County southward through
western Riverside and San Diego counties into west-central Baja California, Mexico. The
northwestern San Diego pocket mouse inhabits various sparse or disturbed coastal sage
scrub, mixed chaparral, chamise red-shank chaparral, desert wash, desert scrub, or grasslands
with sandy soils. The species requires soils suitable for burrows and occurs primarily in areas
where the substrate is sandy or course gravely.
Diet consists primarily of seeds, which the northwestern San Diego pocket mouse transports
in fur-lined cheek pouches and subsequently stores in burrows. Breeding occurs generally
from March to May with a gestation period of 24 to 26 days.
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Potential Presence in the Reserve:
Occurrences of northwestern San Diego pocket mouse were documented
during the 2008 small mammal trapping surveys conducted by CDWF.
Suitable breeding and foraging habitat also occurs here.
San Diego Black-tailed Jackrabbit:
The black-tailed jackrabbit (Lepus californicus bennettii) is a CDFW Species of Special Concern.
The species is found at lower elevations in open sage scrub habitat, grassland, mixed chaparral,
and early forest stages.
Jackrabbits are herbivorous and prefer grasses and forbs, but will eat most available vegetation
that occurs in the area. Diet changes with forage availability throughout the year. The blacktailed jackrabbit breeds throughout the year with the greatest number of births occurring
from April through May. Gestation is approximately 43 days with up to four litters of three to
four young produced each year.
Predators include coyotes, barn owls, and various snakes. Competitors include other grazers
and browsers. This subspecies is threatened by habitat loss due to development.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are known occurrences of San Diego black-tailed jackrabbit, along with
suitable breeding and foraging habitat, within the Reserve.
San Diego Desert Woodrat:
The desert woodrat (Neotoma lepida ssp. intermedia) is a CDFW Species of Special Concern.
The species is found in coastal southern California from San Luis Obispo County to San Diego
County and is often associated with rock outcrops, as well as rocky cliﬀs and slopes with
moderate to dense canopy cover.
Diet consists of buds, fruits, seeds, bark, leaves, and young shoots of numerous plant species.
The woodrat prefers chamise, live oak, and buckwheat in coastal scrub habitats. Large
houses are constructed of twigs, sticks, and rocks usually against a rock crevice. The species
breeds from October to May and commonly has a litter of one to five young. Predators
include snakes, owls, and various mammals. No seasonal movements have been noted, but
the desert woodrat may move locally due to food resources. Threats to the species include
habitat destruction from development in the coastal plain.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
Occurrences of San Diego desert woodrat were documented during the 2008
small mammal trapping surveys conducted by CDFW in both the coastal sage
and oak woodland.
American Badger
The American badger (Taxidea taxus) is considered a regionally sensitive species by the
USFWS and a target species by the Multiple Species Conservation Program. Badgers are
found throughout the state except in the north coast area and are most abundant in drier
open stages of shrub, forest, and herbaceous habitats with friable soils.
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Badgers are active yearlong and are both nocturnal and diurnal. Diet consists primarily of
small mammals such as rats, mice, chipmunks, and especially ground squirrels. Their diet will
shift depending on prey availability. Badgers mate in summer through early fall and young are
born the following spring with average litter size ranging from 2-3.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are no documented occurrences within the Reserve. No badgers were
detected during a 2014 survey conducted by the USGS. Breeding and foraging
habitat does exist within the Reserve.
3.5.3

REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS

Arroyo toad:
The arroyo toad (Anaxyrus californicus) was listed as federally endangered on December 16,
1994 (Federal Register 1994). On February 9, 2011, a total of 98,366 acres of habitat in Santa
Barbara, Ventura, Los Angeles, San Bernardino, Riverside, Orange, and San Diego counties
was designated as critical habitat for the arroyo toad (Federal Register 2011) . The arroyo toad
is also a CDFW Species of Special Concern and is listed as a target species by the MSCP.
The species requires shallow, slow-moving
streams and riparian habitat with regular
disturbance patterns (flooding). Arroyo toads
may be active throughout the year, depending
on rainfall and temperatures (USFWS 1999).
Though usually found along sandy stream
courses, arroyo toads may disperse up to two
miles from the stream into upland habitats,
such as coastal sage scrub, mixed chaparral,
annual grassland, or coastal oak woodlands
(USFWS 1999).
ARROYO TOAD

Open sites such as overflow pools, old flood
ANAXYRUS CALIFORNICUS
channels, and pools with shallow margins
on streams are used for breeding (Sweet
1992). Arroyo toads breed from January to July. Females lay from 2,000 to 10,000 eggs
on sand, gravel, cobble, or mud substrates, generally located away from vegetation in the
shallow margins of the pool (Sweet 1992). Tadpoles require 65 to 85 days to metamorphosis,
depending on water temperatures. Juvenile arroyo toads may remain along the margins of
the breeding pools for up to six months (Sweet 1992).
In the spring of 2008, CDFW began an arroyo toad-monitoring program by conducting basic
nighttime presence/absence surveys. In 2012, CDFW expanded this eﬀort to include daytime
surveys that included searching for tadpoles and newly metamorphosed young.
The Department’s conservation strategy for the arroyo toad-monitoring program by at the
Reserve is to maintain the metapopulation by protecting and enhancing the breeding and non-
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breeding habitats, monitoring the population to ensure recovery actions are successful, and
obtaining research data to further guide management eﬀorts to benefit arroyo toad recovery.
Current threats to the arroyo toad along San Vicente Creek include drought, wildfire, large
flood events, and the presence of nonnative animal and plant species. Mosquito fish
(Gambusia spp.), green sunfish (Lepomis cyanellus), and crayfish (Procambarus spp.) are
present within San Vicente Creek; however, their populations are largely under control to
the extent feasible, by ongoing Department management actions. Active protection of the
arroyo toad metapopulation primarily includes control of non-native predators and reduction
of exotic plant species which adversely aﬀect breeding and non-breeding habitats of arroyo
toad.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are known occurrences of arroyo toad (along San Vicente Creek) as well
as suitable breeding and foraging habitat within the Reserve.
Belding’s orange-throated whiptail:
The orange-throated whiptail (Cnemodophorus hyperythrus beldingi) is a CDFW Species of
Special Concern, and also listed as a target species by the MSCP. The whiptail prefers loose
sandy soil in coastal sage scrub, mixed
chaparral, chamise-redshank chaparral,
valley-foothill hardwood, and riparian
habitats from sea level to about 3,000 feet.
They prefer large areas with no vegetation
in which to forage.
The species actively forages on the surface
and will scratch through surface debris. Diet
BELDING’S ORANGE‐THROATED WHIPTAIL
consists of a variety of small arthropods,
CNEMODOPHORUS HYPERYTHRUS BELDINGI
especially termites. The orange-throated
whiptail digs burrows in the soil or will use
existing burrows of other small animals.
Juveniles have been reported to frequent grassy areas. Common predators include diurnal
snakes and various birds. The orange-throated whiptail has declined within its range as a
result of habitat loss.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are known occurrences of orange-throated whiptails within the
Reserve; as are breeding and foraging habitat.
Red-diamond raƩlesnake:
The red-diamond rattlesnake (Crotalus ruber ruber) is a CDFW Species of Special Concern.
Found in chaparral, woodland, arid desert habitats (rocky areas), and dense vegetation, this
subspecies ranges from sea level to 3,000 feet.
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Diet consists primarily of small mammals, birds, and other snakes. The species breeds in March
and April, with young born live from August to October. Litter size ranges from 5 to 13 with an
average of eight young. Red-diamond rattlesnakes are most active during the morning and
evening hours. Common predators include roadrunners, kingsnakes, and owls. The species’
numbers are in decline because of habitat loss and extermination from human habitations.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are known occurrences of red diamond rattlesnake, along with suitable
breeding and foraging habitat, within the Reserve boundaries.
San Diego ringneck snake:
The San Diego ringneck snake (Diadophis punctatus similes) is a Category 2 candidate for listing
as threatened or endangered by the USFWS. This small, slender snake prefers moist habitats,
but can be found in grasslands, coastal sage scrub, or chaparral communities along the coast.
The range of this subspecies is restricted to extreme southwestern California and extreme
northwestern Baja California. Because of its secretive nature, these snakes are usually found
in areas with a cover of leaf litter under bark, logs, stones, or boards. Ringneck snakes eat
salamanders, small frogs, lizards, small snakes, worms, and slugs.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are known occurrences of San Diego ringneck snake, along with
suitable breeding and foraging habitat, within the Reserve boundaries.
Coast horned lizard:
The coast horned lizard (Phrynosoma coronatum)
is a CDFW Species of Special Concern. This
species is found only in southwestern California
from the coast to the foothills and valleys of
the Peninsular Ranges. The coast horned lizard
occurs in annual grassland, coastal sage scrub,
valley-foothill hardwood, and conifer habitats.
The species requires open areas of sandy soil
within these habitats for foraging.
Diet consists primarily of ants of the genus
Pogonomyrmex (harvester ants). Other insects
include small beetles, wasps, grasshoppers,
flies, and caterpillars. The species breeds from
late May through June, with clutch size varying
from 6-16 and an average of 13 eggs.

COAST HORNED LIZARD
PHRYNOSOMA CORONATUM

Coast horned lizards are active during the early morning and late afternoon. Individuals are
relatively sedentary and forage by sitting and waiting, often near an ant nest. Predators
include leopard lizards, sidewinders, loggerhead shrikes, and various hawks. Populations
have been reduced by loss of habitat, and past commercial or hobby collection.
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Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are known occurrences of coast horned lizard, along with suitable
breeding and foraging habitat within the Reserve.
Coronado Island skink:
The Coronado skink (Eumeces skiltonianus interparietalis) is a CDFW Species of Special Concern.
The species frequents grassland, chaparral, pinyon juniper and juniper-sage woodland, open
pine-oak and pine forests. The skink seems to prefer rocky habitat near streams, but can also
be found on dry hillsides. Dense brush and forested areas are generally avoided. This species’
range includes southern British Colombia to the tip of Baja, California and throughout most of
the Great Basin to extreme northern Arizona.
Skinks forage actively through leaf litter and occasionally dig in loose soil. Diet includes insect
eggs, adult and larval beetles, caterpillars, moths, grasshoppers, crickets, ants, sow bugs, and
spiders. The breeding season varies depending on local conditions. Mating likely occurs in the
spring soon after emergence. Clutch size ranges from two to six eggs. Common predators
include numerous diurnal snakes, mammals, and various birds. The orange-throated whiptail
has declined within its range as a result of habitat loss.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are known occurrences of the Coronado Island skink, along with
suitable breeding and foraging habitat, within the Reserve.
Coast patch-nosed snake:
The coast patch-nosed snake (Salvadora
hexalepis virgultea) is a CDFW Species of Special
Concern. This subspecies occurs along the coast
from San Luis Obispo County, California to El
Rosario in northern Baja California, Mexico. The
snake can be found in many habitats including
grassland, chaparral, and sagebrush, typically in
rocky or sandy areas. Coast patch-nosed snakes
are diurnal and usually keep to the ground, but
occasionally will climb vegetation. This species
eats small mammals, lizards, and reptile eggs
(Stebbins 1985).

COAST PATCH‐NOSED SNAKE
SALVADORA HEXALEPIS VIRGULTEA

Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are no known occurrences of coast patch nose snake within the
Reserve, although breeding and foraging habitat does exist on-site.
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Western spadefoot toad:
The western spadefoot (Scaphiopus hammondii) is a CDFW Species of Special Concern. The
species is found throughout the Central Valley, surrounding foothills, and in the Coast Ranges
from Santa Barbara south to the Mexico border primarily in grasslands, but also in valleyfoothill hardwood woodlands and orchard-vineyards.

Scaphiopus are rarely found on the surface spending most
of the year in underground burrows. Typically, western
spadefoots eat a variety of insects, worms, and other
invertebrates. Breeding and egg-laying occur from late
winter to the end of March in shallow, temporary pools.
Egg masses are attached to plant material and usually hatch
within two weeks. Juveniles and tadpoles are preyed upon
by a variety of vertebrate predators including bullfrogs,
wading birds, garter snakes, and mammals.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are known occurrences of western
spadefoot, along with suitable breeding and
foraging habitat, within the Reserve.

WESTERN SPADEFOOT TOAD
SCAPHIOPUS HAMMONDII

Two-striped garter snake:
The two-striped garter snake (Thamnophis hammondii) is a CDFW Species of Special Concern
distributed in the Coast and Transverse ranges from Kern County to the Mexican border, and
on Santa Catalina Island. The species is associated with permanent or semi-permanent bodies
of water bordered by dense vegetation in a variety of habitats from sea level to 8,000 feet.
Two-striped garter snakes forage primarily in and along streams. Their diet consists of fishes,
amphibians, amphibian larvae, leeches, and earthworms. Breeding occurs in spring and with
young born live in late summer. Two-striped garter snakes are diurnal and can be found
basking on streamside rocks or on densely vegetated stream banks. When disturbed, the
snake retreats rapidly to water. Little is known about this snake.
Potential Presence in the Reserve:
There are known occurrences of the two-striped garter snake, along with
suitable breeding and foraging habitat, within the Reserve.
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4

Management Goals, Tasks, and
Environmental Impacts

This Section describes the management direction and CEQA documentation for management
actions on this Reserve through the development of management-zones as well as
management goals and tasks associated with each element. In general, goals and tasks
for the Reserve are structured to promote best management practices (BMPs) and, where
appropriate, are coordinated with larger regional planning goals.

4.1

ELEMENTS OF THE LMP

Elements relate to broad categories of consideration, goals define the purposes within these
elements, and tasks establish the specific actions required to attain those management goals.
Together, elements, goals, and tasks express the policy direction that guides the management
of the Reserve. An element, as defined by the Guide and Annotated Outline for Writing Land
Management Plans CDFW (2013), refers to any biological unit, public use activity, or facility
maintenance program, cultural resource protection activity, or resource coordination eﬀort
as defined within this LMP for which goals and tasks have been prepared specific to that
element. This LMP includes the following elements:
• Biological Elements: The Biological Elements refers to species, vegetation
communities, and ecological processes for which specific management goals
and objectives have been developed.
• Biological Monitoring Elements: These Elements refer to adaptive management
strategies for continually improving the diversity, habitat integrity, and
environmental health of the Biological Elements identified in this LMP.
• Public Use Elements: These Elements consists of recreational, scientific, or
other use activity appropriate to and compatible with the purpose(s) for which
the Reserve was acquired.
• Facility Maintenance Elements: These elements describe the general
maintenance and administrative program which helps maintain orderly,
eﬃcient, and beneficial management of the Reserve.
• Cultural Resource Elements: The Cultural Resource Elements refer to the
protection of significant historical and archaeological resources that may be
present and that may yield information important to the prehistory or history
of the Reserve.
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4.2

Goals and Tasks Within the LMP
4.2.1

Goals

Goals are broad, concise, visionary statements that set overall direction for management
and monitoring, while well-defined tasks enable a land manager to meet the goal. This LMP
includes the following Goals:
 Biological Goal: A biological goal is a statement describing management and
intended long-term results for a Biological Element. A biological monitoring goal
is a statement describing adaptive management and intended implementation
results for a phase of a biological monitoring element.
 Public Use Goal: A public use goal is a statement describing the type and level of
public use that is compatible with the Biological Element goals specified in this
LMP.
 Facility Maintenance Goal: A facility maintenance goal is a statement describing
the type and level of grounds and facility maintenance that is needed to attain the
goals for the biological and Public Use Elements specified in this LMP.
 Cultural Resource Goal: A cultural resource goal is a statement describing the
management and intended results for the Cultural Resources Element.
 Resource Coordination Goal: A resource coordination goal is a statement
describing the type and level of management coordination activities needed to
achieve the goals specified in this LMP.

4.2.2

Tasks

Tasks are the individual projects or work elements that implement the goals and
objectives specified in this LMP. They should be used to develop both immediate and
long-term operation and maintenance schedules and budgets for the Reserve.
Adaptive management is a dynamic strategy in which management eﬀorts are
monitored regularly to assess their status and eﬀectiveness. Adaptive management
begins with collecting baseline data and testing long-term strategies for monitoring
and evaluating changes to the baseline. Information and knowledge gained in this
process are used to update management goals and tasks. The goal of adaptive
management is continual improvement and long-term sustainability. An adaptive
management approach has been applied to all elements within this LMP.
Each element includes a section on the potential environmental impacts that may occur
as a result of the proposed management goals and tasks. Through the development
of Impact Tasks noted in each element, CDFW attempts to avoid and/or minimize these
potential impacts.
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4.3

Management-Zones

As part of this LMP process, management-zones were developed as a general attempt to
spatially define the management concepts of the Reserve based upon their geographical,
natural/biological, cultural, aesthetic, resource-sensitive, and public use values. These
management-zones take into consideration all the elements as defined by the LMP guidelines
and as noted in the following sections.
Within the management-zones depicted in this LMP (Figure 8), the desired resource character,
level of use, and range of possible features were determined by careful and detailed analysis
of the resource inventories, public input, and consultation with the appropriate adjoining
agencies.
Five management-zones were created, developed, and identified as: Limited Hunting Zone,
Backcountry Zone, San Vicente Arroyo Toad Habitat Zone, Educational and Interpretive Zone,
and Operational Zone. All the management-zones will adhere to the appropriate goals and
tasks found within each element and the Planning Matrix (Table A). See section 4.5 for specific
Goals, Tasks, and Impact Guidelines related to the public use elements.
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SANVICENTEARROYO
TOADHABITATZONE

Lowlevelofuse
Trails;Roads;
Pedestrian/vehicular
crossings;Temporary
facilitiesmaybesetupfor
scientificstudies;Nonew
Permanentstructures

Mediumlevelofuse

Trails;Roads;
Pedestrian/vehicular
crossings;Temporary
facilitiesmaybesetupfor
scientificstudies;
Interpretivesigns;Nonew
Permanentstructures

Trails;Roads;
Pedestrian/vehicular
crossings;Temporary
facilitiesmaybesetupfor
scientificstudies;Nonew
Permanentstructures

Lowlevelofuse

Permittedhuntingduring Nohunting;Restorationof Permittedhuntingduring
appropriateseason;hunterǦ habitat;Scientificresearch appropriateseason;
safetyeducation;Scientific
Scientificresearchand
researchandrestoration
restoration

TYPES/LEVEL
OFUSE

Primarilyforthe
managementand
conservationoflisted/
sensitivespecies;seasonal
huntingmanagedtoavoid
impactstoarroyotoad
breedinghabitat(e.g.
signage).

Seasonalhunting;
Scientificresearchand
Maintenanceand
restoration
restorationofthelandfor
huntingaswellasnative
habitatenhancement;some
areassignedorfenced(off
limits)toprotectresources

RANGEOF
POSSIBLE
FEATURES

EDUCATIONAL/
INTERPRETIVEZONE

OPERATIONALZONE

DFWoperationaland
maintenancecomponent.

Highlevelofuse
Roads,Pedestrian/vehicular
crossings;permanent
structures(overnightuse)

Mediumlevelofuse
Trails;Roads;Parking;
Pedestrian/vehicular
crossings;Temporary
facilitiesmaybesetupfor
scientificstudies;
Interpretivesignsand
programsupportfacilities

Nohunting;Scientific
Nohunting;Educational,
research,educationaluse, DFWtraining,DFW
hunterǦsafetyeducation;
invitationalmeetings.
Guided/organizedtoursand
hikes

Educationaland
Interpretationfocused

Designatedareaforhunting Bufferareasurroundingthe Vegetatedareasandwaters Naturalandcultural
PooleRanch,MonteVista
game,aswellasadjacent coreoftheland,comprised associatedwithSanVicente resourceeducationalareas Ranch
whereorganizationsand
areasusedduringthe"offǦ ofgenerallysteepterrain
Creekandadjoining
schoolgroupsmaybetaken
seasons"foreducational
uplands,whichserveto
onguidedhikes/tours
purposes
supportlisted/sensitive
species,associatedupland
habitat,andprovidea
corridorforwildlife

BACKCOUNTRYZONE

MANAGEMENT
andRESOURCE
CHARACTER

DESCRIPTION

LIMITEDHUNTING
ZONE

TABLEA:ManagementZonesMatrix
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4.4

BIOLOGICAL ELEMENTS: Goals, Tasks, and Impact Guidelines

The overall biological management goal for CDFW Ecological Reserves is to optimize ecological
and habitat productivity for all species, in balance with the needs of the public. To accomplish
this, the department strives to protect and maintain the physical processes that contribute to
the ecological productivity of its flora and fauna, with an emphasis on habitat management
programs.
The Biological Elements are divided into two categories: 1) Habitat Management and 2) Species
Management. Biological Elements are further broken down into goals and tasks which are
organized around improving ecosystems. Biocorridors and buﬀers have been included in the
Habitat Management category.
Baseline inventories for arroyo toad, small mammals, and vegetation communities have been
conducted over the past six years. Other inventories have been completed for invertebrates
or fish species. Depending on available funding and/or CDFW expertise, surveys for species
not yet inventoried will be initiated and continued as needed for those previously surveyed.
All surveys will follow the best available scientific protocol available.

4.4.1

Habitat Management

Habitat Management is a high priority for CDFW and includes the conservation,
enhancement, and restoration of the terrestrial and wetland habitats on the Reserve.
Improving the quality of the habitat will ensure that the Reserve continues to support
healthy populations of native species, prevent the proliferation of wild pigs within the
Reserve, and continues to function both as an important wildlife core and corridor.
Habitat Management includes three vegetation communities: 1) Riparian and Other
Wetland Communities; 2) Oak Woodland; and 3) Chaparral, Scrub, and Grasslands.
Riparian and Other Wetland Communities
This community includes the California Sycamore, Willow (Shrub), Baccharis (Riparian),
and Wet Meadows found on the Reserve encompassing approximately 76 acres. These
vegetation communities occur in all of the management-zones, with most of the
habitat associated with San Vicente Creek and its tributaries. Overall, riparian areas
provide food, water, cover, and migration and dispersal corridors for an abundance of
wildlife, including the federally listed arroyo toad. Other special-status species that
occur in these habitats include the Western spadefoot toad, two-striped garter snake,
yellow warbler, pallid bat, and western mastiﬀ bat. Approximately half of the 104 avian
species observed on the Reserve were detected in riparian vegetation. Game species
found in these habitats include wild turkey, mourning dove, quail, deer and rabbits.
Public access is a possible management concern; however, this will be discussed in
Section 4.5. Public Use Element: Goals, Tasks, and Impact Guidelines . Other management
concerns include the potential for undercutting along riparian corridors due to erosion,
sediment transport, and nonnative plant and animal species.
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California Department of
Fish and Wildlife began
controlling
nonnative
plants along portions
of San Vicente Creek
when the agency started
managing the Reserve
in 2007. Initially, CDFW
prioritized and targeted
larger, nonnative species
such
as
eucalyptus
(Eucalyptus sp.), tamarisk
(Tamarix
ramosissima),
and Mexican fan palm
SAN VICENTE CREEK
(Washingtonia robusta),
but as these have been
mostly eliminated, the
focus has shifted to nonnative grasses and more herbaceous species. The majority of
tamarisk and eucalyptus were removed from San Vicente Creek, but some tamarisks
were also eradicated in Long’s Gulch. Additionally, Mexican fan palms were removed
in and around the compound including four large fan palms that were planted as
landscape trees and approximately 75 small (1 1/2 feet to 6 feet tall) volunteer palm
sprouts (1 foot to 6 feet tall). Currently, seedlings of tamarisk, fan palm, and eucalyptus
are being treated in San Vicente Creek on a one- to two-year cycle.
Goals
1.

Conserve the riparian and wetland communities as essential features of the
watershed ecosystem.

2. Maintain and enhance riparian vegetation communities in order to help sustain

populations of special-status species that rely on the habitat for foraging,
breeding, and roosting. Such activities will also benefit the non-listed, wildlife
species that also use these riparian areas.
3. Maintain and enhance native riparian vegetation along San Vicente Creek for

use as a wildlife movement corridor.
4. Control or reduce cover and distribution extent of invasive plants (as well as

future weed populations) identified as management concerns.
5. Minimize the introduction of new invasive plant infestations.
Tasks
1.

Map and maintain a list of invasive plants.
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2. Map and maintain a list of invasive plants of management concern that threaten

the integrity and persistence of riparian and wetland habitats.
3. Every five years or following a disturbance event, map areas of high risk for

degradation and/or conversion.
4. Continue to implement nonnative plant control on an annual basis and target

nuisance species, such as tamarisk and nonnative herbaceous and grass species
in riparian and wetland habitats.
5. Target new infestations of invasive plants that can be eradicated before they

become established.
6. Conduct a tracking study of wildlife within San Vicente Creek to determine

whether the drainage is maintaining functionality as a wildlife movement
corridor. The study would be updated as needed or based on available funding.
7. Assess the beds and banks of the riparian channels after 10-year (or greater)

storm events to determine whether erosion and undercutting are degrading
riparian habitat, causing excess sedimentation downstream, or threatening the
existing infrastructure needed to maintain the Reserve. If needed, appropriate
erosion control measures will be installed to stabilize and prevent further
damage.
8. Utilize BMPs to minimize the introduction and spread of invasive plant

species. (BMPs for land managers in: http://www.cal-ipc.org/ip/prevention/
landmanagers.php )
Oak Woodland Communities
Oak woodlands occur in or adjacent to all of the Management-Zones. Although
oak woodlands are considered terrestrial plant communities, much of the
habitat on the Reserve is associated with drainages and functions like the
riparian communities discussed above, especially the oak woodlands adjacent
to San Vicente Creek, its tributaries, and the drainage that runs through Long’s
Gulch. Approximately 339 acres of oak woodland includes a combination of
coast live oak (330 acres) and Engelmann oak (9 acres). Engelmann oaks are
rare, with a limited distribution throughout California and the County. The
Reserve’s oak woodlands support a broad range of bird and mammal species,
including game species such as deer, quail, and wild turkey. A statewide
management concern regarding oak woodland is that certain species (e.g.,
Engelmann oak) are not regenerating adequately to sustain populations
(University of California 2014). Locally, other potential management concerns
are heightened fire risk due to the prevalence of nonnative grasses in the
understory and the proximity of oak woodland to chaparral and scrub habitats
with high fuel loads and potential for Golden Spotted Oak Borer.
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Goals
1.

Conserve oak woodland habitat as an important component of the unique
mosaic of habitat types in the Reserve.

2. Protect and manage oak woodlands for species abundance and richness.
3. Maintain and enhance the quality and features of the woodlands that will

benefit special-status and game species.

OASIS OF OAKS

4. Ensure that Engelmann oak woodland persists on the Reserve.
5. Control or reduce cover and distribution of invasive plants of management

concern.
Tasks
1.

Map and maintain a list of invasive plants of management concern which
threaten the integrity and persistence of oak woodlands.

2. Provide appropriate habitat conditions, such that Engelmann oak persists on

the Reserve.
3. Continue to implement nonnative plant control on an annual basis and target

nuisance species such as nonnative herbaceous and grass species aﬀecting oak
woodland habitats.
4. Target new invasive plant infestations before they become established.
5. Complete a comprehensive assessment survey of the condition of the oak

woodlands on the Reserve and update the assessment information, as needed.
The assessment survey would identify seral stage, canopy cover, dominant tree
species, understory species, dead or dying trees, occurrence and density of
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nonnative plants, opportunities for habitat enhancement and restoration, as
well as problems that require monitoring or remediation.
6. Compile an inventory of the individual Engelmann oaks on the Reserve (i.e.,

locations, DBH, canopy, seedling/sapling counts, and health of individual trees)
as part of the oak woodland assessment. If needed, initiate an Engelmann oak
planting program to enhance/augment the on-site population.
7. Regularly monitor oaks for potential pests (e.g., gold spotted oak borer) and

initiate measures to prevent the spread of harmful insects that could damage/
destroy the trees.
8. Utilize BMPs to minimize the introduction and spread of invasive plant

species. (BMPs for land managers in: http://www.cal-ipc.org/ip/prevention/
landmanagers.php )
Chaparral, Scrub, and Grasslands
Chaparral, scrub, and grasslands are the predominant vegetation communities on
the Reserve and occur in all of the Management-Zones. Many of the special-status
and covered plant and animal species that are present on the Reserve occur in these
communities. These areas also support game species such as quail, mourning dove,
jackrabbit, cottontail, and mule deer. Management concerns regarding chaparral and
scrub include the occurrence and spread of invasive nonnative species in areas burned
during the Cedar Fire.
Since 2012, approximately 60 acres of nonnative grassland species have been treated
with herbicide to eliminate the exotic grasses and nonnative vetch in an eﬀort to
restore the native grasses, forbs, and chaparral-associated species. Most of these
treatments were conducted in Daney Canyon, Central Valley , and in upland habitat
immediately adjacent to San Vicente Creek.
Goals
1.

Conserve the terrestrial upland vegetation communities as foraging, breeding,
and sheltering habitat for the special-status, and covered, and game species
that occur within them.

2. Manage the annual grasslands to control the spread of nonnative grasses into

other habitat types and reduce the potential for wildfire fuels.
3. Prevent expansion, or reduce cover and distribution extent of invasive plants

of management concern. Eradicate new infestations of invasive plants before
they become established.
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Tasks
1.

Map and maintain a list of invasive plants of management concern that threaten
the integrity and persistence of terrestrial habitats native to the upland
communities.

2. Update the Classification and Assessment with Landsat of Visible Ecological

Groupings (CalVEG) assessment every 10 years and after a major disaster,
(such as the Cedar Fire) ; thus allowing for determination that native plant
communities’ persistence, species composition, and species diversity are being
retained.
3. Continue to implement nonnative plant control on an annual basis and target

nuisance species, such as nonnative herbaceous and grass species.
4. Promote the recovery of stand structure, species composition, and wildlife

habitat functions of the chaparral and scrub habitats burned in the Cedar Fire
and in any future wildfires.
5. Manage the natural succession of species composition and structure of the

communities to maintain and enhance conditions that will benefit specialstatus and game species. Management may include, but would not be limited
to grazing, mechanical methods, or fire.
6. Utilize BMPs to minimize the introduction and spread of invasive plant

species. (BMPs for land managers in: http://www.cal-ipc.org/ip/prevention/
landmanagers.php )

4.4.1.1

Biocorridors

Biocorridors or linkages are interconnected tracts of land characterized by significant
natural resource value through which native species can disperse. Corridors provide
pathways for gene flow, seed dispersal, daily movement between habitats (home range
movements), migration (seasonal or altitudinal), and dispersal habitat for juveniles.
Corridors can function at various temporal and spatial scales. Temporally, it allows for
both daily and seasonal movements, as well as movements over many generations.
Spatially, corridors can function on a large regional, or landscape/ecosystem scale
(landscape size can vary) or at smaller scale, such as home range.
Though natural landscapes have an inherent degree of connectivity, recently (within
the past 50 years) habitat alteration has greatly reduced this connectivity (Penrod et
al. 2005). Establishing connections between isolated or fragmented habitat patches
is essential for sustaining natural ecological processes, population viability, and
biological diversity (Noss and Cooperrider 1994). The Reserve functions as part of a
regional biocorridor complex. The Science and Collaboration for Connected Wildlands
(formerly the South Coast Wildlands), working with various federal, state, and local
agencies has identified the San Diego Foothill Corridor (SC06) as a medium priority
landscape linkage for numerous wildlife and plant species (Penrod et. al. 2001). Cañada
de San Vicente is aligned within this linkage.
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Goals
1.

Facilitate the movement/dispersal of plants and animals within the Reserve to
preserve the natural ecosystem dynamics and regional biodiversity.

2. Work towards the preservation, protection, enhancement, and identification of

regional landscape linkages that connect the Reserve to other wildland areas.
3. Ensure San Vicente Creek and its tributaries continue to function as a movement

corridor.
4. Maintain ecosystem health and biodiversity by protecting plant and animal

habitat as well as dispersal corridors within the Reserve.
Tasks
1.

Continue to coordinate with local communities, county, state, and federal
agencies, research institutions, and relevant organizations to develop an
ecologically sound regional biocorridor system. In addition, CDFW will
discourage urban, suburban, and infrastructure planning that does not prevent,
through avoidance or mitigation, the degradation and fragmentation of habitat.

2. Actively work with or coordinate with other agencies and Reserve owners to

acquire or secure land acquisitions to ensure key biocorridors are preserved or
enhanced.
3. Promote natural resource conservation by recognizing the importance of

sustainable species populations and their genetic diversity. Inventory and
monitoring of the Reserve’s natural resources and human impacts will be done
at regular intervals to assess and document the health of species that rely on
large areas to live, hunt, and disperse. Furthermore, CDFW will participate with
government agencies and research institutions in regional resource monitoring.
4. Interpret for visitors the ecological significance of biocorridors, with emphasis

on the Reserve and the surrounding region.
5. Install cameras at various locations within the creek to monitor wildlife

movement.

4.4.1.2

Buﬀers

Buﬀers, such as dedicated municipal open space (Barnett Ranch OSP, Luelf Pond
OSP), are relatively low-use areas between adjacent developments and the Reserve
boundaries. Buﬀers separate conflicting land uses (like residential and Reserve lands),
and protect adjacent natural habitats from potentially destructive impacts.
Some types of land use outside of the Reserve’s boundaries cause significantly negative
impacts to the Reserve. Impacts may include exotic species invasion; the spread of
wildfire; air, soil, and water pollution; noise pollution; predation and competition for
resources by domestic pets; and the loss of habitat for plants and animals that would
otherwise occur outside the boundaries of the Reserve.
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Goal
1.

As regional development pressures increase, establish, maintain, and protect
buﬀers adjacent to the Reserve.

Tasks
1.

Obtain, as necessary, and review regional conservation plans pertaining to land
use in the vicinity of the Reserve. Collaboration with the agencies and groups
responsible for implementing these plans will help optimize the value of CDFW
land acquisitions, management of critical habitat, and restoration activities.

2. Plan with neighboring land and business owners, communities, and

governmental agencies to develop and maintain a buﬀer system along the
outer edge of the Reserve boundaries.

4.4.2

Species Management

Many sensitive species occur on
the Reserve including species with
federal and state designations
such as the arroyo toad, as well as
species that are covered by local
conservation planning eﬀorts.
Since the passing of the NCCPA in
1991, State and County conservation
eﬀorts have focused on ecosystem
and multi-species protection. This
has led to the preservation of large,
intact areas of sensitive habitats,
such as Cañada de San Vicente.
Management actions have also
ENGELMANN OAK
QUERCUS ENGELMANNII
begun to focus more on habitats and
less on individual species, based on
the theory that healthy habitats will
support and sustain healthy populations of plant and animal species. If we extrapolate
this theory to the Reserve, then the tasks undertaken to improve the quality of the onsite habitats will also benefit the sensitive species these habitats support. Therefore,
additional management objectives will not be identified for the following sensitive
plant and animal species. The following sensitive plants and wildlife, which occur on
the Reserve, are currently covered under an existing conservation plan or addressed
in the proposed Habitat Management section and therefore, no specific management
objectives will be proposed or implemented for these species:
• Engelmann oak
• Brewer’s calandrinia
• San Diego banded gecko
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Western skink
Coast horned lizard
Coastal western whiptail
California legless lizard
Orange-throated whiptail
Coastal rosy boa
San Diego ringneck snake
Coast patch-nosed snake
Two-striped garter snake
Red diamond rattlesnake
Cooper’s hawk
Olive-sided flycatcher
Loggerhead shrike
Horned lark
Western bluebird
Yellow warbler
Bell’s sparrow
Grasshopper sparrow
Spotted bat
Western red bat
Fringed myotis
Western mastiﬀ bat
Pocket free-tailed bat
Big free-tailed bat
American badger
Mule deer
Desert woodrat
Southern grasshopper mouse
Black-tailed jackrabbit

COOPER’S HAWK
ACCIPITER COOPERII

Management of listed and MSCP-covered species has continued to change since
1996, based upon on-going research eﬀorts in San Diego County. Under the original
biological monitoring plan for the MSCP, monitoring of focal wildlife populations was
prioritized towards “indicator” species with a goal of being able to detect significant
long-term declines in populations (Ogden 1996). More recently, the Management
Strategic Plan for Conserved Lands in Western San Diego County, Vol. 1 (Strategic Plan,
SDMMP 2013) (MSP) was prepared for SanDAG, focusing on a comprehensive approach
for managing multiple plant and animal species within San Diego County.
The MSP is a compilation of other strategic plans completed or currently in progress,
and presents priorities, goals, and objectives that are intended to enable a coordinated
eﬀort to assist in the development of management plans. The MSP categorizes and
prioritizes species and vegetation communities, identifies geographic locations for
management actions, provides specific timelines for implementation, and establishes
a process for coordination and implementation. The MSP divided the MSCP planning
4-16
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area into eight Management Units (MU)s. Within each unit certain species were
designated as high priority management concerns. The Reserve falls within MU 4.
Monitoring eﬀorts will focus on the below listed species and would be implemented
per available funding and staﬃng. These species are known to occur within the Reserve
and are either ranked in Risk Group 1, 2, or 3 as designated by Regan et al. (2006), or
are listed as SL, SO, or VF in Appendix 1D of the MSP. Though mule deer are also listed
in Risk Group 3 and population studies are proposed, they are not listed below since
they are a game species and managed statewide by the CDFW.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

San Diego thornmint
Delicate clarkia
Lakeside ceanothus
Quino checkerspot butterfly
Arroyo toad
Burrowing owl
Golden eagle
Ferruginous hawk
Northern harrier
California Rufous-crowned sparrow
Pallid bat
Townsend’s big-eared bat
Mountain lion

SAN DIEGO THORNMINT
Goals
1.

WESTERN BLUEBIRD
SIALIA MEXICANA

Ensure the persistence of suitable
habitat for this species on the Reserve in areas where it has been previously
documented.

2. Minimize the potential threats to the species including competition with

nonnative species.
3. Determine current extent on the Reserve.
Tasks
1.

Conduct focused surveys for thornmint in areas of previously known occurrence
every year for five years to determine the continued presence/absence of San
Diego thornmint. If thornmint is found, survey every three to five years to
ensure persistence of the species and to identify potential threats.

2. Conduct routine monitoring to ensure species persistence and identify

management issues.
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3. Where San Diego thornmint is redetected on the Reserve, CDFW will update

occurrence information.
4. Continue to implement nonnative plant control on an annual basis and target

nuisance species, such as nonnative herbaceous and grass species, in areas of
the Reserve where San Diego thornmint habitat occurs.
5. Work with experts to determine whether reintroduction, translocation, or other

propagation of thornmint currently or historically present within the Reserve
should be implemented to aid in the recovery of the species.
6. Identify potential threats to focal habitat patches from public use activities

and take appropriate actions to alleviate these threats (i.e. fencing, signage,
enforcement).
7. Support research related to this species and its habitat that would assist the

Department in the management and recovery of the species.
8. Conduct baseline surveys to determine San Diego thornmint spatial distribution.
9. Rank and identify area specific threats to San Diego thornmint occurrence/

population.
DELICATE CLARKIA
Goals
1.

Ensure the persistence of suitable habitat for this species on the Reserve in
areas where it has been previously documented.

2. Minimize the potential threats to the species including competition with

nonnative species.
3. Determine current extent on the Reserve.
4. Conduct routine monitoring to ensure species persistence and identify

management issues.
Tasks
1.

Conduct focused surveys for delicate clarkia in areas of previously known
occurrences every year for five years to determine the continued presence/
absence. If delicate clarkia is found, survey every three to five years to ensure
persistence of the species and to identify potential threats

2. Conduct routine monitoring to ensure species persistence and identify

management issues.
3. Map and take population counts of delicate clarkia every three to five years as

funding and staﬃng allows.
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4. Continue to implement nonnative plant control on an annual basis and target

nuisance species, such as nonnative herbaceous and grass species, in areas of
the Reserve where delicate clarkia has been observed.
5. Identify potential threats to focal habitat patches from public use activities

and take appropriate actions to alleviate these threats (i.e. fencing, signage,
enforcement)
6. Support research related to this species and its habitat that would assist the

Department in the management and recovery of the species.
7. Rank and identify area specific threats to delicate clarkia occurrence/population.

LAKESIDE CEANOTHUS
Goals
1.

Ensure the persistence of suitable habitat for this species on the Reserve in
areas where it has been previously documented.

2. Minimize the potential threats to the species including competition with

nonnative species.
3. Determine current extent on the Reserve.
Tasks
1.

Conduct focused surveys for Lakeside ceanothus in areas of previously known
occurrences every year for five years to determine the continued presence/
absence. If Lakeside ceanothus is found, survey every three to five years to
ensure persistence of the species and to identify potential threats.

2. Conduct routine monitoring to ensure species persistence and identify

management issues.
3. Map populations of Lakeside ceanothus every three to five years as funding

and staﬃng allows.
4. Continue to implement nonnative plant control on an annual basis and target

nuisance species, such as nonnative herbaceous and grass species, in areas of
the Reserve where Lakeside ceanothus has been observed.
5. Identify potential threats to focal habitat patches from public use activities

and take appropriate actions to alleviate these threats (i.e. fencing, signage,
enforcement).
6. Support research related to this species and its habitat that would assist the

Department in the management and recovery of the species.
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QUINO CHECKERSPOT BUTTERFLY
Goals
1.

Over the next 15
years, protect and
maintain
known
Quino
checkerspot
focal habitat patches,
consisting of hilltop
or ridge top areas
supporting at least
200 square meters
of contiguous, highquality open-canopy
QUINO CHECKERSPOT BUTTERFLY
coastal sage scrub
EUPHYDRYAS EDITHA QUINO
or chamise chaparral
habitat that include
primary and secondary larval host plants, multiple species of annual nectar
plants for adult feeding, and bare soil overlain with cryptobiotic crust.

2. Survey previously unsurveyed hilltops to determine if additional breeding

locations for Quino checkerspot butterfly exist.
3. Identify and rank the potential threats to Quino checkerspot butterfly habitat

within known/potential occupied habitat.
Tasks
1.

Conduct a habitat assessment in areas of current and past occupation by Quino
checkerspot butterfly.

2. Conduct focused surveys for Quino checkerspot butterfly every three to five

years as funding and staﬃng levels allow.
3. Identify areas to enhance openings in appropriate unoccupied habitat to

encourage the growth and spread of primary and secondary larval host plants
and other native plant species.
4. Enhance habitat and perform pre-fire management actions in previously

occupied habitat by controlling nonnative herbaceous plant species and
removing thatch on an annual basis through the use of herbicide and other
methods such as hand pulling.
5. Regularly maintain and update a GIS (Geographic Information System)

database of suitable/occupied Quino checkerspot butterfly habitat and species
occurrences.
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6. Identify potential threats to focal habitat patches from public use activities

and take appropriate actions to alleviate these threats (i.e. fencing, signage,
enforcement).
7. Support research related to this species and its habitat that would assist the

Department in the management and recovery of the species.
ARROYO TOAD
The following goals, objectives, and tasks meet or are comparable to the Conditions of
Coverage for the arroyo toad as stated in the MSCP and SDCWA NCCP/HCP.
The Department’s conservation strategy for the arroyo toad at the Reserve is to
maintain the metapopulation by protecting and enhancing the breeding and nonbreeding habitats, monitoring the population to ensure recovery actions are successful,
and obtaining research data to further guide management eﬀorts to benefit arroyo
toad recovery. Surveys conducted by CDFW using USGS Aquatic Species and Habitat
Assessment Protocol for Southcoast Ecoregion Rivers, Streams, and Creeks (USGS
2006), identified eight 250-meter sections of San Vicente Creek as good habitat, twelve
250-meter sections as moderate habitat, and two 250-meter sections as poor.
Goals
1.

Conduct routine monitoring to ensure species persistence and identify
management issues.

2. Ensure that the arroyo toad has access to breeding and wintering habitats on

the Reserve.
3. Determine the breeding locations/distribution, numbers, and status of arroyo

toads. Implement measures to protect breeding areas.
4. Identify and rank threats to

the arroyo toad population,
and identify management
needs to support selfsustaining occurrences.
5. Identify locations along San

Vicente Creek that contain
dense vegetation (both
native
and
non-native)
such that arroyo toads are
prevented from moving
between their breeding and
wintering habitats.

ARROYO TOAD
ANAXYRUS CALIFORNICUS
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Tasks
1.

Continue to implement the arroyo toad monitoring program that was initiated
in 2008 by the CDFW. This includes, at a minimum, presence/absence surveys
every one to two years and a habitat assessment every five years. The
assessment would list and rank potential threats to the species.

2. Continue to implement nonnative plant control on an annual basis and target

nuisance species, such as nonnative herbaceous and grass species in riparian,
wetland, and upland habitats.
3. Maintain the eight 250-meter sections of San Vicente Creek considered good

habitat and over the next 10 years evaluate and where possible enhance one to
two of the twelve 250-meter sections considered moderate habitat to a level
of good habitat.
4. Remove, as needed, dense vegetation that could impede arroyo toad movement

between breeding and suspected wintering areas.
5. Control nonnative animal species, such as the bullfrog, crayfish, and nonnative

fish species that threaten prey upon the arroyo toad survival on the Reserve.
6. The current turkey population on the Reserve is believed to be small, and it

is unknown to what extent turkeys prey upon arroyo toads. If subsequent
information becomes available which indicates turkeys pose a threat to the
arroyo toad population on the Reserve, the CDWF may implement special hunts
or other measures to help control the turkey population.
7. During the breeding season, install signage along San Vicente Creek to alert the

public/staﬀ of the sensitivity of the area.
8. Restrict access to known breeding locations during the breeding season.
9. Provide arroyo toad education/training to groups and individuals that recreate

on the Reserve.
10. Limit use of roadways or implement reduced speed limits during rain events in

areas known to support the arroyo toad to decrease the likelihood of mortality.
11. Support research related to this species and its habitat that would assist the

Department in the management and recovery of the species.
BURROWING OWL
The best available habitat for Burrowing Owls is located in the central valley section of
the Reserve. This central valley is approximately 60 acres of non-native grasses/vetch
mixed with small rocky outcrops and oak trees.
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Goals
1.

Maintain approximately 40 acres of the central valley section of the Reserve as
open grassland/forbs.

2. Provide suitable habitat for breeding and wintering burrowing owls.
Tasks
1.

Create and/or maintain suitable breeding habitat that includes ground squirrel
burrows and/or artificial burrows.

2. Conduct surveys (every two to three years) to determine the presence/absence

of the species and habitat usage on the Reserve.
3. Over the course of the next five years, use herbicide to reduce nonnative

vegetation cover of 20 acres of the central valley by 80 percent. Recent use of
herbicide in this area has shown good success at reduction of nonnatives and
good succession of native grasses/forbs in the absence of nonnatives. Visual
estimates will be made each year to determine success.
4. Over the course of the next 10 years, use herbicide to reduce nonnative

vegetation cover of 40 acres of the central valley by 80 percent. Visual estimates
will be made each year to determine success.
GOLDEN EAGLE
Goal
1.

Maintain existing suitable foraging habitat for the Golden eagle and where
feasible, improve habitat quality.

Tasks
1.

Coordinate with the MSP raptor monitoring eﬀorts throughout the County.

2. Continue to implement nonnative plant control on an annual basis and target

nuisance species, such as nonnative herbaceous and grass species in preferred
foraging habitat.
3. Explore restricting public use and maintenance activities and/or imposing

seasonal restrictions on grassland areas that are foraging habitat.
4. Participate in MSCP raptor monitoring eﬀorts to identify important foraging

areas within the Reserve.
5.

Support research related to this species and its habitat that would assist the
Department in the management and recovery of the species.
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FERRUGINOUS HAWK
Goal
1.

Maintain existing suitable winter foraging habitat for the Ferruginous hawk
and, where feasible, improve habitat quality.

Tasks
1.

Coordinate with the MSP raptor monitoring eﬀorts throughout the
County.

2. Continue to implement nonnative plant control on an annual basis and target

nuisance species, such as nonnative herbaceous and grass species in preferred
foraging habitat.
3. Explore restricting public use and maintenance activities and/or imposing

seasonal restrictions on areas that are in occupied habitat.
4. Participate in MSCP raptor monitoring eﬀorts.
5. Support research related to this species and its habitat that would assist the

Department in the management and recovery of the species.
NORTHERN HARRIER
Goal
1.

Maintain existing suitable breeding and foraging habitat for the northern
harrier and, where feasible, improve habitat quality.

Tasks
1.

Coordinate with the Strategic Plan raptor monitoring eﬀorts throughout the
County once goal and objectives have been prepared.

2. Continue to implement nonnative plant control on an annual basis and target

nuisance species, such as nonnative herbaceous and grass species in preferred
foraging and nesting habitat.
3. Explore restricting public use and maintenance activities and/or imposing

seasonal restrictions on grassland areas that are occupied by northern harrier.
4. Participate in MSCP raptor monitoring eﬀorts.
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RUFOUS‐CROWNED SPARROW
Goal
1.

Maintain existing suitable foraging and breading habitat for the Rufouscrowned sparrow and, where feasible, improve habitat quality.

Tasks
1.

Continue to implement nonnative plant control on an annual basis and target
nuisance species, such as nonnative herbaceous and grass species in coastal
sage scrub habitat.

2. Conduct surveys for Rufous crowned sparrowin coastal sage scrub within five

years.
3. Support research related to this species and its habitat that would assist the

Department in the management and recovery of the species.
MOUNTAIN LION
Goals
1.

Maintain the open undeveloped areas of the Reserve to maintain function as a
wildlife corridor.

2. Maintain suitable hunting, breeding, and denning habitat for mountain lion

within the Reserve.
Tasks
1.

Maintain suitable hunting, breeding, and denning habitat by reduction of
nonnative plants and the promotion of native plants used by prey species.

2. Conduct mule deer population surveys.
3. Continue cooperation with UC Davis Wildlife Health Center (UC Davis School

of Veterinary Medicine) and Western Tracking Institute to monitor species
occurrence and movements in rural western San Diego County.
4. Support research related to this species and its habitat that would assist the

Department in the management and recovery of the species.
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PALLID BAT
Goals
1.

Ensure the continued existence of the pallid bat on the Reserve.

2. Protect day, night, and maternity roosts from destruction and human

disturbance.
3. Enhance foraging habitat within commuting distance of night and maternity

roosts.
Tasks
1.

Survey for potential roost/breeding sites to determine status on the Reserve
and inspect known roost/breeding sites every five years.

2. Identify potential threats from public use activities and take appropriate

actions to alleviate these threats (i.e. restricting public use, fencing, signage,
and enforcement) within known day, night, and maternity roosting sites.
3. Participate/coordinate with other land managers in MSCP and the San Diego

Natural History Museum in radio-telemetry studies and other bat monitoring
eﬀorts to identify nocturnal, diurnal, and maternity roosts and important
foraging and water sources.
TOWNSEND’S BIG‐EARED BAT
Goals
1.

Protect day, night, and maternity roosts of the Townsend’s big-eared bat from
destruction and human disturbance.

2. Provide artificial roosts when and where feasible.
3. Enhance foraging habitat within commuting distance of night and maternity

roosts.
4. Survey for potential roost/breeding sites to determine the status of Townsend’s

big-eared bat on the Reserve.
5. Participate/coordinate with other land managers in the MSCP radio-telemetry

studies and other bat monitoring eﬀorts.
Tasks
1.

Inspect roost/breeding sites every five years taking care not to disturb bats.

2. Inspect and maintain CDFW-added bat gates at the Daley Mine. These gates

will be inspected and maintained on an annual basis.
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3. Identify potential threats from public use activities and take appropriate

actions to alleviate these threats (i.e. restricting public use, fencing, signage,
and enforcement) within known day, night, and maternity roosting sites.
4. Participate/coordinate with other land managers in MSCP and the San Diego

Natural History Museum in radio-telemetry studies and other bat monitoring
eﬀorts to identify nocturnal, diurnal, and maternity roosts and important
foraging and water sources.

4.4.3

Fully Protected Species

The classification of Fully Protected was
the State’s initial eﬀort in the 1960s to
identify and provide additional protection
to those animals that were rare or faced
possible extinction [FGC sections: 3511
(birds), 4700 (mammals), 5050 (reptiles and
amphibians), 5515 (fish)].

Goals
1.

Ensure the continued existence
of Fully Protected species on the
Reserve.

2. Maintain breeding and foraging

WHITE‐TAILED KITE
ELANUS LEUCURUS

habitats for the white-tailed kite,
golden eagle, and ringtail on the
Reserve.
3. Protect and enhance golden eagle active and inactive nest sites that occur on

the Reserve.
4. Manage open grassland areas to increase prey for foraging raptors.
5. Conserve woodland habitats and large expanses of chaparral, scrub, and

grassland habitats for white-tailed kite, golden eagle, and ringtail.
6. Explore specific recommendations for restoring or enhancing nest sites or

providing artificial nesting platforms.
Tasks
1.

Coordinate with raptor monitoring eﬀorts throughout the County.
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2. Continue to implement nonnative plant control on an annual basis and target

nuisance species, such as tamarisk and nonnative herbaceous and grass species
in riparian and oak woodland habitats.
3. Complete a comprehensive assessment of the condition of the oak woodlands

on the Reserve and update the assessment, as needed.
4. Explore restricting public use and maintenance activities and/or imposing

seasonal restrictions on rocky cliﬀ areas on the Reserve that provide suitable
nesting sites for the golden eagle.
5. Participate in MSCP raptor monitoring eﬀorts.

4.4.4

CNPS List 1.B Species

Plants with a California Rare Plant Rank of 1B are rare throughout their range with the
majority of them endemic to California. Most of the plants that are ranked 1B have
declined significantly over the last century. All of the plants constituting California
Rare Plant Rank 1B meet the definitions of the California Endangered Species Act of
the Fish and Game Code, and are eligible for state listing.
The felt-leaved monardella, delicate clarkia, Lakeside ceanothus, and San Diego
thornmint are all CNPS List 1.B species that occur on the Reserve. The felt-leaved
monardella, Lakeside ceanothus, and San Diego thornmint are also covered under the
MSCP. Threats to these species include urban development and fire.
Goals
1.

Ensure the survival of felt-leaved monardella, delicate clarkia and San Diego
thornmint on the Reserve.

2. Determine spatial distribution and occurrence of felt-leaved monardella,

delicate clarkia, and San Diego thornmint by monitoring annually for five years.
Tasks
1.

Rank and identify threats to each of these species’ survival and persistence.

2. Conduct rare plant surveys every five years or as appropriate based on the

biology of rare plant species known from the area and local environmental
conditions to document the presence/absence of sensitive plant species,
including felt-leaved monardella, delicate clarkia, and San Diego thornmint.
Surveys may be appropriate between five year intervals when extraordinary
events occur (e.g., exceptional weather patterns, fire).
3. Update occurrence information every five years.
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4. Implement nonnative plant control on an annual basis and target nuisance

species, such as nonnative herbaceous and grass species in areas where the
three species have been observed on the Reserve.

4.4.5

Game Species

Game species are generally defined as land mammals and birds not normally considered
to be domestic animals, which include big game, upland game, and small game. Game
species are found in the Limited Hunting, Backcountry, and San Vicente Arroyo Toad
Habitat Zones and include mule deer, California quail, wild turkey, mourning dove, and
cotton tail rabbit.
Goals
1.

Ensure the persistence of native
game species on the Reserve.

2. Conduct surveys for game species

throughout the Reserve to ensure
populations are sustainable and
adjust hunting area and number of
available hunts according to survey
findings.
3. Ensure the availability of water for

game and other wildlife species on
the Reserve.

CALIFORNIA/VALLEY QUAIL
CALLIPEPLA CALIFORNICA

Tasks
1.

Complete an inventory of game species within the Reserve and conduct surveys
for game species as needed.

2. Create brush piles to enhance habitats for game and other wildlife species.

Material for brush piles will come from, but not be limited to, road maintenance
and fire abatement activities.
3. Evaluate and repair/enhance springs, guzzlers, and existing wells to enhance

water availability for both game and other wildlife species. If feasible and
appropriate, additional wells may be added.
4. To facilitate wildlife movement of species, such as the mule deer, CDFW will

survey and evaluate internal fencing needs. Approximately 1 mile of internal,
unneeded fencing was identified and has already been removed since the
CDFW started managing the Reserve. The removal of unneeded fencing will
also benefit larger wildlife species such as the mountain lion and coyote.
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Impact Guidelines

In planning and implementing the habitat and species portion of the Biological
Elements, CDFW will give priority to management activities that avoid direct impacts
to protected resources including, native vegetation communities and the associated
species they support. If direct impacts cannot be avoided, then site-specific plans will
be prepared for management activities subject to CEQA review and must comply with
all applicable regulations. Impact avoidance measures for management activities will
include but not be limited to:
• Seasonal closure, signage, fencing, and/or informational kiosks to prevent
public use of sensitive areas used for roosting and/or breeding by sensitive
species. All structures would be installed outside of the breeding season, and
arroyo toad breeding season.
• No vegetation clearing or land disturbance within the stream channels without
the requisite authorizations from CDFW, United States Army Corps of Engineers
(ACOE), and Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB). Also, any surfacedisturbing activities (including vegetation removal) that could potentially
impact federally-listed species will be coordinated with the USFWS and formal/
informal consultation completed, as necessary.
• Restricted use of pesticides and herbicides in riparian habitat and wetlands
(allowed uses will be as determined by herbicide label and subsequent
recommendations from CDFW personnel possessing a valid Qualified Applicator
License/Qualified Applicator Certificate [QAL/QAC] for herbicide application on
the Reserve).
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‐

Non-native plant species will be controlled using an integrated approach
that relies on both non-chemical and chemical (i.e. herbicide) use
strategies. The risk that herbicides pose to non-target organisms is a
dependent on both exposure and toxicity. This relationship between risk,
exposure and toxicity can be assessed using the Hazard Quotient (HQ)
method employed by numerous public agencies including the United
States Environmental Protection Agency and the USFS. http://www.
fs.fed.us/foresthealth/pesticide/pdfs/PrepEnvironmentalDoc_11-2014.
pdf. With this method, no significant risk to non-target species would
be expected when the calculated HQ is below a pre-determined Level
of Concern (LOC). To reduce the risk posed to wildlife species at the
Reserve, no herbicide will be used unless its calculated HQ value is below
the LOC for the appropriate exposure scenario.

‐

Additionally, the risk to non-target wildlife and special-status plant
species will be reduced by making low-volume, spot-treatments
using hand-held equipment targeted specifically at non-native plants.
Broadcast applications will be uncommon. Other risk-reduction
strategies that may be used include using buﬀer zones, shields, tarps
or other physical barriers to protect non-target plants, using selective
rather than non-selective herbicides, and timing herbicide applications
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so that they are made when non-target species are in less-susceptible
life stages (i.e. dormancy).
• No fence removal during the bird breeding season unless pre-activity surveys
have documented the absence of nesting birds in the project area.

4.4.6

Biological Monitoring

• Monitoring habitats and species responses to management tasks and natural
disturbances is an integral part of an adaptive management program. Multispecies conservation monitoring programs include three main components:
implementation (compliance) monitoring, eﬀectiveness monitoring, and
targeted studies (Atkinson et al. 2004). Implementation (compliance)
monitoring tracks the status of plan implementation, ensuring that planned
actions are executed.
• Eﬀectiveness monitoring evaluates the success of the plan in meeting its stated
biological objectives (Noss and Cooperrider, 1994). It includes determining the
status and trends of resources (e.g., quantitative data on covered species), the
status and trends of known pressures (e.g., invasive species), and the eﬀects
of management actions on resources and known pressures (e.g., density of
invasive plants measured before and then one to five years after herbicide
treatment).
• Targeted studies increase the eﬀectiveness of monitoring and management
by improving knowledge about the ecological system and management
techniques. Targeted studies may occur for only a short period of time rather
than as long-term monitoring and typically are undertaken to resolve critical
uncertainties and improving knowledge of natural systems under management
(e.g., plant succession and weed dynamics in response to fire).
• The primary purpose of the Monitoring Program is to identify ways to preserve,
enhance, and restore the native vegetation communities found on the Reserve;
preserve and enhance the capacity of these communities to support populations
of native species; and preserve the wildlife movement functions of San Vicente
Creek.
• As stated previously, the Reserve is in the planning area of the MSCP and an
essential part of the HMA for the SDCWA NCCP/HCP. Both programs require
monitoring to determine whether or not specific conservation goals are being
met. In an eﬀort to meet the required goals of both the MSCP and SDCWA
NCCP/HCP, the Department has incorporated the goals of these plans, where
appropriate, into the Monitoring Program for the Reserve. In addition, the
Department is also incorporating goals and objectives from the MSP where
suitable.
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Approximately 76 acres of riparian/wetland vegetation occur within the Reserve
representing only 1.5 percent of the total area. Riparian corridors are generally more
productive and have higher plant species richness than surrounding upland ecosystems.
However, because of naturally high rates of hydrological disturbance and high edgeto-area ratios at both the landscape and localized patch scales, riparian habitat systems
are susceptible to invasion by non-native plants, which may constitute 25 to 30 percent
of species (Malanson 1993, Planty-Tabacchi et al. 1996). Parameters for monitoring
patterns in riparian vegetation include woody and herbaceous plant cover, species
richness or composition (including relative importance of non-native and upland
species), size/age structure of dominant riparian trees, and total vegetation volume.
Annual grasslands represent approximately seven percent of the total area of the
Reserve (approximately 330 acres). Grassland habitats at the Reserve are artifacts of
previous land use regimes, including cultivated crops and grazing, and have become
dominated by nonnative annual grasses and forbs. In the absence of grazing and fire,
annual grasslands require active management to maintain their ecological integrity and
structural diversity. Grassland habitat management activities may include prescriptive
burning, grazing, mechanical treatments, and/or selective herbicide use. There is

SUNSET FROM DANEY CANYON

an opportunity to establish ecological baseline conditions, develop management
scenarios that address long-term biological goals, and monitor the eﬀectiveness of
these strategies.
Oak woodlands are among the most biologically diverse habitats, providing nesting
habitat, forage, and shelter for a wide variety of wildlife species. Approximately 339
acres of oak dominated vegetation occur within the Reserve representing a small, but
important portion of the Reserve (approximately 7 percent).
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Approximately 4,010 acres of scrub vegetation consisting of mixed chaparral, chamiseredshank, and coastal scrub Occurs within the Reserve. This represents approximately
84 percent of all vegetation within the Reserve. These habitats are found on xeric
substrates and are fire adapted, able to resprout after fire events and through seeding
(either producing seeds at an early age or germinating seeds caused by heat of the
fire).

Establishing an Adaptive Management Approach
Land managers are frequently confronted with the quandary of how to manage
resources with limited funding and incomplete information. One approach to this
challenge is to simply begin, then adapt practices as knowledge increases. This
approach starts by basing the management plan on the broadest ecological level
(habitat), then working towards a comprehensive ecological inventory of the site,
integrating data as it becomes available, measuring data against indicators of success,
and modifying management strategies as new information is learned. This is the
backbone of a comprehensive and adaptive land management plan.
Measuring conditions and responses of the ecosystem to both intentional (e.g.,
management actions) and natural changes (e.g., flooding) is a critical piece of the
adaptive management feedback loop. Over time, monitoring indicates trends in
species and habitats (e.g., increasing, decreasing, and static) that may be correlated to
specific conservation and management activities.
While some management activities are straight forward (trash removal, sign posting),
other management activities produce much greater uncertainty (habitat restoration).
Due to the complex variables and uncertainty involved in managing and monitoring
ecosystems and special-status species, the development of a biological monitoring
and implementation program typically proceeds in the three phases (Atkinson et al.
2004).

Adaptive Management at the Reserve
Conducting Focused Surveys for Special-Status Species
A primary concern of the CDFW is the protection of special-status species and their
habitats. Monitoring the presence of special-status species within and adjacent to
the Reserve will contribute the scientific understanding of regional population trends
for these species and will provide valuable information about the overall health of
ecosystems at a larger landscape level.
Since birds occupy a wide variety of ecological niches and are relatively easy to monitor
in comparison to other taxa, they are often used as focal species for monitoring.
Monitoring their status is key to understanding trends in the health of ecosystems
within the Reserve and the region.
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Collecting Useful Scientific Data
Data management begins with proper collection and recordkeeping in the field.
Inventories and sampling protocols must be established so that diﬀerent people can
gather comparable datasets over time. Protocols should not be overly reliant on
technology that is likely to change or become obsolete so that datasets are no longer
replicable. Data must also be reported consistently to serve an adaptive management
purpose.
Providing Quality Control
CDFW should guide the setup and implementation of the biological monitoring
program, including development of the quality assurance program and specific
protocols for data sampling. Reserve personnel should also coordinate with larger,
regional resource planning to improve the long-term viability of habitats and species
while providing access to additional data and technical expertise.

4.4.7

Goals and Tasks

Goal 1

Complete a resources inventory for the four major vegetation communities (riparian,
grassland, oak woodland, shrub land) and identify relationships between Biological
Elements.
Tasks
1.

Set up permanent plots for vegetation monitoring. Permanent vegetation
monitoring plots provide consistent reference points from which to measure
and monitor changes in species distribution, plant density, and canopy cover
within a given habitat (Elzinga et al. 2001). These data are especially valuable
when undertaking habitat restoration. Permanent vegetation monitoring plots
should be established in each of the four major vegetation communities at the
Reserve.

2. Set up permanent photo monitoring stations for annual documentation of

habitat conditions. Photographs are by far the easiest monitoring tool
available to a manager. They are an inexpensive visual record of the site over
time. Establishing permanent photo points in each of the major vegetation
communities at the Reserve will provide another method of documenting
changes and compliment other monitoring programs.
3. Conduct presence/absence surveys for special-status species (flora and fauna)

using accepted federal and states protocols; and submit occurrence data to
CNDDB.
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4. Conduct bat surveys to determine species utilization of the Reserve. The particular

combination of habitats at the Reserve may support numerous bat species.
5. Inventory and map distributions of invasive non-native plant populations and

integrate data into the GIS database for the Reserve. Mapping invasive plant
populations is the first step in prioritizing management activities directed
towards controlling their spread.
• Conduct baseline Benthic Macro-Invertebrate (BMI) sampling along San
Vicente Creek using CDFW’s protocol for BMI surveys in low gradient
streams (CDFG 2003). Using aquatic macro invertebrates to monitor
water quality is by far the most popular method used throughout the
world. Aquatic macro invertebrates are ubiquitous, relatively stationary
and their large species diversity provides a spectrum of responses to
environmental stresses. BMI monitoring programs have been developed
throughout the United States using citizen volunteers and students
(USEPA 2000).
6. Sample and analyze water quality in San Vicente Creek (dissolved oxygen,

temperature, PH, and turbidity). The general topography of this area of San
Diego County slopes south and east toward San Vicente Reservoir which is a
major water storage facility for the City of San Diego. It is important to monitor
water quality as it moves through the creek to understand and quantify
potential water quality issues related to management of the Reserve.

ANNUAL BROME GRASSLAND

Goal 2

Test long-term monitoring strategies and resolve critical management uncertainties.
Tasks
1.

Establish cooperative agreements with local and regional conservation groups
and resource agencies to enhance special-status species habitats and monitor
regional special-status species populations. Monitoring populations of specialstatus species should be conducted periodically to assess overall habitat
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integrity, detect changes in distribution and abundance, and detect positive
and adverse eﬀects of management activities, human use, and/or nonnative
species.
2. Explore option of grazing as use for potentially beneficial grassland management

practice within the Reserve. Any subsequent grazing would require additional
environmental review process under CEQA.
3. Monitor species diversity and abundance of BMIs along San Vicente Creek.
4. Establish long-term monitoring protocols for all vegetation after evaluating

monitoring strategies and environmental responses to management practices.
Phase 3 of adaptive management planning should address any changing
conditions and include periodic evaluation and refinement of the monitoring
program.
5. Evaluate monitoring strategies periodically to identify and report changes that

are warranted to maintain consistency with Reserve goals. This evaluation
could include a review of the scientific literature and consultation with species
and habitat experts. Compliance monitoring will be conducted using a simple
management action tracking system such as a spreadsheet.
6. Coordinate distribution of Reserve annual management reports and any

proposed work plans.
7. To the extent practicable, this LMP will complement and utilize existing and

developing approaches from the MSCP and Multiple Habitat Conservation
Program (MHCP) eﬀorts and will follow the guidance in Designing Monitoring
Programs in an Adaptive Management Context for Regional Multiple Species
Conservation Plans.
For clarity, the Monitoring Program will be presented in tabular format for each
Biological Element. Each table will include the tasks, timing of the tasks (e.g., annually,
every 5-10 years), any seasonal restrictions for implementation, and proposed
protocols/methodologies used for data collection. The protocols/methodologies
are only suggestions and will likely be more refined during study design and/or data
collection, but will depend on staﬃng levels and funding.
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TABLE B:
Biological Monitoring Element: Riparian and Other Wetland Habitats
Task

Timing / Seasonal Restrictions

Protocols / Methodologies

Map and maintain list
of invasive plants that
threaten persistence of
riparian & wetland habitats

Every 3-5 years / when
annual nonnative species
begin to germinate,
typically Mar-May

Conduct annual, visual
inspections in areas
previously treated or areas
suspected to have nonnative
species (e.g., areas with
recent disturbance)

Nonnative plant control

Annually / prior to seed set
for annual species

Department’s 680 permit

Tracking studies for birds
and mammals within San
Vicente Creek

Every 5-10 years / bird
migration (Mar-May), day
and nighttime surveys

Point counts, scat
identification, track stations,
Anabat

San Vicente Creek bed and
bank assessments

After 10-year or greater
storm events and postfire/ Installation of erosion
control measures in
jurisdictional areas may
require permits from CDFW
and ACOE; work would
occur outside arroyo toad
and bird breeding seasons

Visual inspections
Installation of appropriate
erosion control measures

TABLE C:
Biological Monitoring Element: Oak Woodlands
Task

Timing / Seasonal Restrictions

Protocols / Methodologies

Map and maintain list
of invasive plants that
threaten persistence of oak
woodlands

Every 3-5 years / when
annual nonnative species
begin to germinate;
typically Mar-May

Conduct annual, visual
inspections in areas
previously treated or areas
suspected to have nonnative
species (e.g., areas with
recent disturbance)

Nonnative plant control

Annually / prior to seed set
for annual species

Department’s 680 permit

Oak woodlands assessment

Every 10 years as needed

Point intercept transects,
belt transects, or quadrant
sampling

Engelmann oak inventory

Every 10 years as needed

Area searches / patch
mapping
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TABLE D:
Biological Monitoring Element: Chaparral, Scrub, and Grasslands
Task

Timing / Seasonal Restrictions

Protocols / Methodologies

Map and maintain list
of invasive plants that
threaten persistence
of chaparral and scrub
habitats

Every 3-5 years / when
annual nonnative species
begin to germinate; typically
Mar-May

Conduct annual, visual
inspections in areas
previously treated or areas
suspected to have nonnative
species (e.g., areas with
recent disturbance)

Nonnative plant control

Annually / prior to seed set
for annual species

Department’s 680 permit

Update CalVEG assessment

2020, then every 5-10 years
or after major disaster

Sproul et al. 2011; CalVEG

TABLE E:
Biological Monitoring Element:
San Diego Thornmint, delicate clarkia, Lakeside ceanothus, and CNPS List 1.B Species
Task

Timing / Seasonal Restrictions

Protocols / Methodologies

Conduct rare plant surveys

2016-2021, then every 3-5
years or as needed for
species present on the
Property / when annual
species are present

Point or belt transect; visual
inspections in areas known
to have sensitive annual plant
species

Map and maintain list
of invasive plants that
threaten persistence
of chaparral and scrub
habitats

Annually / when annual
nonnative species begin to
germinate; typically MarMay

Conduct annual, visual
inspections in areas
previously treated or areas
suspected to have nonnative
species (e.g., areas with
recent disturbance)

Nonnative plant control

Annually / prior to seed set
for annual species

Department’s 680 permit
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TABLE F:
Biological Monitoring Element: Quino Checkerspot Butterfly
Task

Timing / Seasonal Restrictions

Protocols / Methodologies

Monitoring program

Annually / determined by
USFWS

USFWS protocol

Map and maintain list
of invasive plants that
threaten persistence of
Quino habitat

Every 3-5 years / prior to
seed set for annual species

Conduct annual, visual
inspections in areas
previously treated or areas
suspected to have nonnative
species (e.g., areas with
recent disturbance)

Nonnative plant control

Annually / prior to seed set
for annual species

Department’s 680 permit

Habitat enhancement

As needed / during the rainy
season;

Accepted methodology

TABLE G:
Biological Monitoring Element: Arroyo Toad
Task

Timing / Seasonal Restrictions

Protocols / Methodologies

Monitoring program

2016, then every 1-2 years
in spring and summer/ toad
breeding season

USFWS protocol

Map and maintain list
of invasive plants that
threaten persistence of
arroyo toad habitat

Every 3-5 years / when
annual nonnative species
begin to germinate;
typically Mar-May

Conduct annual, visual
inspections in areas
previously treated or areas
suspected to have nonnative
species (e.g., areas with
recent disturbance)

Nonnative plant control

Annually / prior to seed set
for annual species

Department’s 680 permit

Remove dense vegetation
that impedes movement

As needed / after toads
have moved to wintering
areas

Visual inspection in areas that
support toad dispersal

Eradicate nonnative animal
species

As needed

Accepted protocols for the
various species
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TABLE H:
Biological Monitoring Element: Northern Harrier
Task

Timing / Seasonal Restrictions

Protocols / Methodologies

Map and maintain list
of invasive plants that
threaten persistence of
northern harrier habitat

Every 3-5 years / when
annual nonnative species
begin to germinate;
typically Mar-May

Conduct annual, visual
inspections in areas
previously treated or areas
suspected to have nonnative
species (e.g., areas with
recent disturbance).

Nonnative plant control

Annually / prior to seed set
for annual species

Department’s 680 permit

Restrict public use

Breeding season

Seasonal closure, signage,
symbolic fencing, and/or
informational kiosks

Participate in MSCP raptor
monitoring eﬀorts

As determined by Strategic
Plan or CDFW

Accepted raptor survey
protocol

TABLE I:
Biological Monitoring Element: Burrowing Owl
Task

Timing / Seasonal Restrictions

Protocols / Methodologies

Map and maintain list
of invasive plants of
management concern that
threaten persistence of
grassland habitat.

Every 3-5 years / when
annual nonnative species
begin to germinate;
typically Mar-May

Conduct annual, visual
inspections in areas
previously treated or areas
suspected to have nonnative
species (e.g., areas with
recent disturbance).

Nonnative plant control

Annually / prior to seed set
for annual species

Department’s 680 permit

Restrict public use

Breeding season

Seasonal closure, signage,
symbolic fencing, and/or
informational kiosks

Participate in MSCP
burrowing owl monitoring
eﬀorts

As determined by Strategic
Plan or CDFW

California Burrowing Owl
Consortium (1993) protocol
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TABLE J:
Biological Monitoring Element: Pallid Bat
Task

Timing / Seasonal Restrictions

Protocols / Methodologies

Inspect roost / breeding
sites.

Annually / during breeding
season

Visual inspections in areas
where bats may occur: Daley
mine, caves, abandoned
buildings

Restrict public use

Breeding season

Seasonal closure, signage,
fencing, and/or info. kiosks

Participate in MSCP bat
monitoring eﬀorts

As determined by Strategic
Plan or CDFW

Anabat; accepted protocols

TABLE K:
Biological Monitoring Element: Townsend’s Big-eared Bat
Task

Timing / Seasonal Restrictions

Protocols / Methodologies

Inspect roost / breeding
sites

Annually / during breeding
season

Visual inspections in areas
where bats may occur: Daley
mine, caves, abandoned
buildings

Daley Mine gate
maintenance

As needed / outside of
breeding season

N/A

Restrict public use

Breeding season

Seasonal closure, signage,
symbolic fencing, and/or
informational kiosks

Participate in MSCP bat
monitoring eﬀorts

As determined by Strategic
Plan or CDFW / breeding
season

Anabat; accepted protocols
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TABLE L:
Biological Monitoring Element: Fully Protected Species
Task

Timing / Seasonal Restrictions

Protocols / Methodologies

Map and maintain list
of invasive plants that
threaten persistence
habitats used by golden
eagle, white-tailed kite and
ringtail

Every 3-5 years / when
annual nonnative species
begin to germinate;
typically Mar-May

Conduct annual, visual
inspections in areas
previously treated or areas
suspected to have nonnative
species (e.g., areas with
recent disturbance).

Nonnative plant control

Annually / prior to seed set
for annual species

Department’s 680 permit

Restrict public use

Breeding season

Seasonal closure, signage,
symbolic fencing, and/or
informational kiosks

Participate in MSCP raptor
monitoring eﬀorts

As determined by Strategic
Plan or CDFW / during
breeding season

Accepted protocol for
surveying raptors

TABLE M:
Biological Monitoring Element: Game Species
Task

Timing / Seasonal Restrictions

Protocols / Methodologies

Game species inventory/
census

2015, then as needed

Point counts, scat identification,
and tracking stations

Creation of brush piles

Outside breeding season
of arroyo toad and
sensitive bird species

N/A

Enhancement and repair
of existing water sources

As needed / fall / winter

N/A

Evaluate fencing needs

As needed / none

N/A
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4.5

PUBLIC USE ELEMENTS: Goals, Tasks, and Impact Guidelines

It is the policy of the Fish and Game Commission that:
Lands under the administration of the Department be made available
to the public for fishing, hunting or other forms of compatible wildlife
dependent recreational use, and for scientific studies whenever such use
or uses will not unduly interfere with the primary purpose for which such
lands were acquired.
For the purpose of this policy, undue interference shall not mean that
hunter and angler access to properties that would otherwise be available
for access for passive recreational activities (i.e. bird watching, interpretive
tour, etc.) is deemed to be necessarily incompatible. Further, hunting and
fishing shall not be banned simply because a Department administered
land was acquired primarily for the protection of various threatened
and endangered species unless it can be clearly demonstrated that such
activities would be likely to have a detrimental eﬀect on listed species on
the property in question.
In keeping with this policy, the overall public use goal for the Reserve is to protect biological
resources, while providing opportunities for recreational activities and scientific studies.
Compatible activities are those that are wildlife-dependent and that have low potential to
negatively impact wildlife and other uses of the Reserve.
As such, these Public Use Elements addresses the appropriate and compatible wildlifedependent public uses which include:
• Hunting
• Educational/Interpretive (includes Educational Events and Trails)
• Scientific Research
Other forms of public recreation, including camping, dog training and field trials, mountain
biking, and oﬀ-highway vehicle use, are prohibited because of the potential negative impacts
to wildlife, wildlife habitats, conflicts with other uses, and management demands [CCR,
Title 14, § 630].
California Department of Fish and Wildlife recommends that the Reserve remain a closed zone
(per approval by the Fish and Game Commission) with public access by permit or appropriate
educational event, with the exception of the Luelf Pond OSP trail (see Trails below). CDFW may
issue permit/access letter for appropriate outdoor education programs, hunting programs,
and scientific study.
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4.5.1

Hunting Element

The dominant vegetation within the Reserve is chaparral with coastal sage scrub,
chaparral sage scrub, oak woodland, and non-native grassland. As such, quail are found
in good numbers throughout the Reserve and, to a lesser extent, dove and turkey.
In the 1950s, guzzlers were installed on what was then private land, to enhance quail
and smaller wildlife populations by increasing available water. Five of these guzzlers
are known to still exist on the Reserve.
Turkeys tend to inhabit the Reserve during the winter and spring months when water
is available, but are mostly absent in the summer and fall. During the summer and fall
months, it is believed the turkeys move from the Reserve to adjacent, private lands
that have available water from irrigation.
Deer are found throughout the Reserve, but formal surveys to estimate populations
have not been conducted. Rabbits are also found throughout the Reserve but tend to
be nocturnal and may not be readily available for hunting opportunities.
Because the Reserve is located near large populations, has limited staﬃng, operates
with budgetary constraints, and a large portion was acquired for mitigation, it is believed
that opening the Reserve to unregulated public access would have a detrimental eﬀect
to the wildlife and habitat/vegetation on the Reserve.
The CDFW oﬀers hunt opportunities designed especially for new hunters, youth
hunters, women hunters, mobility-impaired hunters and other individuals who have
limited experience or opportunity to hunt on their own (see https://nrm.dfg.ca.gov/
DFGSpecialHunts/Default.aspx). Depending on the time of year, CDFW’s Special Hunts
may include hunts for upland game birds and, upon occasion, deer.
Hunting at the Reserve will be conducted through scheduled hunts by which hunters
are chosen to participate through a random public drawing of applications (a lottery).
Hunters are required to have a valid license and the appropriate equipment, stamps,
and tags. These hunts are conducted by CDFW staﬀ and will have both an educational
and safety component. There will be up to but no more than seven hunting days in
any given year with no more than 20 hunters allowed per hunt. In addition to the
above mentioned hunts, the CDFW may conduct managed hunts within the Reserve to
control non-native and noxious species.
Providing a safe and controlled environment for new hunters has been found to
increase their enjoyment of hunting and desire to continue hunting. It is also hoped
that by educating new hunters in the field following their classroom instruction good
hunter ethics and safety will be emphasized throughout their lifetime.
Care will be taken to ensure that lands are not over-hunted and that hunting does
not interfere with other stewardship goals. This includes the protection of sensitive
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habitat (e.g. that which is occupied by state and federal listed species), as well as the
protection of sensitive plants and animals.
A typical hunt includes hunter check-in, safety/educational training/orientation, firearm
inspection, field assignment/orientation, and check out.
Regulated public access and use is being proposed for the Reserve, adhering to the
following:
Goal 1
1.

Provide upland game bird hunting opportunities (e.g., dove, quail, turkey) to
the public through the use of the Upland Game Bird Special Hunt Program or
other programs.

Tasks
1.

Develop and promote youth-oriented, family, mobility-impaired, and general
public hunting opportunities.

2. Promote hunter training and ethics through information, hunter education

classes, and enforcement.
3. Explore and where feasible, provide additional hunts through the Upland Game

Bird Heritage Program or other programs.
4. Conduct upland game bird surveys throughout the Reserve to ensure

populations are sustainable and adjust hunting area and number of available
hunts according to survey findings.
5. Enhance

water availability for
game and other wildlife species,
while minimizing impacts to listed/
sensitive species.

6. If feasible, provide use of the barn

to support some aspects of the
hunting program, such as hunter
education.
7. Maintain

relationships
among
CDFW staﬀ, hunters, volunteer
organizations,
and
when
appropriate, implement the use of
Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU)s/Memorandum
of
Agreement (MOA)s.

MULE DEER
ODOCOILEUS HEMIONUS
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Goals 2-3
2. Conduct deer surveys on the Reserve to support big game hunting opportunities.
3. Conduct surveys for small and non-game species to assess the potential for

limited small and non-game hunting opportunities and /or management
activities.
Tasks
1.

Conduct surveys to estimate deer abundance on the Reserve.

2. Based on findings; determine if hunting opportunities for deer are feasible.

Should surveys prove hunting is feasible, establish limited public hunting
opportunities with an emphasis on youth, family, and mobility-impaired hunters.
3. Based on surveys, determine if non-game hunting opportunities and/or

management activities are appropriate.
4. Based on surveys, determine if small game hunting opportunities and/or

management activities are appropriate.
5. Evaluate hunting activities periodically to identify and report changes that are

warranted to maintain consistency with Reserve goals.
Impact Guidelines
1.

Adhere to the tasks and Impact Guidelines noted in the Biological Elements
section

2. Organize hunts to target specific species and limit hunters by using a random

drawing for each hunt. Hunters drawn for each hunt would be allowed to hunt
the Reserve on a specified date and location determined by the Department.
It is not anticipated that limited regulated hunting would unduly interfere with
the primary purpose for which the Reserve was acquired nor would hunting
have an adverse impact on non-hunted species or their habitats due to the
seasonality of hunting.
3. Provide appropriate signage and barriers to keep hunters outside of sensitive

habitats and within the boundaries of designated hunting boundaries.
4. Hold pre-hunt meetings that provide hunters with safety, regulation, boundary,

and other pertinent information needed to ensure protection of the public and
non-targeted resources.
5. By following the above mentioned impact guidelines and other measures

within the LMP, meant to eliminate or minimize impacts to resources; hunting
as described above will have no significant or detrimental impacts.
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4.5.2

Education/Interpretation

(includes Educational Events)

Environmental research and education are integral components of resource
management and allowable use on the Reserve. Educational/interpretive programing
and scientific research that may benefit the understanding of the mission of CDFW
and the various wildlife species and habitats at the Reserve should be encouraged.
Organized educational/interpretive events must be conducted in a manner that is
compatible with other current uses, management, and acquisition purposes of the
Reserve.
Goals
1.

Provide educational and interpretive opportunities within the Reserve. All
events must follow the applicable regulations in Title 14 CCR § 550(b)(7), 550(d),
and 550.5(d).

2. Provide limited educational event opportunities within the Educational/

Interpretive Management-Zone.
Tasks
1.

Inform the public of Reserve access, use designations, use restrictions and who
to contact in an emergency (through outreach), signage, and CDFW Web site.

2. Coordinate CDFW staﬀ and volunteers for organized educational events, nature

walks, and wildlife viewing within the Reserve.
3. Develop interpretive information about the natural history of the Reserve.
4. Continually evaluate recreation activities to identify and report changes that

are warranted to maintain consistency with Reserve goals.
Impact Guidelines
1.

Adhere to the Impact Guidelines and Tasks noted in the Biological Elements
section.

2. Provide appropriate signage and barriers to keep users outside of sensitive

habitats.

4.5.3

Environmental Research Element

Environmental research is an integral part of resource management and public
use allowed on the Reserve. Environmental research on Department land shall be
conducted according to California Code of Regulations [CCR § 550(f)].
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Goals
1.

Encourage environmental research that will enhance CDFW’s adaptive
management program.

2. Encourage environmental research that will add to the overall knowledge of

plant and animal species found on the Reserve.
3. Encourage environmental research that will benefit/be applicable to other

reserve areas within the MSCP.
Tasks
1.

Support on-going scientific research in other parts of the MSCP preserve area
that is relevant to CDFW’s. Facilitate and coordinate scientific research required
to implement the LMP.

2. Focus environmental research on topics that will help CDFW achieve the goals

and objectives outlined in the LMP and thereby enhance adaptive management
of the Reserve.
3. Identify research projects that are consistent with LMP goals for environmental

research on the Reserve and develop guidelines for submitting proposals for
such.
4. Require submission of field data and final reports of all authorized research

conducted on the Reserve.
5. Where appropriate, utilize cooperative agreements/contracts with the

University of California, San Diego State University, and other institutions and
agencies such as the San Diego Natural History Museum Biodiversity Research
Center to conduct research when needed data is not available through other
means.
Impact Guideline
1.

4.5.4

Educational events and any research that may adversely impact species, nontargeted species, and/or habitats (e.g., redundant studies, lack of responsible
researchers, or excessive access from ongoing studies), shall not be allowed.

Trails

Prior to CDFW’s ownership of the Reserve, the land was used mainly for cattle grazing,
raising goats, farming, bee-keeping, and even a Bed and Breakfast, but the Reserve
was never open to the public. As such, no public trails exist on the Reserve. Authorized
access of the Reserve was only as an invited guest of the previous land owner and,
near the end of the last private ownership, three equestrian events (called i.e., Poker
Ride) was allowed. These rides were permitted as a way to help promote community
and political support for development of the Reserve.
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There are several former ranch roads
that run through the Reserve which
are currently used by CDFW staﬀ for
maintenance and research. Many of
the roads terminate at the Reserve
boundaries onto Barona Indian
Reservation lands or private lands
whose owners have expressed no
interest in trail connections.
The existing conditions that follow,
constrain the allowance of trails within
some parts of the Reserve. The Reserve
is land-locked on the west, east, and
south by Native American Reservation
land and/or private property. Because
of this situation, trails would have no
‘through-route’ capability, only an ‘outand-back’ trail which would cause an
over-use of these specific areas. There
is limited trail access into the Reserve
via Chuckwagon Road, so allowing
TRAIL THROUGH LUELF POND OSP
public access here would take trail
users through the mitigation section
and in close proximity to San Vicente
Creek (which is known to have federally listed species). Public trails within the main
portion of the Reserve would likely interfere with current and future research within
the Reserve. In addition, there is limited CDFW staﬃng available to monitor and patrol
the Reserve.
CDFW is exploring the potential for a public trail from San Diego County’s Holly Oaks
and the Luelf Pond trail through the northwestern corner of the Reserve at Southern
Oak Road. Currently, a road exists between the connecting points that would provide
public access to a scenic part of the Reserve while minimizing disturbance to other
parts of the Reserve.
Numerous eﬀorts were made by CDFW and CSP staﬀ to find a through trail from the
Holly Oaks and Luelf Pond trail over to the Barnett Ranch Open Space Preserve, but
no sustainable trail alignment could be found due to topography and the need for
extensive vegetation removal to create a new through trail. In addition, a trail in this
area would have to traverse the Daney Canyon Water Transfer (not owned by CDFW).
However, CDFW staﬀ will continue to look for a sustainable through trail from Holly
Oaks and Luelf Pond trail to the Barnett Ranch Open Space Preserve.
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Goal
1.

Work with County representatives on a connector trail from Holly Oaks Park
and Luelf Pond OSP trail through to Southern Oak Road.

Tasks
1.

Continue to research a through-trail alignment from Holly Oaks Park and
Luelf Pond OSP trail to Barnett Ranch OSP through GIS analysis and field
reconnaissance.

2. Find funding for the design, construction, and continued maintenance and

patrol of a future trail from Holly Oaks Park and Luelf Pond OSP trail through to
Southern Oak Road. Allow trail connector to open once all fencing and signage
are adequately installed along the potential trail alignment.
Impact Guideline
1.

This LMP will be a reference for future environmental documents that provide
more detailed information and analysis for site-specific projects/developments
related to trails.

2. To help ensure potential impacts to resources are less than significant the

proposed trail alignment that extends from Holly Oaks Park and Luelf Pond OSP
to Southern Oak Road will be established within the existing footprint of the
dirt road using the shortest and most direct route possible. Based on the above
mentioned Impact Guidelines, Goals and Task, and other measures within the
LMP meant to eliminate or minimize impacts, the trail as described above will
have less than significant impacts to resources.

4.6

FACILITY MAINTENANCE ELEMENTS: Goals, Tasks, and Impact
Guidelines

Current facility maintenance includes the repair and preservation of structures present on the
Reserve, including buildings, bridges, culverts, and fences. It also includes the maintenance
of roads, future trails, and fuel modification zones. Certain maintenance activities must be
done on a regular basis, such as inspecting fences and gates, clearing culverts of debris, and
maintaining fuel modification zones. Other activities typically occur over a longer time period
or only once every year, such as maintaining access roads, and structure maintenance. There
are few buildings on the Reserve, and their maintenance is a high priority for CDFW since
funding for replacement is limited. Most of the structures that require maintenance are
concentrated within one specific area.
As for new structures, the Management Plan and Matrix (see Table A) will serve as guiding
tools for current and future Reserve managers; as planned, any such structures will avoid
or minimize environmental impacts. Proposed, new facilities shall be assessed for the
appropriate level of environmental documentation on a project-by-project basis.
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4.6.1

Existing Facilities

A total of 11 structures exist within the Cañada de San Vicente Reserve. Nine of these
structures are located within the SDCWA Rancho Cañada HMA section, and were used
as part of the former Rancho Cañada Bed and Breakfast. These structures and the
grounds surrounding them will be maintained for CDFW needs and staﬀ housing, but
are not considered part of the SDCWA HMA/acreage. A grouping of seven of the nine
structures is referred to as the “compound.”
Two additional structures that were
not part of the former bed and
breakfast are also being used as
CDFW housing. The first of the two is
referred to as the Gate House (located
at the Pool Ranch site). The second is
a house located oﬀ of Southern Oak
Road and was acquired through a
third State acquisition.
The grounds around the compound
and all outlying buildings will be
BARN AT MONTE VISTA RANCH
maintained as CDFW facility’s
and resident housing.
Although
sensitive biological resources are maintained within this area, other factors such as
fire abatement and landscaping will also be maintained. Irrigation of the facilities
grounds has an added benefit to wildlife in the area by providing much needed water
during the summer months. Water conservation and best management practices are
continuously in eﬀect.
The federally listed arroyo toad forages within the area of the compound and barn
facility. The species also breeds and lives most of its developmental life stages (eggs
and tadpoles) within the San Vicente Creek section that flows around the facilities
grounds. Preventative measures will be implemented when preforming any work in
and around the facilities that could aﬀect the arroyo toad.
Goal 1
1.

Maintain existing structures and associated grounds, including irrigation
systems.

Tasks
1.

Provide inspection and repair of all buildings, residences, and structures,
including items such as plumbing, electrical, painting, fixtures, and any other
features necessary to protect the health and safety of Reserve staﬀ and visitors.
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2. Maintain facility grounds, (including landscape) for aesthetic and wildlife

purposes. Assess unneeded nonnative landscaping for fire clearance and
invasive plant removal.
3. Maintain CDFW buildings used as staﬀ housing and equipment storage.
Goal 2
1.

Maintain fire breaks and remove tree hazards from around structures.

Tasks
1.

Annually (or as needed) clear downed limbs, branches, and leaves around
structures to reduce fire hazard. Initiate removal of ladder fuels within the
facility’s grounds and remove low growing, non-ornamental weeds and shrubs
adjacent to buildings. Assess, and if necessary, remove fallen (and fire hazard)
trees and limbs from facility grounds.

2. Use downed trees and limbs from fire and hazard removal to build brush piles

for game and other wildlife species.
Impact Guidelines
1.

Ensure regular maintenance actions do not aﬀect the arroyo toad including but
not limited to implementation of measures, such as: no maintenance activities
at night, reduction and removal of all unneeded lighting around facility grounds,
and preventing work in San Vicente Creek when it is likely toads may be present
(unless conducting surveys). Where appropriate, survey job sites prior to the
start of work performed to ensure no toads are present. If toads are present,
work will be conducted at a later date or at another location if possible.

2. Minimize potential impacts to protected sensitive natural resources from the

use of the facility operations by CDFW staﬀ and non-staﬀ through education.

4.6.2

Vector Control

CDFW recognizes the importance of rodents in the natural environment. However,
these small mammals have been a constant issue at the Reserve. Mice and squirrels
have caused extensive damage to electrical wiring on vehicles, chewed small openings
in some of the structures in search of food and shelter, as well as damaged parts of the
irrigation system. Many of the openings made by mice have been fixed, but it is not
possible to completely secure all of the structures from rodents due to the type/age of
building construction. Additionally, rodents, especially deer mice, are known carriers
of diseases that can transfer to humans. Rodents accessing the buildings are a health
and safety issue for residents, staﬀ, and the public. CDFW staﬀ have been removing
rodents by hand, trapping, and other methods, as necessary from around the facilities.
CDFW prefers to use non-chemical means of rodent control. The use of any rodenticide
would be used in the most extreme circumstances after all other available options have
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been utilized. If staﬀ must use pesticides, they will do so very carefully and follow all
label directions and immediately dispose of any rodent carcasses that result. The use
of rodenticide will be ceased at the earliest opportunity and switch to preferred control
methods. No outdoor application of any pesticide will occur. No strychnine or secondgeneration products (brodifacoum, bromadiolone, difenacoum and difethialone) use
will occur within the Reserve.
Goal
1.

To prevent damage to buildings/equipment, and to protect health and safety,
CDFW will continue removal of rodents from around facilities.

Tasks
1.

Continued removal of mice and squirrels from facilities using safe and proven
methods, according to pesticide labels, and according to BMPs.

2. Ongoing monitoring of treated areas.

4.6.3

Wells, Springs, and Guzzlers

Three wells support the facility buildings, housing, and grounds. In addition to these
three wells, six other wells are known to exist in on the Reserve. Only one of the six
wells is currently functioning and is located in the Central Valley area of the Reserve.
This well was formerly used for agricultural purposes but is now used to supply water
to a small pond for wildlife. The other five, nonfunctioning wells are located in various
parts of the Reserve; they will be assessed for possible use as water supply for wildlife.
There are two springs on the Reserve, which were improved with spring boxes prior to
CDFW ownership; one is located in Daney Canyon, the other is near an inholding on the
eastern side of the Reserve. Spring boxes consist of a cement and/or wood box that
helps raise the water level within the box which can then be gravity fed or pumped
down a pipe to a cistern or holding tank for use by wildlife.
Additionally, there are five known guzzlers/drinkers on the Reserve, built in the 1950s;
all of which are working but in need of repairs. These guzzlers are comprised of an
above-ground concrete apron and underground storage tank. The apron covers a
small area of approximately 20 square feet that collects and guides rainwater into a
holding tank with about a 500-700 gallon capacity. Some guzzlers incorporate naturally
existing rock outcrops for water collection/diversion aprons. In addition to rain water
collection, the storage tanks can be filled by hose line if needed.
Goals
1.

Maintain wells and water filtration systems for facility and wildlife needs.

2. Where feasible increase water availability for wildlife management.
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Tasks
1.

Annually inspect wells and filtration systems, for issues that may aﬀect
their operation and to ensure public and resident safety. On an ‘as-needed’
basis, maintain chlorine and salt levels for water filtration system serving the
compound.

2. Annually inspect and maintain all working wildlife wells, spring boxes, and

guzzlers. Where feasible, repair or replace existing, nonfunctioning water
supply structures.
3. Assess existing and potential water sources within Reserve for repair,

replacement, or development.
• Assess water needs to support wildlife management within the Reserve
and install additional wells or guzzlers, if needed. Review and determine
potential impacts to existing resources prior to construction of any new
water supply structures.
• Maintain a small pond at the edge of the Central Valley for wildlife needs
and if feasible, improve water storage at this the pond and adjacent
seasonal pond. Improvement of water storage would consist of prepping
and lining the bottom of the pond to prevent seepage.
4. Install guzzlers that have been designed to prevent incidental mortality of

wildlife.
Impact Guidelines
1.

Repairs or replacement of wells, spring boxes, and guzzlers will stay within the
footprint of the existing structure and consist of repairing cracks, replacement
of tank lid if needed, adding a new water tight sealant of non-toxic material to
the apron of guzzlers, replacement of pipe, replacement of electrical and other
repairs or replacement of structure as needed. Crack repairs to the apron of
guzzlers normally consist of grinding the cracks out and filling them with mortar.
All guzzler tanks hold water and have likely done so since their installation in
the early 1950s so repairs to the guzzler will not be an introduction of a new
water source, but will aid in their water collection/storage eﬃciency. All repairs
or replacement of wells, spring boxes and guzzlers will be conducted in the
daytime and outside of the bird nesting season unless a biologist conducts
preconstruction surveys within one week of scheduled repairs and determines
there will be no impacts to nesting birds. The temporary disturbance to wildlife
while repairs or replacement of wells, spring boxes and guzzlers are being
conducted will be less than significant.

2. Addition of new wells, spring boxes, and guzzlers will include appropriate
preconstruction biological surveys conducted to ensure there will be no impacts to
listed or sensitive species.
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4.6.4

Roads, Bridges and Culverts

All internal roads, were former ranch roads. The majority of these internal roads will
be maintained and used by CDFW staﬀ in support of the Reserve. A few internal road
extensions on the southern end of the Reserve may not be necessary to support CDFW
needs and will be assessed for closure or decommissioning.
An SDG&E easement road, also on the
southern end of the Reserve will be
assessed for improvements needed to
support CDFW management eﬀorts.
Several bridges and culvert crossings
exist within the Reserve. These bridges
and culverts are needed to support
the internal road systems within the
Reserve.
Additionally, vegetation
along roadways will be controlled to
improve line of sight for drivers, reduce
nonnative seed transport throughout
the Reserve, and to improve the use of
roadways as firebreaks.

BRIDGE AT MONTE VISTA RANCH

Goals
1.

Maintain existing roads and close or decommission unneeded roads, if feasible.

2. Improve line of sight for drivers to prevent accidents between vehicles and

wildlife, reduce nonnative vegetation along roadways, and improve roadways
as firebreaks.
3. Maintain existing bridges and culverts.
Tasks
1.

Maintain existing internal roads as necessary by use of herbicide, mowing,
graveling, grading, ditches, or by other means. Road maintenance activities
will be scheduled to minimize impacts upon listed species.

2. Assess road extensions on southern side of the Reserve for CDFW needs and

close, decommission, or improve upon where necessary.
3. Assess improvements to SDG&E easement road on southern end of Reserve

and, if feasible, make improvements.
4. Annually inspect all bridges and culverts within the Reserve for integrity and

repair/replace as needed.
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5. Annually clear debris from culverts in fall to prepare for winter storms and re-

inspect after large storm events.
6. Inspect bridges for buildup of debris during or after large storm events to

ensure stability and clear debris, when necessary. Cleared debris from bridges
will be moved to a nearby upland area for deposit or brush pile development.
7. Remove ladder fuels within 25’ of roadways from front gate, continuing to the

facility grounds and where applicable elsewhere within the Reserve. Haul cut
material a minimum of 50’ away from roadside to use in brush pile development
for wildlife.
8. Schedule tree trimming/pruning outside the bird breeding season, to the

maximum extent possible.
9. To the extent feasible, reduce nonnative vegetation along roadways through

the use of herbicide, mowing, or other means.
Impact Guidelines
1.

Repairs to roads, bridges and culverts will be conducted within the existing
footprint of the roads/structures. All work will be conducted during normal
daytime business hours. Prior to road work (surface grading) within the Arroyo
Toad Management Zone, roadways will be walked by a biologist to ensure no
arroyo toads are present. Herbicide treatments will be conducted in accordance
with all applicable laws and Pesticide Use Recommendation Form 679 guidance
measures. Removal of vegetation overgrowth of the roads, bridges, and culverts
will be conducted outside of the bird nesting season unless a qualified biologist
conducts preconstruction surveys to be sure no nesting birds will be impacted.
All road gravel that is brought in from oﬀ-site sources will be washed oﬀ-site
when possible to help prevent the spread of non-native invasive plants. Areas
where oﬀ-site gravels are stored or placed on the roadways will be annually
treated with herbicide to prevent the spread of non-native invasive plants.
Following the above mentioned Impact Guidelines and other measures within
the LMP meant to eliminate or minimize impacts, the temporary disturbance
to wildlife while repairs to roads, bridges and culverts are being conducted will
be less than significant. If a significant impact would become apparent, such as
the likely take of a listed species all work would be stopped and not allowed to
continue until it is determined that conditions are safe to do so.

2. Any moving or additions to roads that will increase the existing footprint will

need additional CEQA review.

4.6.5

Signage, Fencing, and Gates

Signage, fencing, and gates are used to delineate Reserve boundaries, to restrict public
access, and to assist management activities, such as potential cattle grazing. The
Reserve still has internal fencing (left from prior ownership) that may hamper wildlife
movement and present hazards to wildlife and public safety. Additionally, the Reserve
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has several internal gates (left from prior ownership) that are being used to restrict
unauthorized access and can, in the future, help guide and restrict limited authorized
use of the Reserve.
Goal
1.

Protect and improve the wildlife and habitat values within the Reserve.

Tasks
1.

Survey existing fencing and gates and improve where necessary.

2. Identify and remove obsolete internal fencing materials.
3. Maintain existing boundary signage and fencing, and install new signs and

fencing where necessary.
4. Adjust boundary signage and fencing as new parcels are added.
5. Inform the public of laws and regulations applicable to the Reserve.
6. Install and maintain kiosk(s) or bulletin board(s) to provide maps, CCR Title

14 regulations, public safety and hunting information, as well as natural and
cultural resource interpretive material.
7. Educate the public about the value of the natural and cultural resources within

the Reserve.
8. Install support signage necessary for Upland Game Bird Special Hunt Program,

including hunt boundaries and other support signage.
9. Install temporary signage during the arroyo toad breeding season to alert the

public of the sensitivity of the drainages/waterways.
Impact Guidelines
1.

4.6.6

No removal or installation of fencing/signage will occur during the bird
nesting season (March 15th-September 15th) unless a biologist conducts a
preconstruction survey within one week of scheduled work and determines
there will be no impacts to nesting birds. Removal of fencing will normally
consist of taking down existing barbed wire, rolling it up on-site and carrying
it out to the closest road for removal. Fence posts, that can easily be pulled
from the ground by hand or with the aid of a post puller may also be removed.
Because of the high abundance of naturally occurring perches throughout the
Reserve i.e. trees and other taller vegetation, the removal of fence posts would
not have a significant impact on bird species that may use them.

Fire and Fire Management

Fire is a natural process in the southern California, Mediterranean ecosystems with fire
tolerant or fire dependent adaptations characteristic of many species in the ecosystem
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(CNPS 2005). Vegetation plays an important role in the fire regime of the Reserve and
plant species and vegetation have evolved to survive repeated fires. Some of these
communities, such as chaparral and coastal scrub rely on occasional fires as part of their
regeneration process even though the short-term impacts of fire in these communities
can appear to be severe.
Fire regime refers to the patterns of fire that occur over long periods of time, and the
immediate eﬀects of fire in the ecosystem in which it occurs. Fire regime is a function of
the frequency of fire occurrence, fire intensity and the amount of fuel consumed. The
frequency is determined largely by ecosystem characteristics, weather, and ignition
sources while the intensity is influenced by the quantity of fuel available and the fuel’s
combustion rates. Interactions between frequency and intensity are influenced by
wind, topography, and fire history.
Wildfires at the Reserve can be fanned by ‘Santa Anas,’ the hot, dry winds that move
through the region every fall and winter. These winds begin when masses of cold air
form over the great basin (high desert plateaus in Utah and Nevada). The winds that
spin oﬀ of these high pressure systems grow warmer, dryer and stronger as they spill
south and west, down through the steep mountain canyons towards the ocean. Due
to local topography, fires can spread rapidly and extensively when Santa Ana winds
are present.
Wildfire and Fire Management
Wildfire management is essential for human safety and minimization of catastrophic fire
damage to infrastructure, vegetation, wildlife, and cultural resources of the Reserve.
Historic fire suppression, methods of wildfire control, and the use of prescribed fire as
a management tool are important Reserve management issues.
There are opposing views of the usefulness of fuel modification to protect either homes
or fire sensitive wildlife and habitat. One view holds that the majority of biological
impacts occur during extreme weather events (Keeley and Zedler 2009, Moritz et. al
2004, Keeley et. al 1999) and fuel treatments do little to prevent the spread of fire
under extreme weather conditions and are only useful when fire crews use them for
access. On the other side, fuel treatment zones have protected numerous communities
and saved lives, as well as protected habitat for wildlife. Two recent examples include
Laguna skipper habitat protected due to fuels management actions between the South
and East Grade on Palomar Mountain and a recent fire in Cuyamaca Rancho State Park,
where a treatment served its purpose during a recent fire (Rochester and Fisher 2014).
Until Europeans settled the area, fire ignited by lightning and Native Americans was a
major force that shaped and maintained the health of plant communities. Before
suppression, fire cycles promoted regeneration by opening the shrub canopy and
reducing plant competition, burning oﬀ duﬀ and litter to expose soil for seed
germination, triggering seed release, reducing insect pests and disease that kill woody
plants, and aiding in nutrient recycling. In general, it was thought fire suppression had
caused the development of dense vegetation, heavy loads of fuel, and in some
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situations the unchecked invasion of exotic weeds. Recent research has indicated that
age-class mosaics have only a limited ability to prevent the spread of wind-driven fires
and large fires in southern California have naturally/historically occurred. Coordination
with the California Department Of Forestry and Fire Protection (CAL FIRE) is an
important element in the Reserve’s fire management strategy. CDFW will continue
cooperation with this agency during fire events and share expertise, incorporating the
fire data of CDFW and other agencies into CDFW’s GIS database. CDFW will also
coordinate with CAL FIRE, USFS, and other local fire agencies to create the Reserve’s
Wildfire Management Plan following adoption of this LMP. Additionally, CDFW will
work cooperatively with other agencies and strive to assist with fire management
goals that provide a level of protection for both Reserve lands and neighboring
development through the placement of adequate buﬀers located outside of the
Reserve boundaries, particularly for new development projects. Prescribed burning is
the planned application of fire implemented under safe weather conditions to restore
a healthy ecosystem and reduce the risk of catastrophic wildfires. At present,
prescribed fires are used as a management tool to eliminate exotic weeds from native
habitats, promote the growth of native plant species, and enhance wildlife habitat. By
reintroducing fire cycles to the ecosystem, healthy landscape-level ecological dynamics
can be restored.
When there is a conflict
between protecting human
life and other values, human
life should receive top
priority. Protection of the
Reserve, habitat of sensitive,
threatened, and endangered
species,
and
watershed
values should receive careful
consideration when choosing
suppression tactics. CDFW
and CAL FIRE will work
together
to
implement
the most appropriate fire
suppression methods.

2003 CEDAR FIRE PERIMETER

Fire Management Within The Reserve
This element addresses all aspects of fire management within the Reserve, including
vegetation management regimes, fire suppression activities, post-fire cleanup and
remediation activities, and fire recovery regimes. The primary purpose of the element
is to:
• Identify the public safety, wildlife, and protected resource concerns that must
be factored into fire management activities within the Reserve;
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• Provide guidelines for planning vegetation management, fire suppression,
post-fire clean-up and remediation, and fire recovery regimes for parts within
the Reserve;
• Coordinate vegetation management for fuel reduction purposes with habitat
enhancement, stand management, and exotic weed control plans; and
• Continue the coordinated planning and implementation of fire management
activities with CAL FIRE under existing policies, plans, and agreements.
For purposes of this LMP, the fire management program for the Reserve is divided into
three components:
• Vegetation Management Regime
• Fire Suppression and Post-Fire Cleanup and Remediation
• Fire Recovery Regime

Vegetation Management Regime
This component addresses vegetation clearing for fuel reduction purposes and as part
of the management of fire-dependent habitats within the Reserve. Locations in the
Reserve where vegetation management may be required for fuel reduction and safety
purposes include but are not limited to: all structures within the Reserve, the Reserve
entrance, and vital infrastructure such as wells. Habitats targeted for vegetation
management (for fuel reduction and/or habitat management purposes) include oak
woodland and annual grasslands. Management regimes could include a combination of
techniques to remove or thin vegetation, including hand-cutting, mechanical mowing,
prescribed burns and herbicide treatments. Because of the mosaic of habitat types
in the Reserve, occurrence of rare types and protected resources, and recent burn
history, the Reserve does not lend itself to easily definable treatment areas or zones.
Goals:
1.

Promote use of prescribed fire while protecting people and infrastructure
development from catastrophic wildfire.

2. Manage for fire cycles and fire management actions that promote healthy

ecological systems supportive of native biota
3. Establish pre-fire regimes that will reduce the potential for devastating wildfire

impacts to facilities and resources within and adjacent to the Reserve;
4. Enhance certain habitats in the Reserve by using vegetation management to

replicate natural succession processes.
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Tasks:
1.

Communicate prescribed fire methodology and intention to conduct burns to
the public. In addition, interpret for the Reserve’s visitors, the role of fire in
maintaining a healthy ecosystem via prescribed burns.

2. Form cooperative partnerships with state and federal agencies, and research

institutions/organizations to develop scientifically sound objectives and
methodology for prescribed burning.
3. Pursue a greater understanding of the relationship between wildfire, prescribed

fire, fire suppression, fire control, and the ecological systems of the region.
Recognize the role of fire in maintaining ecological balance, processes, and
biodiversity in all fire management policies.
4. Work in cooperation with CAL FIRE to develop and implement a fuel load

reduction regime and schedule for the area around the compound and other
structures, Reserve entrance and parking areas. Management techniques will
be determined on a site-specific basis and may include a combination of cutting,
mowing, prescribed burns, and herbicide treatments. General guidelines for
the techniques to be used are provided in Table N.
5. Pursue fire management techniques that promote sound ecological principles

or “buﬀer zones” between the Reserve and the neighboring communities.
In cases where the adjacent land is currently developed or is planned for
improvement, the footprint of these buﬀer zones should be implemented oﬀ
of the Reserve.
6. Identify areas within the Reserve to achieve maximum benefit from hazardous

fuels reduction projects. Ideal locations would be along roadways (particularly
where the vegetation is primarily flashy fuels, such as annual grasses or weeds),
various locations throughout the Reserve with high density of exotic species.
Acceptable resources to identify potential areas include vegetation maps, fire
history maps, cultural resource maps/records, and other tools.
7. Work in cooperation with CAL FIRE to develop and implement vegetation

management regimes for oak woodland and grassland habitats in the Reserve.
Treatment areas will be identified based on an analysis of habitat conditions, fuel
loads, and occurrence of protected resources. Management techniques will be
determined on a site-specific basis and will include a combination of cutting,
mowing, prescribed burns, and herbicide treatments. General guidelines for
the techniques to be used are provided in Table N.
8. Designate staging areas for fuel reduction activities in each treatment

area. Staging areas are locations where hand crews and equipment may be
concentrated and/or where vehicles may be parked. Staging areas will be
placed at locations where minimal damage to natural habitats would occur.
This could include existing roads or previously disturbed sites. Caution should
be taken in locating staging areas in weedy areas. Dispersal of weed seeds into
the treatment areas by foot or vehicular traﬃc should be avoided.
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9. Identify chipping areas for each treatment area where chipping is needed.

Generally, these locations need to be accessible by vehicle in order to transport
and operate the chipper. Where chipping occurs, the chips shall not be placed in
areas supporting native herbaceous habitats. Chips will be spread thinly where
feasible and placed in the most disturbed locations. If no feasible location can
be found to receive chips, they will be disposed oﬀ-site.
10. Limit foot and vehicle traﬃc through weedy areas being treated, in order to

prevent weed seeds from being dispersed.
TABLE N:
General Technique Guidelines
Treatment Technique

Description and Guidelines

Clearing of dead or
decadent shrubs

Hand-cutting based on site-specific prescriptions. Focus on
species such as chamise and ceanothus.

Fuel reduction in
locations dominated
by annual herbaceous
vegetation

Mechanical mowing using equipment dictated by site-specific
conditions. No disking allowed (disturbs soil and increases weed
production). Timing should take into consideration the nesting
season of grassland birds and the growth patterns of that year so
that mowing need only occur once. Equipment maintenance is
essential to prevent sparks that could ignite fires and the spread
of seeds of invasive weeds. Herbicide treatments and other
methods may also be implemented.

Prescribed burns

Requires site-specific plan and must comply with air quality, ESA/
CESA, and CEQA requirements. Within the Reserve, also must take
into account rare habitats special status species, and mule deer
fawning season. Entails igniting fires in specified location when
weather, winds, and other conditions allow control of the burn.
Will be planned in cooperation with and conducted by CAL FIRE.

Requires site-specific prescriptions. Treatments could include
Removal of flammable hand-cutting, painting of cut individuals with herbicide, removal
invasives
of seed heads to prevent dispersal, or other methods to prevent
regrowth.
Roadside reduction of
herbaceous biomass

Mechanical mowing along roadsides; treatment width is 10 ft.
Intended to cut annual herbaceous biomass to reduce potential
for roadside ignitions. Herbicide treatments may also be used in
conjunction with or instead of mowing.

Hand-cutting and removal based on site-specific prescriptions to
reduce fuel ladder eﬀects and facilitate mowing where annual
biomass is present near roadsides; treatment width is 10 ft.
Thinning or clearing of Should not remove more than one-third of the individual biomass
live shrubs
of a given shrub, unless this shrub is largely dead and decadent.
As many of the rarer shrubs and subshrubs as feasible should be
retained. The range of plant species in the treatment area should
be maintained.
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Impact Guideline:
1.

All activities are subject to the impact avoidance and other requirements that
apply to fire management activities in general and activities in areas with
protected resources (including cultural as well as natural resources).

Fire Suppression and Post-fire Cleanup and Remediation
This component addresses responses to wildfires in the Reserve and clean-up and
remediation activities immediately after fires.
Goals:
1.

Ensure public safety and protect structures during wildfires.

2. Establish fire suppression, cleanup, and remediation strategies to minimize

impacts to the Reserves facilities and protected resources.
Tasks:
1.

Follow prepared guidelines for the protection of buildings and structures near
wildland vegetation (Guidelines for the Protection of Structures from Wildland
Fire 2009). These guidelines are intended to minimize the probability that
structures near flammable vegetation will ignite and burn during a wildland fire.

2. In the event of a wildfire, implement appropriate suppression methods suitable

to the diﬀerent vegetative communities and terrain. Firefighting crews,
equipment, and chemicals can inadvertently damage natural and cultural
resources during and following firefighting activities. Procedures should be
adjusted to the extent feasible to minimize damage to sensitive natural and
cultural resources while implementing wildfire management; Techniques can
include minimizing the construction of fire line using mechanical equipment,
using helicopter long lines instead of constructing heliports, use of cold trail
techniques, limiting use of fire retardant, and use of natural barriers and existing
roads instead of line construction.
3. Modify fire suppression tactics such as allowing the Reserve to burn in areas

with no facilities, and defending from roadways rather than aggressive, heavy
equipment suppression techniques in previously undisturbed areas.
4. Ensure that CDFW Environmental Scientists provide input to the Regional

Manager and work with interagency teams and Incident Command during
wildfire events concerning sensitive resources to assure use of appropriate
methodologies during firefighting events.
5. Establish the following guidelines for fire suppression activities within the

Reserve including but not limited to:
• Limit staging areas to designated locations on roads and alreadydisturbed areas.
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• Prohibit bulldozer use within 100’ of stream centers and in all riparian
areas.
• Avoid dropping retardant within 200’ of any riparian areas.
• Avoid bulldozer use within 100’ of cultural resource sites and any known
populations of listed plants, amphibians, reptiles, or mammals.
• Assign a qualified archaeologist to oversee protection of important
archaeological, historical, and other types of cultural resources (where
such protection can be accomplished in a safe manner without delaying or
hindering emergency response operations). The archaeologist will follow
the guidelines identified in CAL FIRE’s Procedures for an Archaeologist
Assigned to a CDF Wildfire or Other Emergency Incident (April 2005).
6. Establish the following guidelines for post-fire cleanup and remediation

activities within the Reserve:
• Restore infrastructure and landscape contours to pre-fire conditions.
• Removal of all debris pushed into watercourses;
• Remediate any damage from mechanical firefighting equipment, including
restoring dozer lines, decompacting roads, spreading cut vegetation, and
installing water diversions where needed.
• Complete emergency watershed work as soon as possible and before
the first heavy rainfall, including installation of straw waddles and other
erosion protection devices.
• Revegetate only in critical areas that are at risk for conversion to nonnative
habitats, or to reduce invasion of non-native, exotic plant species.
• Repair culverts and stream crossings and restore drainage and road
surfaces in areas damaged by firefighting activities and post-fire storm
runoﬀ.
• Ensure that fire suppression equipment, materials, and trash are removed
from the Reserve.
• Monitor invasion of weeds in areas disturbed by fire activities and the
eﬀectiveness of erosion control methods, and take corrective actions as
needed. Repair damage to gates, fences, and other infrastructure caused
by either fire or fire suppression activities.
All activities are subject to the impact avoidance and other requirements that apply to
fire management activities in general and activities in areas with protected resources
(including cultural as well as natural resources).
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Fire Recovery Regime
This component focuses on the recovery of burn areas after post-fire cleanup and
remediation is completed.
Goals:
1.

Establish post-fire regimes that will enhance the natural recovery of vegetation
communities and species populations aﬀected by the fire.

2. Manage the regrowth areas in ways to restore habitat quality to levels that

equal or exceed pre-fire conditions.
Tasks:
1.

Initiate post-fire restoration of the Reserves natural and cultural resources in
order to minimize further damage to watersheds and ecosystems. For example,
returning landform (berms, trails, roads, etc.) to original shape, removal of
debris pushed into watercourses, erosion control, seeding and planting with
native species, and post-fire field reviews to inventory damage and inspect for
any resources uncovered by fire.

2. Develop an assessment protocol for burn areas to identify and prioritize

treatment areas for recovery regimes, including guidelines for retaining
damaged or dead trees for their wildlife values.
3. In areas with burned oaks, apply the following general guidelines to mark

trees for removal. The guidelines reflect the fact that oaks have the ability to
regenerate after fires. The success of the regeneration depends on the intensity
of the burn that took place around the oak stems. The species of oak also plays
an important role in the ability of the species to respond to a wildfire. Oaks will
be marked for removal if:
• They are dead, determined by not having sprouting leaves within one
year of a fire.
• They have the potential to fall on roadways (i.e., leaning toward the
roadway and having the length to reach the road if they fell, large limbs
overhanging the road, obvious defects such as large scars, or swelling in
the main tree stem).
4. When trees near roads in a burn area are felled:

• Dispose of the slash (limbs and tops) either by cutting and building of
brush piles or by chipping and redistributing it on the site or through
another approved method.
• Position larger felled trees so they lay horizontal to the slope to assist
with erosion control and provide future wildlife habitat.
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• Remove or secure loose logs on the uphill of a road to prevent them from
rolling onto the roadway. Securing of logs can be done by placing large
rocks or driving large wooden stakes into the ground on the downhill side
of the log.
5. Working in cooperation with restoration experts and managers of adjacent

public lands, develop habitat-specific recovery strategies. Each strategy will
include criteria for determining appropriate methods for site restoration and
monitoring, guidelines for techniques and materials to be used, monitoring
protocols, and success criteria. Opportunities for pilot projects within the
existing burn areas should be identified to allow methods and approaches to
be tested.
6. Identify and implement interim recovery and monitoring measures in burn

areas following post-fire cleanup and remediation, including but not limited
to erosion and sediment control, wildlife monitoring, for occurrence of exotic
invasive species monitoring in regrowth areas, and monitoring of species
composition and structure in regrowth areas.

4.7

CULTURAL RESOURCES ELEMENT:
Goals, Tasks, and Environmental Impact Guidelines
4.7.1

Archaeological sites (Prehistoric and Historic)

The CDFW’s Cañada de San Vicente Reserve includes 53 known archaeological sites.
Two sites (CA-SDI-5492 and CA-SDI-16472) have been evaluated for significance under
CEQA and should be considered potentially eligible for inclusion on the California
Register of Historic Resources (CRHR). Numerous other sites (e.g., CA-SDI-15034,
W-1102, etc.) appear to represent significant archaeological resources and should be
evaluated for eligibility prior to any activities that may have the potential to aﬀect the
sites or the cultural resources therein.
Various archaeological sites are considered sacred and/or contain culturally sensitive
features such as burials, cremations, rock art, or ceremonial places. Although none
of the sites within this Reserve are currently listed on the California Native American
Heritage Commission’s sacred sites list, it is possible that some of the sites within the
Reserve would qualify for such listing.
Just over 1,000 acres (21 percent) of the 5,014-acre CDFW Cañada de San Vicente
Reserve has been examined for cultural resources over the years, although most of
this work was conducted more than 10 years ago. In addition, none of these
investigations had 100 percent coverage or 100 percent ground visibility, and so the
potential for additional cultural sites to be present within the Reserve is considered to
be high. Changing conditions including eﬀects from erosion, fire, animal disturbance,
visitor disturbance, unauthorized activities, vandalism, etc., can aﬀect cultural resource
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sites and either expose additional artifacts/features, or cause damage or destruction
to them.
Over 30 percent of the known archaeological sites within the Reserve are from the
historic period and represent the Mexican and American presence in this area. Historic
archaeological sites include mining and ranching sites, routes of travel, and others.
Goals
1.

Identify, document, and evaluate
archaeological and cultural
resources within the Reserve as
time and funding allow.

2. Protect, stabilize, and preserve

the archaeological
within the Reserve.

resources
BONE AWL FRAGMENT

Tasks
1.

Implement the recommendations as delineated on the Treatment and Inspection
Matrix (Table O).

2. Identify procedures for careful planning of all undertakings, including routine

maintenance and new facility development, to avoid or minimize significant
impacts to cultural resources within the Reserve. Planning should include
archaeological and historical research and consultation with Kumeyaay and/or
other cultural groups as appropriate.
3. Develop procedures for permitting of scientific research of archaeological sites.

This permitting process can be based on the process in place at CSP (e.g., form
DPR412A), another state agency, or it can be developed with assistance from a
state agency or institution that has archaeologists on staﬀ [e.g., CSP, California
Oﬃce of Historic Preservation (OHP), California Dept. of Transportation
(CalTrans), CAL FIRE, etc.].
4. Develop measures to protect cultural resources during wildfire incidents, flash

flood events, earthquakes, or other natural disasters. Outline procedures for
assessing damages after a natural disaster event. Archaeological sites most
vulnerable to damage, such as those located along drainages and gullies, those
with dense surface artifact distributions, those with combustible materials,
etc., will be identified for implementation of such protection measures. Even
sites containing bedrock grinding features must be recognized as vulnerable to
fire, based on damages and destruction identified as a result of the 2003 Cedar
Fire.
5. Provide cultural resource training to CDFW staﬀ and make locations of

previously recorded cultural sites known to the Reserve manager and game
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wardens so that they can monitor site conditions and watch for deterioration
and/or vandalism. Make sure they are aware of current cultural resource laws
such as SB 1034, PRC 5097.5, H&HS 7050.5, Penal Code 6221/2, Government
Code: PRC 6254 and 6254 and 6254.10, etc.
6. Assess the eﬀects of visitor use, habitat management, and natural erosion

on archaeological sites. Treatment measures should be implemented where
appreciable damage to sites is identified. Such measures can include sitespecific closures, restrictive buﬀers around sensitive cultural resources, moving
roads/trails or other damaging activities away from archaeological sites,
revegetation to hide or impede access and/or erosion control, sign placement,
installation of fencing, site capping, security monitoring, public education, and
other protection and/or avoidance measures. Treatment and Inspection Matrix
(Table O), for other details.
7. Establish a program for periodic professional archaeological inspection,

assessment, and evaluation of cultural resources within the Reserve as shown
in Treatment and Inspection Matrix (Table O). Inspections should be conducted
by a qualified archaeologist and should include documentation of sites and
features through photographs, measurements, and Global Positioning System
(GPS) recordation. Condition monitoring/assessment records and updated
site forms should be regularly prepared and submitted to California Historical
Resources Information System (CHRIS)’s South Coastal Information Center to
document observed changes.
Impact Guidelines
1.

The compilation and identification of site data does not entail any environmental
impacts.

2. Any fieldwork portions including archaeological survey, testing, or other on-

site research would require pre-project environmental review and potentially,
permitting if work is being done by outside consultants or non-state entities.
3. All unlisted, eligible, or potentially eligible historical resources will be mapped,

recorded, and evaluated to determine their eligibility status for placement on
the NRHP or CRHR.
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TABLE O:
Treatment and Inspection Matrix for Cultural Resource Sites
Cate- Description
gory
1
Resources that are eligible
or potentially eligible for
inclusion in either the National
Register of Historic Places
(NRHP)1 or the California
Register of Historical
Resources (CRHR), or are
significant under CEQA2. These
resources have integrity and
are at risk for damage and
vandalism.

Treatment

Inspection

1. Preserve in place
2. Actively manage for preservation through measures3 such
as:

Every Year
(or more
frequently
if site
specific
issues are
identified)








Avoiding impacts
Installing fencing
Planting vegetation as a deterrent (e.g., thorny or
poisonous plants) or for erosion control
Installing signage specifying laws protecting
archaeological sites on public lands
Rerouting trails, road, paths of travel, etc.
Stabilizing and repairing historic structures and
features

 Capping
3. Avoid introduction of incompatible elements. Restoration
and replacement of architectural features should be
based on detailed and accurate representation of original
features as substantiated by historical, physical, pictorial, or
archaeological evidence.
4. Avoid introduction of plant species to the site area that
would undermine, damage, or modify the resource (e.g.,
trees with spreading surface roots)
2

Resources that may be
significant under CEQA by
have reduced potential for
damage due to topographic
isolation, inaccessibility, or
limited surface manifestations
(artifacts and/or features)

3

Resources that do not meet
NRHP or CRHR eligibility
criteria or may not be
significant under CEQA
(includes resources used in
interpretive programs and for
research and study)

4

Resources that do not require
any additional consideration
(includes some isolated
artifacts, resources that
have lost integrity, or those
that have been damaged
or destroyed). May include
sites where a data recovery
program has been completed.

1. Preserve in place
2. Allow other uses nearby as long as there is no direct access
to the site's resources.
3. Manage3 the site's resources by:
 Avoiding direct impacts
 Planting vegetation to hide and protect the site
 Stabilizing and repairing historic structures and
features
1. Preserve in place
2. Allow other uses and modern amenities nearby
3. Manage the site's resources by:
 Avoiding direct impacts
 Planting vegetation to hide and protect the site
 Restoring or reconstructing historic resources for
interpretive use
1. Ensure proper documentation of the resource has been
completed and submitted to the appropriate agencies and
organizations.

Every two
years (more
frequently
if site
specific
issues are
identified)

Every five
years

Not
required

2. If collections were conducted, ensure that funding
is provided for curation at an appropriate facility
in accordance with the State Historical Resources
Commission’s guidelines.
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NOTES:
1. Under the NRHP: the quality of significance in American history, architecture, archeology,
engineering, and culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects
that possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and
association, and: (a) are associated with events that have made a significant contribution
to the broad patterns of our history; or (b) are associated with the lives of persons
significant in our past; or (c) embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or
method of construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high
artistic values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components
may lack individual distinction; or (d) have yielded or may be likely to yield, information
important in prehistory or history. Generally, the resource must be at least 50 years old to
be eligible for consideration.
1. Under CEQA, a resource is “historically significant” if the resource meets the criteria
for listing on the CRHR (Pub. Res. Code SS5024.1, Title 14, Section 4852) including the
following: (a) Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the
broad patterns of California’s history and cultural heritage; (b) Is associated with the lives
of persons important in our past; (c) Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type,
period, region, or method of construction, or represents the work of an important creative
individual, or possesses high artistic values; or (d) Has yielded, or may be likely to yield,
information important in prehistory or history.
2. Any installation of protective measures within or adjacent to a known cultural resource
should only be undertaken with the participation of a qualified archaeologist and Native
American consultation. Archaeological and/or Native American monitoring is required
for any protective work that involves ground disturbance within or adjacent to a known
cultural resource.

Goal
1.

Resolve potential conflicts between management goals for areas with cultural
and other protected resources and facilitate the implementation of habitat and
fire management, facility maintenance, and cultural resource protection.

Task

Prepare an assessment of Category 1 through 3 sites (further explained in the
resource inventory and in Appendix 8.7) that identifies habitats, special status
habitats, special status species, exotic invasive plants, roads, structures, and special
use areas within a ½ mile or larger radius of known cultural resource sites and
examine how prescribed treatment measures might aﬀect other management
activities in the area (and vice versa).
Impact Guidelines
1.
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surface and/or buried archaeological remains, historic structures, historic
features, landscapes, or sacred sites.
2. Any new facilities including roads, trails, fence lines, structures, buildings, etc.,

will be designed and constructed to avoid archaeological resources to the extent
possible. Projects should be designed and implemented to avoid significant
impacts to recognized historic resources. As per professional standards for
assessing and mitigating significant impacts to historical resources, treatment
measures in compliance with the Secretary of the Interior Standards for the
Treatment of Historic Properties will be implemented to reduce potential
significant impacts to a level less than significant.
3. Prior to any actions that have the potential to disturb the area of known or

possible archaeological sites, or in areas that have not been inspected for
archaeological resources within the past five years, Environmental Review will
be completed and additional research, archaeological survey, and/or testing
will be carried out to determine if significant cultural resources exist.
4. If impacts to archaeological resources are unavoidable, then an archaeological

data recovery plan will be developed and implemented. A qualified professional
archaeologist will oversee and/or monitor those activities deemed to have the
highest potential to disturb or damage buried archaeological resources to
ensure that no historical or Native American resources are adversely impacted.
Native American consultation will also be undertaken.
5. If unexpected cultural remains are uncovered during any project activities, work

will be stopped in that area so that the resource can be recorded, the nature of
the deposit can be determined, and an appropriate avoidance, protection, or
recovery plan can be implemented.
6. All unlisted, eligible, or potentially eligible historical resources will be mapped,

recorded, and evaluated to determine their eligibility status for placement on
the NRHP or CRHR.
7. Vandalism and/or damage to cultural sites are a constant concern that is diﬃcult

to eliminate, but with proper steps, can be minimized.
Goal
1.

Resolve potential conflicts between management goals for areas with cultural
and other protected resources,

Impact Guideline
1.

The management activities will be subject to the impact avoidance and other
requirements that apply in areas with protected resources.
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4.7.2

Historical Resources

As the nexus between San Diego County’s coastal plain and mountainous backcountry,
the Rancho de Cañada de San Vicente Reserve contains several historic landscape
elements that echo almost 200 years of historic ranching and mining activities.
Examples include routes of travel, a once-active copper/silver mine, a cluster of ranch
houses, and the remains or the sites of such historic ranching activities as corrals,
cisterns, and wind breaks.

ABANDONED CORAL AT THE FORMER MONTE VISTA RANCH

In general, the LMP’s Goals and Tasks should provide the basis for CDFW’s ability to
eﬀectively protect these unique historic resources from adverse impacts caused by
recreational use, vandalism, or other disruptive activities.
Goal
1.

Identify, document, evaluate, and protect historical resources within the
Reserve.

Tasks
1.

Maintain a current, updated inventory, GIS mapping, and informational
database for those historic resources within the Reserve that may be eligible
for listing on the CRHR/or NRHP.

2. Locate individuals or their descendants who worked, lived, or visited the

Reserve and conduct oral history interviews. The information gleaned from
these individuals may be used to complement and expand upon existing
historical data for planning and interpretive purposes.
3. Collect, store, preserve, and make available any original photographs, plans,

documents, objects, transcribed oral histories, etc., associated with the
Reserve’s historic resources to qualified researchers and interpreters.
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4. Actively designate eligible historic resources to the CRHR/or NRHP. Listing on

the latter may qualify a historic resource for federal emergency post-disaster
restoration and/or reconstruction funding sources.
5. Initiate and complete Historic Structure Reports (HSR) and/or Cultural

Landscape Reports (CLR) for extant historic buildings, structures, objects, sites,
and other significant landscape features.
6. These reports will provide the following:

• Physical, graphic, and photographic information about a resource’s
history and existing conditions.
• Recommend appropriate preservation treatments, managerial actions,
and appropriate uses.
• Outline recommendations for future work without compromising
character-defining historic features.
Goal
1.

Protect the valuable historic resources of the Reserve; while still creating
opportunities for visitor-related outdoor recreational experiences.

Tasks
1.

Base historic resource managerial decisions in accordance with
recommendations and guidelines set forth by the following state and federal
historic preservation regulations and guidelines:
• California Public Resources Code (PRC)
• Executive Order W-26-92
• CEQA
• National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA)
• The United States Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and Guidelines for
the Treatment of Historic Preservation Projects
• The United States Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment
of Historic Properties, with Guidelines for Cultural Landscapes.
• The United States Department of the Interior Preservation Brief No. 36:
Protecting Cultural Landscapes—Planning, Treatment and Management
of Historic Landscapes.

2. Employ applicable professional standards to determine appropriate use

(stabilize, restore, reconstruct, or modify for adaptive reuse) for all historic
resources to provide for their regular maintenance and long-term preservation.
3. Follow the Archaeological Goals and Tasks (as appropriate) for the treatment

of historic archaeological resources. For example:
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• Provide cultural resource training to CDFW staﬀ and make locations
of previously recorded cultural sites known to Reserve manager and
game wardens so that they can monitor site conditions and watch for
deterioration and/or vandalism.
• Develop measures to protect cultural resources during wildfire incidents,
flash flood events, earthquakes, or other natural disasters and procedures
for assessing damages after a natural disaster event.
• Assess the eﬀects of visitor use and natural erosion on (historic)
archaeological sites.
• Conduct additional studies (i.e., archival research, detailed site and
structure recordation and GIS mapping, subsurface testing, etc.) for any
proposed project or undertaking that has the potential to disturb any
known or potentially eligible historical resource.
• Consider the acquisition of additional land from willing sources that
contain historical resources linked to those already identified within the
Reserve; or areas that do not contain such resources, but may serve as
protective buﬀers.
• Coordinate the management of historic resources with public agencies
managing the same types of resources on adjacent lands.

DALEY MINE OVERLOOKING THE CVS CENTRAL VALLEY
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Goal
1.

Interpret the Reserve’s unique historical resources.

Tasks
1.

Address the interrelationship between the natural environment and those
people and cultures that created these resources.

2. Consider constructing or adapting one of the Reserve’s existing Vernacular-

style buildings into an interpretive center/meeting building.
Goal
1.

Develop Area-specific goals and tasks for specific planning areas within the
Reserve that contain historic cultural landscapes: Daley Mine and Monte Vista
Ranch Complex.

Tasks
1.

Daley Mine:
• Determine if the resource is historically significant as a Cultural Landscape
composed of historic sites connected via their historic function and use.
• Prepare and submit a formal CRHR/NRHP nomination to the State Historic
Preservation Oﬃcer (SHPO).
• Prepare a CLR.
• Utilize the report to employ applicable treatment standards to provide
for the long-term preservation, use, and interpretation of the mine.
• Monte Vista Ranch Complex
• Determine if the resource is historically significant as a Historic Vernacular
Landscape.
• Prepare an HSR.
• Utilize the reports to employ applicable treatment standards to provide
long-term preservation, use, and interpretation for the complex.

Impact Guidelines
1.

If prospective land use management activities are subjected to the above-listed
historic resource treatment recommendations, any impacts to their historic
integrity would be reduced to acceptable levels.
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Operations and Maintenance
Summary

Operations and maintenance is broken down into two sections: funding and staﬃng, and
equipment needs.

5.1

Funding and Staﬃng

Cañada de San Vicente was funded through dedicated endowments provided by SDCWA and
TNC. The SDCWA endowment was provided by an agreement (September 24, 2007) between
CDFW and SDCWA [in relation to the acquisition of Rancho Cañada Habitat Management
Area (HMA)], which limits the endowment funds to management projects/actions within the
392-acre SDCWA HMA. Further, the endowment cannot be used for facility-related issues or
to fund projects outside of Rancho Cañada HMA. Additionally, a Property Analysis Record
(PAR) was completed that provides guidance regarding acceptable expenditure of the SDCWA
endowment.
In contrast, the endowment provided by TNC can be used to support projects throughout the
Reserve, including the acquisition of new lands.
Both of the endowments provide funding for staﬀ working on the Reserve. Currently, one
Environmental Scientist/Reserve Manager is assigned to the Reserve and two Scientific Aids
(seasonal staﬀ) are assigned to the Reserve Manager. The Reserve Manager oversees other
Reserves in addition to Cañada de San Vicente Reserve, so work time is allocated between
the Reserves and is not fully dedicated to the Cañada de San Vicente Reserve. Even though
it was anticipated that the Reserve would not require intensive management or a full-time
permanent or resident staﬀ, current staﬃng is not adequate to fulfill all management needs
of the Reserve.
Goal

To adequately support the Cañada de San Vicente Reserve and perform the tasks
identified in this LMP, a combination of additional site management and maintenance
staﬃng will be required. The staﬃng needs proposed in this LMP incorporate
permanent staﬃng, supplemented by seasonal labor and, where appropriate, use of
volunteer help.
Tasks
1.

Addition of one Permanent Yearly (PY) Environmental Scientist, with 50 percent
of time assisting the Reserve Manager at the Cañada de San Vicente Reserve.
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2. Addition of one PY Fish and Wildlife Technician, with 50 percent of time to

maintain facilities/grounds and assist with other management needs at the
Reserve.
3. Addition of one PY Environmental Scientist, as needed, to assist with hunting

program.
4. Addition of one equipment operator, as needed.
5. Secure additional funding to support and maintain the Reserve.
6. Secure additional funding through constituent groups, user fees, and grants

from persons/groups that do not provide monies through traditional hunting/
fishing license fees.

5.2

Equipment

Initially, no equipment existed, but as management progressed, tools and equipment were
purchased to work on various projects associated with the Reserve. Additional equipment
and tool supplies are needed to conduct Reserve-related activities. Storage areas for tools and
equipment are available at the Reserve. To enhance tool storage and the shop area, a large
cargo container located above the shop will be moved from its current location and placed in
line and adjacent to the shop. Additionally, A small tractor is on site, but is inadequate for the
size of the Reserve.
Goal 1
1.

Manage the grounds at the Reserve to protect, maintain, and improve the
biodiversity, habitat integrity, and environmental health of the Reserve. As
well, ensure the safety of people working on and using the Reserve.

Tasks
1.

Move existing cargo container adjacent to the shop for additional storage.

2. Purchase equipment needed to maintain grounds and facilities at the Reserve.

Equipment needed to implement LMP goals includes but is not limited to:
80+horsepower wheeled tractor with a bucket, box scraper, flail mower, auger,
forks, and a trailer for towing the tractor. Additionally, a new herbicide spray
rig for use on a utility vehicle (e.g., a ‘Gator’) and one small sprayer for use on
an ATV need to be purchased.
Goal 2
1.
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Maintain all equipment, vehicles, and facilities in optimum working condition
to maximize their useful life-span and also allow eﬃcient use of the Reserve’s
operating budget.
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Tasks
1.

Regularly inspect and service all equipment and vehicles.

2. Regularly inspect and maintain fuel storage cabinet to ensure that it is in good

condition and that no stored containers are leaking.
3. Maintain herbicide storage facility, in accordance with all applicable storage

regulations.
4. When feasible, establish cooperative agreements with other state agencies

such as Caltrans and CAL FIRE to provide and operate equipment needed to
maintain the roads and facilities at the Reserve.
Constraints on Facility Maintenance Elements
The goals of the facilities maintenance elements are constrained by a range of natural
and human induced factors. Eﬀective management of the Reserve requires that these
factors be identified and considered.
Environmental factors
Maintenance requirements will depend largely on the severity of winter weather
conditions. In years of exceptional rainfall, flooding or erosion may damage roads,
fences, and signage. The degree of damage will dictate maintenance priorities.
Financial factors
As with other elements, limited funding for staﬀ and operations is a major constraint on
facilities maintenance. Full realization of the facilities maintenance goals will require
an increase in funding for the Reserve.

EQUIPMENT STORAGE AT THE ‘COMPOUND’
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Climate Change Strategies

In July 2014 the Natural Resource Agency released Safeguarding California: Reducing Climate
Risk, an update to the 2009 California Climate Adaptation Strategy. This document lists nine
broad areas (agriculture, biodiversity and habitat, emergency management, energy, forestry,
ocean and coastal ecosystems and resources, public health, transportation, and water)
impacted by climate change.
Climate impacts occur at diﬀerent scales (global, national, regional and local) and impacts
may vary from place to place. Because of this, many strategies to reduce climate risk must
be crafted at a regional or local scale. For both Wildlife Areas and Ecological Reserves, the
Reserve Managers are currently integrating the understanding of climate change strategies
and impacts into their planning eﬀorts. Strategies, goals, operations, and maintenance tasks
are being composed to take these risks into account and design management actions that will
help minimize impacts to key species and habitats.
The following actions needed to safeguard biodiversity and habitats build on those made in
the 2009 Adaptation Strategy based on emerging science and practice of climate adaptation.
The below actions can be found throughout the Plan in the various Elements as “Goals” and
“Tasks.”
Improve understanding of climate risks to biodiversity and habitats.
Completing habitat and vegetation mapping, refining regional connectivity
analyses, doing climate vulnerability analyses, understanding extreme events
and disturbance regimes, and identifying opportunities to address the
emissions that contribute to climate change.
Develop management practices to help safeguard species and ecosystems
from climate risks. This includes improving habitat connectivity, reducing
existing stressors, and protecting climate refugia to name a few.
Enhance biodiversity monitoring in California to detect climate impacts and
inform responses. Identify and develop baseline ecological information that
can detect changes in terrestrial and aquatic species and habitat patterns
on the landscape as well as implementing adaptive management to refine
approaches for conserving biodiversity.
Support environmental stewardship across sectors. This can be done
by promoting nature-based solutions for adapting to climate risks and
maintaining and supporting tools that help resource managers determine
when and where to focus conservation activities.
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Information Sharing and Education. It will be important to create and
maintain partnerships that support biodiversity, promote public education
and outreach, and provide support for the continuation of the CDFW Climate
College and broader state climate literacy programs.
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Future Revisions to Land
Management Plans

The following text is adapted from CDFW’s A Guide and Annotated Outline for Writing Land
Management Plans, May 2013:
All planning documents eventually become dated and require revision so they can continue
to provide practical direction for operational and maintenance activities associated with the
Reserve. A common and unfortunate situation is that the revision of planning documents
is often neglected for budgetary or staﬀ constraints, or other priorities. To address this
challenge, this brief guide incorporates a suggested hierarchy of revision procedures in which
the level of process and required involvement is proportionate to the level of change that is
proposed. The LMP reflects the best information available during the planning process, but it
is understood that new information or circumstances will arise over time and adjustments will
be required to keep the LMP current. Such new information or circumstances may include:
•
•
•
•
•

Feedback generated by adaptive management of the site
Scientific research that directs improved techniques of habitat management
Documented threats to fish and wildlife species and their habitats
New legislative or policy direction
New acquisitions

When new information dictates a change to the LMP, it is important that there is an appropriate
process established to facilitate this change. Public outreach and public input will be necessary
in proportion to the proposed policy change established by the LMP. Unless a reasonable and
clear revision process exists, the LMP could become outdated and irrelevant. If the appropriate
procedure for a particular proposed revision is not apparent, the determination of which of
the following procedures to use shall be made by the Regional Manager in consultation with
the Lands Program/Wildlife Branch.

7.1

Minor Revisions

Minor revisions may include the addition of new property to an existing Reserve or the
adoption of limited changes to the goals and tasks through adaptive management, based on
other scientific information or policy direction. This procedure will be applicable to revisions
that meet the following criteria:
• No change is proposed to the overall purposes of this LMP.
• CEQA documentation (if required) is completed and approved.
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• Appropriate consultation occurs within the region and with other appropriate
branches in the CDFW.
• Appropriate consultation with other agencies occurs (i.e. SDCWA, CAL FIRE,
etc.)
Minor revisions may be prepared by the staﬀ members or with other CDFW resources, and
require approval by the Regional Manager. If additional acquisitions require no changes in
existing management, the parcels may be integrated within the current plan via a memo from
the Regional Manager to the Director. The documentation is attached to the management
plan and provided to the Lands Program/Wildlife Branch for their files.

7.2

Major Revisions

Major revisions or a new LMP, require a procedure comparable to the initial LMP planning
process, but also proportionate to the level of policy change that is proposed. The following
revisions are categorized as major:
• Substantial revision and/or a new policy direction is proposed to the LMP, or
the adoption of a completely new plan is proposed
• Revisions that propose a completely new LMP.
• Revisions that physically alter the environment of the Ecological Reserve
beyond what was analyzed in the current LMP.
• Management actions that require additional CEQA documentation or
environmental permits and approvals.
Major revisions may be prepared by CDFW staﬀ or other resources including consultation
from SDCWA, CAL FIRE, etc. and require prior approval by the Regional Manager. If additional
acquisitions require no changes in existing management, the parcels may be integrated within
the current plan via a memo from the Regional Manager to the Director. The documentation
is attached to the management plan and provided to the Lands Program/Wildlife Branch
for their files. The revised plan may need additional CEQA analysis if the revisions present
substantive changes.

7.3

Plan Status Reports

Periodic evaluation is important to help ensure that the purposes and goals of the LMP
are being met. The chapter or section that includes “Management Goals,” may contain
many specific tasks that involve monitoring of the site and evaluation of the adequacy of
management activities. Cumulatively, these eﬀorts will provide feedback regarding the
success of the overall management eﬀort. Periodic and detailed analysis of this feedback
data will be necessary to assess the status of this LMP.
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A review of the achievement of the goals of the LMP should be prepared every 5-10 years
following the date of adoption of the LMP or subsequent revisions.
A status report documenting this review should, at minimum, include:
• An evaluation of the achievement of the purposes and goals of the LMP.
• An evaluation of the completion or annual completion, as appropriate, of each
task contained in this LMP.
• Monitoring required as a result of a Mitigated Negative Declaration
• A fiscal evaluation of the program.
• An evaluation of the eﬀectiveness of CDFW’s coordination eﬀorts with local
governments, and other property management and regulatory agencies
involved with the Reserve.
• A notation of important new scientific information that has bearing on
management.
• A recommendation and schedule for revisions to the LMP to incorporate new
information and improve its eﬀectiveness.
The status report should be prepared or coordinated by the Reserve Manager or other
regional representative. It should be reviewed by appropriate Regional functions, then
submitted to the Regional Manager and forwarded to the Lands Program/Wildlife Branch to
be submitted to the Deputy Director. This report should serve as a basis for revision of the
LMP and appropriate adjustment to ongoing management practices.
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APPENDIX 8.1
Vegetation Alliances/Groups Occurring Within Cañada de San Vicente, San Diego County, CA.

ALLIANCE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ACRES

Adenostoma fasciculatum
Adenostoma fasciculatum-Xylococcus bicolor
Artemisia californica-Eriogonum fasciculatum
Baccharis salicifolia
Bromus (diandrus, hordeaceus) - Brachypodium distachyon
Californian Warm Temperate Marsh/Seep
Ceanothus crassifolius
Ceanothus leucodermis
Ceanothus tomentosus
Corethrogyne filaginifolia
Eriogonum fasciculatum
Eriogonum fasciculatum-Salvia apiana
Lotus scoparius
Malosma laurina
Mediterranean California Naturalized Annual and Perennial Grassland
Platanus racemosa
Quercus agrifolia
Quercus berberidifolia
Quercus berberidifolia-Adenostoma fasciculatum
Quercus engelmannii
Salix lasiolepis
Salvia apiana

901.7
1044.6
425.1
1.9
96.9
4.4
28.5
512.1
100.0
28.9
106.9
11.0
8.0
472.3
236.3
55.6
329.8
224.7
145.8
9.0
14.1
.7
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APPENDIX 8.2
Plant species known to occur within Cañada de San Vicente, San Diego County, CA.
ScientificName

CommonName

CoveredSpecies

Acalyphacalifornica
Acanthominthailicifolia

CaliforniaCopperleaf
Thornmint

Native
Native

Achnatherumcoronatum
Acmisponglaber
Acmisponmicranthus
Acourtiamicrocephala
Adenostomafasciculatum
Adiantumjordanii
Agrostisviridis
Alliumpeninsulare var.peninsulare
Ambrosiapsilostachya
Amsinckiamenziesii
Anagallisarvensis
Anemopsiscalifornica
Antirrhinumnuttallianum
Aphanesoccidentalis
Apiastrumangustifolium
Aristidaadscensionis
Artemisiacalifornica
Artemisiadouglasiana
Aspidotiscalifornica
Astragalusgambelianus
Avenabarbata
Avenafatua
Baccharissalicifolia
Baccharissarothroides
Bloomeriacrocea var.crocea
Bothriochloabarbinodis
Bowlesiaincana
Brassicanigra
Brizaminor
Brodiaeaterrestris
Bromuscarinatus
Bromusdiandrus
Bromushordeaceus
Bromusmadritensis
Bromusrubens
Calandriniabreweri
Calandriniaciliata
Calochortussplendens
Calystegiamacrostegia
Camissoniabistorta
Camissoniacalifornica
Camissoniaconfusa
Camissoniahirtella
Camissoniaintermedia
Camissoniarobusta
Camissoniastrigulosa
Carduuspycnocephalus
Carexspissa
Castillejaexserta
Castillejaexserta ssp.exserta
Caulanthusheterophyllus

GiantStipa
CoastalDeerweed
GrabLotus
Sacapellote
Chamise
CaliforniaMaidenhair
WaterBeardgrass
MexicaliOnion
WesternRagweed
RigidFiddleneck
ScarletPimpernel
YerbaMansa
VioletSnapdragon
MountainMahogany
MockParsley
SixǦweeksThreeǦawn
CoastalSagebrush
Douglas'Sagewort
CaliforniaLaceFern
Gambel'sLocoweed
SlenderWildOat
WildOat
MuleFat
Desertbroom
CommonGoldenstar
CaneBluestem
HoaryBowlesia
BlackMustard
LittleQuakingGrass
DwarfBrodiaea
CaliforniaBrome
RipGutGrass
SoftChess
CompactBrome
RedBrome
Brewer'sCalandrinia
RedMaids
SplendidMariposaLily
IslandFalseBindweed
CaliforniaSuncup
Suncup
SanBernardinoSunCup
HairySuncups
CanyonClarkia
RobustSunCup
SandysoilSunCup
ItalianPlumelessThistle
SanDiegoSedge
PurpleOwl'sClover
ExsertedIndianPaintbrush
SanDiegoJewelflower

Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
NonǦNative
Native
Native
Native
NonǦNative
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
NonǦNative
NonǦNative
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
NonǦNative
NonǦNative
Native
NonǦNative
NonǦNative
NonǦNative
NonǦNative
NonǦNative
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
NonǦNative
Native
Native
Native
Native
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HCP&MSCP
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(cont.’d)

Ceanothuscrassifolius
Ceanothuscyaneus

HoaryleafCeanothus
LakesideCeanothus

Native
Native

Ceanothusleucodermis
Ceanothustomentosus
Centaureamelitensis
Cerastiumglomeratum
Cercocarpusminutiflorus
Chaenactisartemisiifolia
Chaenactisglabriuscula
Chamaesycemelanadenia
Chamaesycepolycarpa
Cheilanthesnewberryi
Chenopodiumcalifornicum
Chenopodiummurale
Chlorogalumparviflorum
Chorizanthefimbriata
Cirsiumvulgare
Clarkiadelicata
Clarkiaepilobioides
Clarkiapurpurea
Clarkiasimilis
Claytoniaparviflora
Claytoniaperfoliata
Clematisligusticifolia
Cnicusbenedictus
Collinsiaheterophylla
Conyzabonariensis
Corethrogynefilaginifolia
Cotulaaustralis
Cotulacoronopifolia
Crassulaconnata
Crypsisvaginiflora
Cryptanthaintermedia
Cryptanthamicromeres
Cryptanthamicrostachys
Cryptanthamuricata
Cuscutacalifornica
Cynodondactylon
Cyperuseragrostis
Daturawrightii
Daucuspusillus
Delphiniumparryi
Dicentrachrysantha
Dichelostemmacapitatum
Dryopterisarguta
Ehrendorferiachrysantha
Ehrhartacalycina
Ehrhartaerecta
Eleocharisbella
Eleocharismontevidensis
Elymusglaucus
Emmenanthependuliflora
Epipactisgigantea
Eriastrumfilifolium
Erigeronfoliosus
 var.foliosus

ChaparralWhitethorn
WoolyleafCeanothus
Tocalote
StickyChickweed
MountainMahogany
WhitePincushion
YellowPincushion
RedǦglandSpurge
SmallǦseedSandmat
Newberry'sLipfern
Soaproot
Sowbane
SmallflowerSoapPlant
FringedSpineflower
BullThistle
CampoClarkia
CanyonGodeita
PurpleClarkia
CanyonClarkia
NarrowǦleafMiner'sLettuce
Miner'sLettuce
WesternWhiteClematis
BlessedThistle
ChineseǦhouse
FlaxǦleafFleabane
CaliforniaǦaster
AustralianBrassǦbuttons
AfricanBrassǦbuttons
SandPygmyweed
SwampGrass
ClearwaterCryptantha
PygmyflowerCryptantha
TejonCryptantha
PointedCryptantha
ChaparralDodder
BermudaGrass
TallFlatsedge
Jimsonweed
AmericanWildCarrot
SanBernardinoLarkspur
GoldenEarǦdrops
Bluedicks
CoastalWoodFern
GoldenEardrops
PerennialVeldtgrass
PanicVeldtgrass
DelicateSpikerush
SandSpikerush
BlueWildrye
WhisperingBells
StreamOrchid
LavenderWoollystar
LeafyFleabane

Native
Native
NonǦNative
NonǦNative
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
NonǦNative
Native
Native
NonǦNative
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
NonǦNative
Native
NonǦNative
Native
NonǦNative
NonǦNative
Native
NonǦNative
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
NonǦNative
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
NonǦNative
NonǦNative
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
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(cont.’d)

Eriodictyoncrassifolium
 var.crassifolium
Eriogonumfasciculatum
Eriophyllumconfertiflorum
 var.confertiflorum
Erodiumbotrys
Erodiumbrachycarpum
Erodiumcicutarium
Erodiummoschatum
Eschscholziacalifornica
Eucryptachrysanthemifolia
Eucryptachrysanthemifolia
 var.chrysanthemifolia
Filagocalifornica
Filagogallica
Frangulacalifornica
Galiumangustifolium
Galiumaparine
Galiumparisiense
Galiumporrigens
Gastridiumventricosum
Geraniumcarolinianum
Geraniumdissectum
Giliaangelensis
Giliacapitata
Glinusradiatus
Guillenialasiophylla
Gutierreziacalifornica
Harpagonellapalmeri
Hazardiasquarrosa
Hedypnoiscretica
Helianthemumscoparium
Heliotropiumcurassavicum
Herniariahirsuta
Hesperocnidetenella
Hesperoyuccawhipplei
Heteromelesarbutifolia
Heterothecasessiliflora
Hirschfeldiaincana
Hordeummurinum
Hypochaerisglabra
Jepsoniaparryi
Juncusbufonius
Juncusoxymeris
Juncustextilis
Juncusxiphioides
Keckiellaantirrhinoides
Keckiellacordifolia
Lactucaserriola
Lamarckiaaurea
Lastarriaeacoriacea
Lastheniacalifornica
Lastheniacoronaria
Lathyrusvestitus
Layiaplatyglossa
Lepidiumnitidum var.nitidum
Lepidiumramosissimum
Lepidiumvirginicum

ThickleafYerbaSanta

Native

CaliforniaBuckwheat
GoldenYarrow

Native
Native

LongbeakStork'sBill
FoothillFilaree
RedstemStork'sBill
WhiteǦstemFilaree/Storksbill
CaliforniaPoppy
CommonEucrypta
SpottedHideseed

NonǦNative
NonǦNative
NonǦNative
NonǦNative
Native
Native
Native

CaliforniaFilago
NarrowǦleafFilago
CaliforniaBuckthorn
NarrowǦleafBedstraw
Stickywilly
WallBedstraw
Climbing/OvalǦleafBedstraw
NitGrass
CarolinaGeranium
CutǦLeafGeranium
GrasslandGilia
BallGilla
SpreadingSweetjuice
CaliforniaMustard
CaliforniaMatchweed
Palmer'sGrapplingǦhook
SawtoothGoldenbush
CreteHedypnois
BisbeePeakRushrose
SaltHeliotrope
GrayHerniaria
WesternNettle
ChaparralYucca
Toyon
GoldenAster
ShortǦpodMustard
HareBarley
Cat'sEar;FalseDandelion
CoastJepsonia
ToadRush
PointedRush
BasketRush
IrisleafRush
SnapdragonPenstemon
HeartleafPenstemon
PricklyLettuce
GoldenǦtop
LeatherSpineflower
CaliforniaGoldfields
RoyalGoldfields
SanDiegoSweetPea
TidyTips
ShiningPepperweed
ManybranchedPepperweed
VirginiaPepperweed

Native
NonǦNative
Native
Native
Native
NonǦNative
Native
NonǦNative
Native
NonǦNative
Native
Native
NonǦNative
Native
Native
Native
Native
NonǦNative
Native
Native
NonǦNative
Native
Native
Native
Native
NonǦNative
NonǦNative
NonǦNative
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
NonǦNative
NonǦNative
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
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Logfiafilaginoides
Logfiagallica
Loliummultiflorum
Loliumperenne
Lonicerasubspicata
Lonicerasubspicata var.denudata
Lotusstrigosus
Lotusunifoliolatus
Lotuswrangelianus
Lupinusbicolor
Lupinusconcinnus
Lupinushirsutissimus
Lupinussucculentus
Lupinustruncatus
Lythrumhyssopifolia
Machaerantherajuncea
Madiagracilis
Malacothamnusfasciculatus
Malosmalaurina
Malvaparviflora
Marahmacrocarpus
Marahmacrocarpus var.macrocarpus
Marrubiumvulgare
Matricariadiscoidea
Medicagopolymorpha
Melicafrutescens
Melicaimperfecta
Melilotusalbus
Melilotusindicus
Melinisrepens
Micropuscalifornicus
Microserisdouglasii
Mimulusaurantiacus
Mimulusbrevipes
Mimuluscardinalis
Mimulusguttatus
Mirabilislaevis
Monardellahypoleuca ssp.lanata

CaliforniaCottonrose
NarrowǦleafCottonrose
BulbousCanaryGrass
PerennialRyegrass
SouthernHoneysuckle
SantaBarbaraHoneysuckle
HairyLotus
AmericanBird'sFootTrefoil
ChileLotus
MiniatureLupine
BajadaLupine
StingingLupine
ArroyoLupine
CollarLupine
GrassPoly
RushBristleweed
Gumweed
MendocinoBushmallow
LaurelSumac
CheeseweedMallow
WildCucumber
CucamongaManroot
Horehound
PineappleWeed
CaliforniaBurclover
TallMelic
CoastRangeMelic
WhiteSweetclover
YellowSweetclover
NatalGrass
QǦtips
SmallǦFlowerMicroseris
OrangeBushMonkeyflower
ScarletMonkeyflower
SeepMonkeyflower
SeepMonkeyFlower
DesertWishboneǦbush
FeltleafMonardella

Muhlenbergiamicrosperma
Muhlenbergiarigens
Nasturtiumofficinale
Navarretiaatractyloides
Navarretiahamata
Nemophilamenziesii
Nemophilaspatulata
Nicotianaglauca
Oleaeuropaea
Osmadeniatenella
Oxaliscalifornica
Paeoniacalifornica
Panicumacuminatum
Parietariahespera var.hespera
Pectocaryalinearis ssp.ferocula
Pellaeaandromedifolia
Pellaeamucronata ssp.mucronata
Pennisetumsetaceum
Penstemonspectabilis

AnnualMuhly
ItalianRyegrass
WaterCress
HollyleafPincushionplant
HookedPincushionplant
BabyBlueEyes
SierraBabyBlueEyes
TreeTobacco
Olive
FalseRosinweed
CalifornicaWoodSorrel
CaliforniaPeonia
WesternPanicgrass
WesternPellitory
SagebrushCombseed
CoffeeFern
BirdfootCliffbrake
AfricanFountainGrass
ShowyPenstemon
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NonǦNative
NonǦNative
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
NonǦNative
Native
Native
Native
Native
NonǦNative
Native
Native
NonǦNative
NonǦNative
NonǦNative
Native
Native
NonǦNative
NonǦNative
NonǦNative
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
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Pentagrammatriangularis
Petuniaparviflora
Phaceliacicutaria
Phaceliacicutaria var.hispida
Phaceliadistans
Phaceliaparryi
Phaceliaramosissima
Phalarisaquatica
Pholistomaracemosum
Piperiacooperi
Plagiobothrysarizonicus
Plagiobothryscanescens
Plagiobothryscollinus
Plagiobothrysnothofulvus
Plagiobothrystenellus
Plantagoerecta
Platanusracemosa
Poaannua
Polycarpontetraphyllum
Polygonumarenastrum
Polypodiumcalifornicum
Polypogoninterruptus
Polypogonmonspeliensis
Polypogonviridis
Porophyllumgracile
Prunusilicifolia
Pseudognaphaliumbiolettii
Pseudognaphaliumcalifornicum
Pseudognaphaliumluteoalbum
Pseudognaphaliummicrocephalum
Pseudognaphaliumstramineum
Pterostegiadrymarioides
Quercusagrifolia
Quercusagrifolia var.oxyadenia
Quercusberberidifolia
Quercusengelmannii
Rafinesquiacalifornica
Ranunculushebecarpus
Rhamnusilicifolia
Rhamnuspilosa
Rhusaromatica
Rhusovata
Ribesindecorum
Rosacalifornica
Rubusursinus
Rumexconglomeratus
Rumexcrispus
Rumexpulcher
Sairocarpusnuttallianus
Salixgooddingii
Salixlasiolepis
Salviaapiana
Salviacolumbariae
Sambucusnigra ssp.caeulea
Samolusparviflorus
Saniculaarguta
Saniculabipinnatifida
Saniculacrassicaulis

GoldbackFern
WildPetunia
CaterpillarPhacelia
CaterpillarPhacelia
WildǦHeliotrope
Parry'sPhacelia
BranchingPhacelia
BulbousCanaryGrass
ConstanceRacemedFiestaflower
Cooper'sReinOrchid
ArizonaPopcornflower
ValleyPopcornflower
RoughPopcornflower
RustyPopcornflower
SlenderPopcornflower
DotseedPlantain
CaliforniaSycamore
AnnualBluegrass
FourLeavedPolycarp
CommonKnotweed,Doorweed
CaliforniaPolypody
DitchBeardGrass
AnnualBeardGrass
Bentgrass
SlenderPoreleaf
HollyǦleafCherry
BicolorCudweed
Ladie'sTobacco
JerseyCudweed
Wright'sCudweed
CottonǦbattingPlant
WoodlandPterostegia
CaliforniaLiveOak
CoastalLiveOak
ScrubOak
EngelmannOak
CaliforniaChicory
DelicateButtercup
HollyǦleafRedberry
HairyǦleafRedberry
SkunkBush
SugarSumac
WhiteflowerCurrant
CaliforniaWildrose
CaliforniaBlackberry
GreenDock
CurlyDock
FiddleDock
VioletSnapdragon
Goodding'sWillow
ArroyoWillow
WhiteSage
Chia
BlueElderberry
WaterǦpimpernel
SharpǦtoothSanicle
PurpleSanicle
PacificBlackSnakeroot

Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
NonǦNative
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
NonǦNative
NonǦNative
NonǦNative
Native
NonǦNative
NonǦNative
NonǦNative
Native
Native
Native
Native
NonǦNative
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
NonǦNative
NonǦNative
NonǦNative
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
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Schismusbarbatus
Schoenoplectusacutus
Scrophulariacalifornica
Scutellariatuberosa
Selaginellabigelovii
Selaginellacinerascens
Seneciovulgaris
Sidalceamalviflora
Sileneantirrhina
Silenegallica
Silenelaciniata
Sisymbriumaltissimum
Sisymbriumorientale
Solanumdouglasii
Solanumparishii
Solidagospectabilis var.confinis
Solidagovelutina ssp.californica
Sonchusasper
Sonchusoleraceus
Spergulariabocconi
Stachysajugoides var.rigida
Stebbinsoserisheterocarpa
Stellariamedia
Stellariapallida
Stephanomeriadiegensis
Stipacernua
Stipalepida
Stipamiliaceavar.miliacea
Stipapulchra
Styloclinegnaphalioides
Thalictrumfenderl
Thysanocarpuslaciniatus
Toxicodendrondiversilobum
Trifoliumciliolatum
Trifoliumgracilentum
Trifoliumhirtum
Trifoliummicrocephalum
Trifoliumobtusiflorum
Trifoliumwilldenovii
Typhadomingensis
Uropappuslindleyi
Urticadioica
Urticaurens
VeronicaanagallisǦaquatica
Viciaamericana
Viciabenghalensis
Vicialudoviciana
Viciavillosa
Violapedunculata
Vulpiabromoides
Vulpiamicrostachys
Vulpiamyuros
Vulpiaoctoflora
Xanthiumstrumarium
Xylococcusbicolor
Yuccaschidigera

8-10

MediterraneanSchismus
HardstemBulrush
CaliforniaFigwort
Danny'sSkullcap
Bigelow'sSpikeǦmoss
MesaSpikeǦmoss
CommonGroundsel
DwarfCheckerbloom
SnapdragonCatchfly
CommonCatchfly
CardinalCatchfly
Tumble/JimHillMustard
Hare'sǦearCabbage
GreenspotNightshade
Parish'sNightshade
NevadaGoldenrod
CaliforniaGoldenrod
PricklySowǦthistle
CommonSowthistle
Boccone'sSandǦspurry
RoughHedgeNettle
GrasslandStebbinsoseris
Chickweed
PaleStarwort
SanDiegoWreathǦplant
NoddingNeedlegrass
FoothillNeedlegrass
SmiloGrass
PurpleNeedlegrass
MountainNeststraw
Fendler'sMeadowrue
NotchFringepod
PacificPoisonOak
TreeClover
PinPointClover
RoseClover
MaidenClover
CreekClover
TomcatClover
SouthernCatǦtail
Lindley'sSilverpuffs
StingingNettle
DwarfNettle
WaterSpeedwell
AmericanVetch
ReddishTuftedVetch
SlenderVetch
WinterVetch
JohnnyJumpǦup
BromeFescue
PacificFescue
RatǦtailFescue
SlenderFescue
RoughCocklebur
MissionManzanita
MojaveYucca
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Native
Native
NonǦNative
NonǦNative
Native
Native
Native
NonǦNative
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
Native
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Palmer'sgoldenbush

SanDiegobuttonǦcelery

SanDiegobarrelcactus

Ramonahorkelia

Ericameriapalmeri var.palmeri

Eryngiumaristulatum var.
parishii

Ferocactusviridescens

Horkeliatruncata

decumbentgoldenbush

1B

Comarostaphylisdiversifolia ssp. summerholly
diversifolia
Dudleyavariegata
variegateddudleya

Isocomamenziesiivar.
decumbens

1B
1B

delicateclarkia
SanMiguelsavory

Clarkiadelicata
Clinopodiumchandleri

1B

1B

2B

1B

2B
1B

1B

1B

1B

wartǦstemmedceanothus
longǦspinedspineflower

1B

1B

Ceanothusverrucosus
Chorizanthepolygonoides var.
longispina

SE

SE

Lakesideceanothus

FE

FT

1B

1B

Ceanothuscyaneus

threadǦleavedbrodiaea

Brodiaeafilifolia

SE

roundǦleavedfilaree

SanDiegogoldenstar

Bloomeriaclevelandii

FT

Californiamacrophylla

Encinitasbaccharis

Baccharisvanessae

1B

Dunn'smariposalily

SanDiegomilkǦvetch

Astragalusoocarpus

1B

Calochortusdunnii

Dean'smilkǦvetch

Astragalusdeanei

Status
State CNPS
SE
1B

Orcutt'sbrodiaea

SanDiegothornǦmint

Acanthominthailicifolia

Fed.
FT

Brodiaeaorcuttii

CommonName

ScientificName

Chaparral(maritime),cismontane
woodland.
Chaparral,coastalscrub,valley&foothill
grassland,vernalpools.

Chaparral,cismontanewoodland.

Chaparral,cismontanewoodland,coastal
scrub,riparianforest.

Chaparral,coastalscrub,valley&foothill
grassland,vernalpools.

GeneralHabitat

Cismontanewoodland,valley&foothill
grassland.
ClosedǦconeconiferousforest,chaparral.

Ongabbroormetavolcanicsoils;alsoknownfrom
sandstone;oftenassociatedwithchaparral.
185Ǧ1830m.
Claysoils.15Ǧ1200m.

Mesic,clayhabitats;sometimesserpentine;usuallyin
vernalpools&smalldrainages.30Ǧ1695m.

Endemictoactivevertisolclaysoilsofmesas&valleys.
Usuallyonclaylensesw/ingrasslandorchap
communities.10Ǧ960m.
Open,brushysouthǦfacingslopesinDiegancoastal
sage,sometimesonrecentlyburnedǦoverhillsides.
75Ǧ695m.
Openingsinchaparralorongravellyflats&slopesin
thinoakwoodland.305Ǧ1525m.
Onsandstonesoilsinsteep,open,rockyareaswith
chaparralassociates.60Ǧ720m.
Mesagrasslands,scrubedges;claysoils.Oftenon
moundsbetweenvernalpoolsinfine,sandyloam.
50Ǧ1090m.
Usuallyassociatedwithannualgrassland&vernalpools;
oftensurroundedbyshrublandhabitats.

MicroHabitat

USFS

MSCP

MSCP

BLM,
MSCP
MSCP

BLM
BLM,
MSCP,
USFS
BLM

Oftenongabbrosoils.235Ǧ1000m.
Rocky,gabbroicormetavolcanicsubstrate.
120Ǧ1005m.

OfteninmixedchaparralinCalifornia,sometimespostǦ
burn.30Ǧ790m.
Chaparral,coastalscrub,cismontane
Inrockyorclaysoils;sometimesassociatedwithvernal
woodland,valley&foothillgrassland.
poolmargins.3Ǧ580m.
Coastalscrub,chaparral.
Ongraniticsoils,onsteephillsides.Mesicsites.
30Ǧ600m.
Vernalpools,coastalscrub,valley&foothill SanDiegomesahardpan&claypanvernalpools&
grassland.
southerninteriorbasaltflowvernalpools;unusually
surroundedbyscrub.20Ǧ620m.
Chaparral,Diegancoastalscrub,valley&
Oftenonexposed,levelorsouthǦslopingareas;oftenin
foothillgrassland.
coastalscrubnearcrestofslopes.3Ǧ450m.
Chaparral,cismontanewoodland.
HabitatsinCaliforniainclude:mixedchaparral,vernal
streams,&disturbedareasnearroads.Claysoil.400Ǧ
1300m.
Coastalscrub.
Sandysoils;oftenindisturbedsites.10Ǧ910m.

Cismontanewoodland,chaparral.
Chaparral,cismontanewoodland,coastal
scrub,riparianwoodland,valley&foothill
grassland.
Chaparral,cismontanewoodland.

BLM,
235Ǧ755m.
MSCP,
USFS
MSCP Chaparral.
1Ǧ380m.
BLM
Chaparral,coastalscrub,meadows&seeps, Gabbroicclay.30Ǧ1530m.
valley&foothillgrassland,vernalpools.

BLM

Chaparral(openings),cismontane
woodland,coastalscrub,playas,valley&
foothillgrassland,vernalpools.Oftenclay.
BLM, Vernalpools,valley&foothillgrassland,
MSCP, closedǦconeconiferousforest,cismontane
USFS woodland,chaparral,meadows&seeps.
MSCP ClosedǦconeconiferousforest,chaparral,
valley&foothillgrassland.

MSCP

BLM,
MSCP

BLM,
USFS
MSCP

BLM,
USFS

Other
MSCP

APPENDIX 8.3
Special status plant species and vegetation communities and their status identified in the
San Vicente Reservoir and El Cajon Mt. USGS 7.5-minute quadrangles from the CDFW CNDDB
RareFind database and CNPS.
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feltǦleavedmonardella

willowymonardella

Gander'sragwort

SanDiegomesamint

OtayMesamint

CedrosIslandoak

Engelmannoak

Morenocurrant

Parry'stetracoccus

coastaltriquetrella

SouthernCoastLiveOak
RiparianForest

SouthernSycamoreAlder
RiparianWoodland

Monardellahypoleuca ssp.
lanata

Monardellaviminea

Packeraganderi

Pogogyneabramsii

Pogogynenudiuscula

Quercuscedrosensis

Quercusengelmannii

Ribescanthariforme

Tetracoccusdioicus

Triquetrellacalifornica

SouthernCoastLiveOak
RiparianForest

SouthernSycamoreAlder
RiparianWoodland

FE

FE

FE

SE

SE

SE

SE

1B

1B

1B

4.2

2B

1B

1B

1B

1B

1B

1B

Coastalscrub/alluvialephemeralwashes
withadjacentcoastalscrub,chaparral,
riparianforest,riparianscrub,&riparian
woodland.
Chaparral.

ClosedǦconeconiferousforest,chaparral,
cismontanewoodland.
Chaparral,cismontanewoodland.

Growswithin30mfromthecoastincoastalscrub,
grasslands&inopengravelsonroadsides,hillsides,
rockyslopes,&fields.Ongravelorthinsoilover
outcrops.10Ǧ100m.

AmongbouldersinoakǦmanzanitathickets;shadedor
partiallyshadedsites.340Ǧ1200m.
Stony,decomposedgabbrosoil.150Ǧ1000m.

50Ǧ1300m.

Vernalpoolswithingrasslands,chamisechaparralor
coastalsagescrubcommunities;w/otherrareplants.
90Ǧ200m.
Drybedsofvernalpools&moistswalesw/Eryngium
aristulatumvar.parishii&Orcuttiacalifornica.
90Ǧ250m.
255Ǧ960m.

Recentlyburnedsites&gabbrooutcrops.
400Ǧ1200m.

Occursinunderstoryinmixedchaparral,chamise
chaparral,&southernoakwoodland;sandysoil.
300Ǧ1575m.
Incanyons,inrocky&sandyplaces,sometimesin
washesorfloodplains;w/Baccharis,Iva,etc.50Ǧ225m.

550Ǧ1370m.

FT=ListedasthreatenedundertheFederalEndangeredSpeciesAct
SE=ListedasendangeredundertheCaliforniaEndangeredSpeciesAct
ST=ListedasthreatenedundertheCaliforniaEndangeredSpeciesAct
USFS=UnitedStatesForestServiceSensitive

VEGETATIONCOMMUNITIES
Opentolocallydenseevergreen
sclerophyllousriparianwoodlands
dominatedbyQuercusagrifolia.Thistype
appearstobericherinherbs&poorerin
understoryshrubsthanotherriparian
communities.
Atall,open,broadleafed,winterǦdeciduous
streamsidewoodlanddominatedby
Platanusracemosa(&oftenalsoAlnus
rhombifolia).Thesestandsseldomform
closedcanopyforests,&evenmayappear
astreesscatteredinashrubbythicketof
sclerophyllous&deciduousspecies.Lianas
includeRubusursinus&Toxicodendron
diversilobum.

ClosedǦconeconiferousforest,chaparral,
coastalscrub.
Chaparral,cismontanewoodland,riparian
woodland,&valley&foohillgrasslands.
Chaparral,riparianscrub.

Vernalpools.

BLM,
USFS
BLM, Chaparral,coastalscrub.
MSCP,
USFS
USFS Coastalbluffscrub,coastalscrubvalley&
foothillgrasslands.

MSCP

BLM,
MSCP,
USFS
MSCP Vernalpools.

MSCP,
USFS
BLM,
MSCP,
USFS
MSCP

1B=CNPSList:Rare,Threatened,orEndangeredinCalifornia
2B=CNPSList:Rare,Threatened,orEndangeredinCalifornia,butmorecommonelsewhere
BLM=BureauofLandManagementSensitive
FE=ListedasendangeredundertheFederalEndangeredSpeciesAct

heartǦleavedpitchersage

Lepechiniacardiophylla

APPENDIX 8.3
(cont’d.)

APPENDIX 8.4
Bird, mammal, reptile, and amphibian species known to occur within Cañada de San Vicente,
San Diego County, CA.
ScientificName

CommonName

Accipitercooperii
Accipiterstriatus
Aeronautessaxatalis
Agelaiusphoeniceus
Aimophilaruficeps
Ammodramussavannarum
Amphispizabellibelli
Anasplatyrhynchos
Aphelocomacalifornica
Aquilachrysaetos
Archilochusalexandri
Ardeaalba
Ardeaherodias
Athenecunicularia
Aythyaaffinis
Aythyacollaris
Baeolophusinornatus
Bombycillacedrorum
Bubovirginianus
Bucephalaalbeola
Buteojamaicensis
Buteolineatus
Buteoregalis
Callipeplacalifornica
Calypteanna
Calyptecostae
Carduelislawrencei
Carduelispsaltria
Carduelistristis
Carpodacusmexicanus
Cathartesaura
Catharusguttatus
Catherpesmexicanus
Chamaeafasciata
Charadriusvociferus
Chondestesgrammacus
Circuscyaneus
Colaptesauratus
Columbalivia
Contopuscooperi
Contopussordidulus
Corvusbrachyrhynchos
Corvuscorax
Dendroicacoronata
Dendroicapetechia
Elanusleucurus
Empidonaxdifficilis

BIRDS
Cooper'shawk
sharpǦshinnedhawk
whiteǦthroatedswift
redǦwingedblackbird
RufousǦcrownedsparrow
grasshoppersparrow
sage(Bell's)sparrow
mallard
westernscrubjay
goldeneagle
blackǦchinnedhummingbird
greategret
greatblueheron
burrowingowl
Lesserscaup
ringǦneckedduck
oaktitmouse
cedarwaxwing
Greathornedowl
bufflehead
redǦtailedhawk
redǦshoulderedhawk
ferruginoushawk
Californiaquail
Anna'shummingbird
Costa'shummingbird
Lawrence'sgoldfinch
Lessergoldfinch
Americangoldfinch
housefinch
turkeyvulture
hermitthrush
canyonwren
wrentit
killdeer
larksparrow
northernharrier
northernflicker
domesticpigeon
oliveǦsidedflycatcher
westernwoodpewee
Americancrow
commonraven
yellowǦrumpedwarbler
yellowwarbler
whiteǦtailedkite
westernflycatcher

CoveredSpecies
MSCP

SDCWANCCP/HCP&MSCP
SDCWANCCP/HCP
SDCWANCCP/HCP

MSCP

SDCWANCCP/HCP&MSCP

MSCP

MSCP

SDCWANCCP/HCP
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(cont’d.)

ScientificName

CommonName

Eremophilaalpestris
Euphaguscyanocephalus
Falcosparverius
Geococcyxcalifornianus
Geothlypistrichas
Himantopusmexicanus
Hirundorustica
Icterusbullockii
Icteruscucullatus
Juncohyemalis
Laniusludovicianus
Melanerpesformicivorus
Meleagrisgallopavo
Melospizamelodia
Mimuspolyglottos
Molothrusater
Myiarchuscinerascens
Nycticoraxnycticorax
Oxyurajamaicensis
Passerdomesticus
Passerculussandwichensis
Passerellailiaca
Passerinaamoena
Passerinacaerulea
Petrochelidonpyrrhonota
Phainopeplanitens
Phalaenoptilusnuttallii
Pheucticusmelanocephalus
Picoidesnuttallii
Pipilocrissalis
Pipilomaculatus
Pirangaludoviciana
Podicepsnigricollis
Podilymbuspodiceps
Polioptilacaerulea
Psaltriparusminimus
Quiscalusmexicanus
Reguluscalendula
Salpinctesobsoletus
Sayornisnigricans
Sayornissaya
Sialiacurrucoides
Sialiamexicana
Sittacarolinensis
Sphyrapicusruber
Spizellaatrogularis
Spizellapasserina

BIRDS
hornedlark
Brewer'sblackbird
Americankestrel
greaterroadrunner
commonyellowthroat
blackǦneckedstilt
barnswallow
Bullock'soriole
hoodedoriole
darkǦeyedjunco
loggerheadshrike
acornwoodpecker
wildturkey
songsparrow
northernmockingbird
brownǦheadedcowbird
ashǦthroatedflycatcher
blackǦcrownednightheron
ruddyduck
housesparrow
Savannahsparrow
foxsparrow
Lazulibunting
bluegrosbeak
cliffswallow
Phainopepla
commonpoorwill
blackǦheadedgrosbeak
Nuttall'swoodpecker
Californiatowhee
spottedtowhee
westerntanager
earedgrebe
piedǦbilledgrebe
blueǦgraygnatcatcher
bushtit
greatǦtailedgrackle
rubyǦcrownedkinglet
rockwren
blackphoebe
Say'sphoebe
mountainbluebird
westernbluebird
whiteǦbreastednuthatch
redǦbreastedsapsucker
blackǦchinnedsparrow
chippingsparrow
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CoveredSpecies
SDCWANCCP/HCP

SDCWANCCP/HCP

MSCP

MSCP

APPENDIX 8.4

(cont’d.)

ScientificName

CommonName

Stelgidopteryxserripennis
Sturnellaneglecta
Sturnusvulgaris
Tachycinetabicolor
Tachycinetathalassina
Thryomanesbewickii
Toxostomaredivivum
Tringamelanoleuca
Troglodytesaedon
Turdusmigratorius
Tyrannusverticalis
Tyrannusvociferans
Tytoalba
Vermivoracelata
Vireohuttoni
Zenaidamacroura
Zonotrichiaatricapilla
Zonotrichialeucophrys

BIRDS
northernroughǦwingedswallow
westernmeadowlark
Europeanstarling
treeswallow
violetǦgreenswallow
Bewick'swren
Californiathrasher
greateryellowlegs
housewren
Americanrobin
westernkingbird
Cassin'skingbird
barnowl
orangeǦcrownedwarbler
Hutton'svireo
mourningdove
goldenǦcrownedsparrow
whiteǦcrownedsparrow

Antrozouspallidus
Canislatrans
Chaetodipuscalifornicus
Chaetodipusfallax
Didelphisvirginiana
Dipodomyssimulans
Eptesicusfuscus
Eumopsperotis
Lasiuruscinereus
Lepuscalifornicus
Lynxrufus
Mephitismephitis
Musmusculus
Mustelafrenata
Myotiscalifornicus
Myotisciliolabrum
Myotisevotis
Myotisyumanensis
Neotomafuscipes
Neotomalepdiaintermedia
Nyctinomopsfemorosaccus
Odocoileushemionus
Peromyscusboylii
Peromyscuscalifornicus
Peromyscusfraterculus
Peromyscusmaniculatus
Pipistrellushesperus
Plecotustownsendii

MAMMALS
pallidbat
coyote
Californiapocketmouse
SanDiegopocketmouse
Virginiaopossum
Dulzurakangaroorat
bigbrownbat
westernmastiffbat
hoarybat
blackǦtailedjackrabbit
bobcat
stripedskunk
housemouse
longǦtailedweasel
Californiamyotis
smallǦfootedmyotis
longǦearedmyotis
Yumamyotis
duskyǦfootedwoodrat
desertwoodrat
pocketedfreeǦtailedbat
muledeer
brushmouse
Californiamouse
cactusmouse
deermouse
westernpipistrelle
Townsend'sbigǦearedbat

CoveredSpecies

SDCWANCCP/HCP
SDCWANCCP/HCP

SDCWANCCP/HCP

SDCWANCCP/HCP
MSCP
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(cont’d.)

ScientificName

CommonName

CoveredSpecies

MAMMALS
Procyonlotor
Pumaconcolor
Reithrodontomysmegalotis
Spermophilusbeecheyi
Sylvilagusaudubonii
Sylvilagusbachmani
Tadaridabrasiliensis
Thomomysbottae
Urocyoncinereoargenteus

Aspidoscelistigrisstejnegeri
Cnemidophorushyperythrusbeldingi
Crotalusexsul(=Crotalusruber)
Crotalusmitchelliipyrrhus
Crotalusoreganushelleri
Diadophispunctatussimilis
Elgariamulticarinatawebbii
Hypsiglenaochrorhynchaklauberi
Lampropeltisgetula
Leptotyphlopshumilishumilis
(=Renahumilishumilis)
Lichanuratrivirgataroseofusca
Masticophisflagellum
Masticophislateralis
Phrynosoma(coronatum)blainvillii
Pituophiscateniferannectens
Plestiodongilberti
Plestiodonskiltonianusinterparietalis
(=Eumecesskiltonianusinterparietalis)
Sceloporusoccidentalis
Sceloporusorcutti
Tantillaplaniceps
Thamnophishammondii
Utastansburiana
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racoon
mountainlion
westernharvestmouse
Californiagroundsquirrel
desertcottontail
brushrabbit
MexicanfreeǦtailedbat
Botta'spocketgopher
grayfox

REPTILES&AMPHIBIANS
coastalwhiptail
Belding'sorangeǦthroatedwhiptail
reddiamondrattlesnake
southwesternspeckledrattlesnake
southernpacificrattlesnake
SanDiegoringǦnecksnake
SanDiegoalligatorlizard
SanDiegonightsnake
commonkingsnake
southwesternthreadsnake
(blindsnake)
coastalrosyboa
coachwhip
stripedracer
coast(SanDiego)hornedlizard
SanDiegogophersnake
Gilbert'sskink
westernskink(Coronadoskink)
westernfencelizard
granitespinylizard
westernblackǦheadedsnake
twoǦstripedgartersnake
commonsideǦblotchedlizard
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SDCWANCCP/HCP&MSCP

SDCWANCCP/HCP

SDCWANCCP/HCP&MSCP
SDCWANCCP/HCP

MSCP
SDCWANCCP/HCP

SDCWANCCP/HCP

SSC

SSC

SSC
SSC

FT

FE

northernharrier

oliveǦsidedflycatcher

yellowwarbler

whiteǦtailedkite

southwesternwillow
flycatcher
yellowǦbreastedchat

loggerheadshrike

Dulzurapocketmouse

northwesternSanDiego
pocketmouse
Townsend'sbigǦearedbat

westernmastiffbat

westernredbat

Dendroicapetechiabrewsteri

Elanusleucurus

Empidonaxtrailliiextimus

Laniusludovicianus

Polioptilacalifornicacalifornica coastalCalifornia
gnatcatcher

leastBell'svireo

Contopus cooperi

Vireobelliipusillus

Chaetodipuscalifornicus
femoralis
Chaetodipusfallaxfallax

Corynorhinustownsendii

Eumopsperotiscalifornicus

Lasiurusblossevillii

Icteriavirens

coastalcactuswren

Campylorhynchus
brunneicapillussandiegensis
Circuscyaneus

CT

SE

SE

SSC

burrowingowl

Athenecunicularia

FE

SSC

goldeneagle

Aquilachrysaetos
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SSC

SSC

SSC

SSC

FP

SSC

SSC

SSC

FP

SSC

grasshoppersparrow

Status
State CDFW

Ammodramussavannarum

Fed.

CommonName

ScientificName

GeneralHabitat

MicroHabitat

Nestsinlow,denseriparian,consistingof
willow,blackberry,wildgrape;forages&nests
within10'ofground.
Brokenwoodlands,savannah,pinyonǦjuniper,
Prefersopencountryforhunting,withperches
Joshuatree,&riparianwoodlands,desertoasis,
forscanning,&fairlydenseshrubs&brushfor
scrub&washes.
nesting.
MSCP Obligate,permanentresidentofcoastalsagescrub Low,coastalsagescrubinaridwashes,on
below2500'inSouthernCA.
mesas&slopes.Notallareasclassifiedascoastal
sagescrubareoccupied.
MSCP SummerresidentofSouthernCAinlowriparianin Nestsplacedalongmarginsofbushesoron
vicinityofwaterorindryriverbottoms;below
twigsprojectingintopathways,usuallywillow,
2000'.
Baccharis,mesquite.
MAMMALS
Varietyofhabitatsincludingcoastalscrub,
AttractedtograssǦchaparraledges.
chaparral&grasslandinSanDiegoCo.
Coastalscrub,chaparral,grasslands,sagebrush,
Sandy,herbaceousareas,usuallyinassociation
etc.inwesternSanDiegoCo.
withrocksorcoarsegravel.
MSCP ThroughoutCaliforniainawidevarietyofhabitats. Roostsintheopen,hangingfromwallsand
Mostcommoninmesicsites.
ceilings.Roostingsiteslimiting.Extremely
sensitivetohumandisturbance.
Roostsincrevicesinclifffaces,highbuildings,
BLM, Manyopen,semiǦaridtoaridhabitats,including
trees&tunnels.
MSCP conifer&deciduouswoodlands,coastalscrub,
grasslands,chaparraletc.
USFS Roostsprimarilyintrees,2Ǧ40'aboveground,from Prefershabitatedges&mosaicswithtreesthat
sealevelupthroughmixedconiferforests.
areprotectedfromabove&openbelowwith
openareasforforaging.

Summerresident;inhabitsriparianthicketsof
willow&otherbrushytanglesnearwatercourses.

BIRDS
MSCP Densegrasslandsonrollinghills,lowlandplains,in Favorsnativegrasslandswithamixofgrasses,
valleys&onhillsidesonlowermountainslopes.
forbs&scatteredshrubs.Looselycolonialwhen
nesting.
BLMS, Rollingfoothills,mountainareas,sageǦjuniperflats, CliffǦwalledcanyonsprovidenestinghabitatin
MSCP, &desert.
mostpartsofrange;also,largetreesinopen
USFS
areas.
Open,dryannualorperennialgrasslands,deserts Subterraneannester,dependentupon
burrowingmammals,mostnotably,the
andscrublandscharacterizedbylowǦgrowing
Californiagroundsquirrel.
vegetation.
MSCP, SouthernCAcoastalsagescrub.
Wrensrequiretallopuntiacactusfornesting&
USFS
roosting.
MSCP Coastalsalt&freshǦwatermarsh.Nest&foragein Nestsongroundinshrubbyvegetation,usually
atmarshedge;nestbuiltofalargemoundof
grasslands,fromsaltgrassindesertsinkto
sticksinwetareas.
mountaincienagas.
Nestinghabitatsaremixedconifer,montane
Mostnumerousinmontaneconiferforests
hardwoodǦconifer,DouglasǦfir,redwood,redfir& wheretalltreesoverlookcanyons,meadows,
lodgepolepine.
lakesorotheropenterrain.
Alsonestsinmontaneshrubberyinopenconifer
Riparianplantassociations.Preferswillows,
forests.
cottonwoods,aspens,sycamores,&aldersfor
nesting&foraging.
BLM Rollingfoothills&valleymarginswithscattered
Opengrasslands,meadows,ormarshesfor
oaks&riverbottomlandsormarshesnextto
foragingclosetoisolated,denseǦtoppedtrees
deciduouswoodland.
fornesting&perching.
MSCP RiparianwoodlandsinSouthernCA.

Other

APPENDIX 8.5
Special status wildlife species and their status identified in the San Vicente Reservoir and El Cajon
Mt. USGS 7.5-minute quadrangles from the CDFW CNDDB RareFind database and CDFW staﬀ
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Americanbadger

arroyotoad

orangethroatwhiptail

redǦdiamondrattlesnake

SanDiegoringnecksnake

coasthornedlizard

CoronadoIslandskink

coastpatchǦnosedsnake

westernspadefoot

twoǦstripedgartersnake

Quinocheckerspot
butterfly

Tasideataxus

Anaxyruscalifornicus

Aspidoscelishyperythra

Crotalusruber

Diadophispunctatussimilis

Phrynosomablainvillii

Plestiodonskiltonianus
interparietalis

Salvadorahexalepisvirgultea

Speahammondii

Thamnophishammondii

Euphydryasedithaquino

FE

FE

SSC

SSC

SSC

SSC

SSC

SSC

SSC

SSC

SSC

SSC

SSC

SSC

BLM =BureauofLandManagementSensitive
CT =ListedasCandidateThreatenedundertheCaliforniaEndangeredSpeciesAct
FE =ListedasendangeredundertheFederalEndangeredSpeciesAct
FP =CDFWFullyProtectedSpecies
FT =ListedasthreatenedundertheFederalEndangeredSpeciesAct

pocketedfreeǦtailedbat

Nyctinomopsfemorosaccus

Yumamyotis

Myotisyumanensis

SanDiegodesertwoodrat

westernsmallǦfooted
myotis

Myotisciliolabrum

Neotomalepidaintermedia

SanDiegoblackǦtailed
jackrabbit

Lepuscalifornicusbennettii

CoastalscrubofSouthernCAfromSanDiego
CountytoSanLuisObispoCounty.

Prefersopenstandsinforests&woodlands.
Requiresdrinkingwater.Feedsonawidevariety
ofsmallflyinginsects.
Distributioniscloselytiedtobodiesofwater.
Maternitycoloniesincaves,mines,buildingsor
crevices.
Moderatetodensecanopiespreferred.Theyare
particularlyabundantinrockoutcrops&rocky
cliffs&slopes.
Rockyareaswithhighcliffs.

CoastalsagescrubhabitatsinSouthernCA.

CoastalCAfromvicinityofSalinastonorthwest
BajaCA.Fromseatoabout7,000'elevation.

Highlyaquatic,foundinornearpermanentfresh
water.Oftenalongstreamswithrockybeds&
ripariangrowth.

MSCP =MultipleSpeciesConservationProgram
SE =ListedasendangeredundertheCaliforniaEndangeredSpeciesAct
SSC =CDFWSpeciesofSpecialConcern
USFS =UnitedStatesForestServiceSensitive

INVERTEBRATES
MSCP Sunnyopeningswithinchaparralandcoastalsage Hillsandmesasnearthecoast.Needhigh
shrublandsinpartsofRiverside&SanDiego
densitiesoffoodplantsPlantagoerecta,P.
counties.
insularis,Orthocarpuspurpurescens.

BLM

VarietyofaridareasinSouthernCA;pineǦjuniper
woodlands,desertscrub,palmoasis,desertwash,
desertriparian,etc.
MSCP Mostabundantindrier,openstagesofmostshrub, Needssufficientfood,friablesoils,andopen,
forest,andherbaceoushabitatswithfriablesoils. uncultivatedground.Preysonburrowing
rodents.Digsburrows.
REPTILES&AMPHIBIANS
MSCP SemiǦaridregionsnearwashesorintermittent
Riverswithsandybanks,willows,cottonwoods,
streams,includingvalleyǦfoothill&desertriparian, &sycamores;loose,gravellyareasofstreamsin
desertwash,etc.
drierpartsofrange.
MSCP InhabitslowǦelevationcoastalscrub,chaparral,& Preferswashes&othersandyareaswith
valleyǦfoothillhardwoodhabitats.
patchesofbrush&rocks.Perennialplants
necessaryforitsmajorfoodǦtermites
Occursinrockyareas&densevegetation.Needs
Chaparral,woodland,grassland,&desertareas
rodentburrows,cracksinrocksorsurfacecover
fromcoastalSanDiegoCountytotheeastern
objects.
slopesofthemountains.
USFS Open,fairlyrockyareas.Useboards,flatrocks,
Preferareaswithsurfacelitterorherbaceous
woodpiles,stabletalus,rottinglogs&smallground vegetation.Ofteninsomewhatmoistareasnear
holesforcover.
intermittentstreams.
USFS, Frequentsawidevarietyofhabitats,most
Openareasforsunning,bushesforcover,
BLM
commoninlowlandsalongsandywasheswith
patchesofloosesoilforburial&abundant
supplyofants&otherinsects.
scatteredlowbushes.
BLM
Grassland,chaparral,pinonǦjuniper&junipersage Prefersearlysuccessionalstagesoropenareas.
woodland,pineǦoak&pineforestsinCoastRanges Foundinrockyareasclosetostreams&ondry
ofSouthernCA.
hillsides.
BrushyorshrubbyvegetationincoastalSouthern Requiresmallmammalburrowsforrefuge&
CA.
overwinteringsites.
BLM Occursprimarilyingrasslandhabitats,butcanbe Vernalpoolsareessentialforbreeding&eggǦ
foundinvalleyǦfoothillhardwoodwoodlands.
laying.

BLM

BLM

Intermediatecanopystagesofshrubhabitats&
openshrub/herbaceous&tree/herbaceous
edges.
Widerangeofhabitatsmostlyaridwooded&
brushyuplandsnearwater.Seekscoverincaves,
buildings,mines&crevices
Optimalhabitatsareopenforests&woodlands
withsourcesofwateroverwhichtofeed.

APPENDIX 8.5
(cont’d.)

CommonName

CalifornialeafǦnosedbat
LesserlongǦnosedbat

Macrotuscalfiornicus

Leptoncycteriscurasoae

PocketfreeǦtailedbat
MexicanfreeǦtailedbat
BigfreeǦtailedbat

Nyctinomopsfemorosaccus

Tadaridabrasiliensis

Nyctinomopsmacrotis

Townsend’sbigǦearedbat
Bigbrownbat
Spottedbat
Silverhairedbat

Corynorhinustownsendii
Eptesicusfuscus

Eudermamaculatum

Lasionycterisnoctivagans

LongǦleggedmyotis
Yumamyotis
Westernpipistrelle

Myotisvolans

Myotisyumanensis

Pipistrellushesperus

SC

PSSC,SC

PSSC,SC

3

1

2

2

2

2



2

2

2

2

1

2

2

3

1

2

2

1

2

1

1

3

2

2

2

2

1

1

2

1

1=usefrequently;2=usesometimes;3=userarely; Blank=notknowntouse
PSSC=Proposed,CDFGMammalSpeciesofConcern
SSC=CDFGMammalSpeciesofConcern
SC=FormerCandidate(Category2)forlistingundertheU.S.EndangeredSpeciesAct;SpeciesofConcern
FSS=USDAForestServiceSensitive

*

Littlebrownmyotis
Fringedmyotis

Myotislucifugus

Myotisthysanodes

SC

2

LongǦearedmyotis

Myotisevotis

SC

SmallǦfootedmyotis

Myotisciliolabrum

2

1
1
1

1

3
1

1

3

Californiamyotis

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

Cliff/
TreeBark Tree
RockFace /Hollow
Foliage

Westernyellowbat
2

2
1

1

1

3

2

Building

Myotiscalifornicus

2

1
2

2

2

1

1

1

Cave/
Mine

Lasiurusxanthinus

PSSC,SC

3

2
1

1

1

3

Bridge

1

FSS,PSSC

SSC,SC

FSS,SSC,SC

FSS,SSC

SSC

SSC

SSC,SC

FE

SSC,SC

SSC,SC

Status

LasiuruscinereusHoarybat

Lasiurusblossevillii Westernredbat

Pallidbat

Anttozouspallidus

FamilyVespertilionidae(mouseǦearedbat)

Westernmastiffbat

Eumopsperotis

FamilyMolossidae(freeǦtailedbats)

MexicanlongǦtonguedbat

Choeronycterismexicana

FamilyPhyllostomidae(leafǦnosedbats)

SpeciesName

2

RipǦRap

APPENDIX 8.6
Roosting requirements* of potentially occurring bat species within San Diego County, CA
(Johnston et al. 2004).
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APPENDIX 8.7
PROPOSED CATEGORIES FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES AT CAÑADA DE SAN VICENTE*

CATEGORY 1
SDM-W-1102 (CA-SDI-21158)
CA-SDI-21134

CA-SDI-5492/CA-SDI-16954

CA-SDI-15304

CATEGORY 2
CA-SDI-131
CA-SDI-132
CA-SDI-5762
CA-SDI-21132
CA-SDI-21139
CA-SDI-21140
CA-SDI-21148 CA-SDI-21150
CA-SDI-21151
CA-SDI-21155
CA-SDI-21156
CA-SDI-21218
P-37-033657 through P-37-033665

CA-SDI-8281
CA-SDI-21143
CA-SDI-21152

CA-SDI-16472
CA-SDI-21145
CA-SDI-21153

CA-SDI-13088
CA-SDI-21135
CA-SDI-21142
CA-SDI-21154
CA-SDI-21163

CA-SDI-16471
CA-SDI-21136
CA-SDI-21144
CA-SDI-21157
CA-SDI-21164

CA-SDI-16793
CA-SDI-21137
CA-SDI-21146
CA-SDI-21159
P-37-025537

CA-SDI-21131
CA-SDI-21138
CA-SDI-21147
CA-SDI-21161
P-37-033681

CA-SDI-21133
CA-SDI-21141
CA-SDI-21149
CA-SDI-21162

P-37-033638

P-37-033641

P-37-033650

P-37-033654

P-37-033669

CATEGORY 3

CATEGORY 4

*These proposed categories are based only on site inspections conducted during the resource
inventory work for the Reserve and should not be assumed to infer any determination of
significance or non-significance of the sites. In order to determine site significance, National
Register of Historic Places/California Register of Historic Resources eligibility, and actual site
categories a program of archaeological site testing should be undertaken. However, until
such a time as the testing program occurs, these proposed categories should be used for
treatments and inspections outlined in the Treatment and Inspection Matrix.
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9

DEFINITIONS

ACCESS (ingress/egress) – The ability to enter a site from a roadway or trail and exit a site onto
a roadway or trail by vehicle, walking, bike, horse, etc.
ACCESSIBILITY – Under the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, state and local governments
that construct new- or make specific alterations to, buildings and facilities must make them
accessible. Title II requires a public entity to ensure that persons with disabilities are not
excluded from services, programs, and activities because existing building and facilities are
inaccessible. Beyond federal law, the state has established standards for accessibility in the
California Building Code. Title I and Title II would also be applicable. [see Americans with
Disabilities Act of 1990]
ADAPTIVE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (per. FGC: Div. 0.05, ch. 1, sec. 13.5) – Management

that improves the management of biological resources over time by using new information
gathered through monitoring, evaluation, and other credible sources as they become
available, and adjusts management strategies and practices to assist in meeting conservation
and management goals. Under adaptive management, program actions are viewed as tools
for learning to inform future actions.
ADAPTIVE USE – Use of a historic structure for a purpose other than that for which it was
originally intended. This may require alterations to a structure’s interior while maintaining the
original exterior appearance.
ALLUVIUM – Sand, gravel, Silt, and clay deposited by rivers and streams in valley bottoms.
AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT OF 1990 ADA – Ensures equal access to all users of
public (and private) facilities and programs. This federal civil rights legislation for persons
with disabilities passed in 1990. The ADA covers a wide range of disabilities, from physical
conditions aﬀecting mobility, stamina, sight, hearing, and speech, to conditions such as
emotional illness and learning disorders. The ADA also addresses access to the workplace.
[see Accessibility]
AQUIFER – A layer of water-bearing permeable rock, sand, or gravel capable of providing
significant amounts of water to wells or springs. The upper boundary of the topmost aquifer
is known as the water table. Some areas have several aquifers, each capped on top by an
impervious layer (aquitard). If the recharge area is elevated higher that the capping layer, the
water may be under considerable pressure, and flowing or Artesian wells may be likely.
ARCHAEOLOGICAL MONITORING – During construction or other ground-disturbing activities
an archaeological monitor is present to inspect the disturbed soil and excavated areas and
determine the presence/absence of archaeological deposits, features, and/or artifacts and/or
to ensure avoidance of significant impacts to known or expected archaeological resources.
[see Artifact, Cultural Resource, Feature]
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE – specific places where there are artifacts or features indicating
some human activity occurred at that location. In southern California a typical definition of a
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site is one or more “features” and/or a scatter of at least three distinct “artifacts” within 50
meters of each other. [see Artifact, Cultural Resource, Feature]
ARTIFACT – An artifact is an item made or used by humans in the past. In California,
archaeological artifacts include both historic and Native American items that are more than
50 years old. [see Archaeological Site; Feature]
BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICE BMP – The most current methods, treatments, or actions
in regard to environmental mitigation responses.
BUFFER – An area or strip of land separating two distinct and/or incompatible land uses or
zones, which acts to soften or mitigate the eﬀects of one land use on another. It should
function as a barrier for both vision and sound.
CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT CEQA – CEQA is a statute that requires state
and local agencies to identify the significant environmental and historical impacts of their
proposed actions and to avoid or mitigate any adverse impacts, if feasible. The evaluation
is conducted as specified in CEQA guidelines, using the CEQA checklist/Initial Study and
subsequent documentation as necessary (i.e., Negative Declaration, Mitigated Negative
Declaration, or Environmental Impact Report).
CALIFORNIA REGISTER OF HISTORICAL RESOURCES CRHR – This register is the oﬃcial
inventory of districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects significant in California history,
architecture, archeology, engineering, and culture. California State and local agencies, private
groups, and citizens use the CRHR to identify the State’s historical resources and to indicate
what properties are to be protected, to the extent prudent and feasible, from substantial
adverse change. The California State Historical Resources Commission oversees the CRHR’s
administration.
CONCESSIONS – A contract with persons, corporations, partnerships, or associations for
the provision of products, facilities, programs and management and visitor services that
will provide for the enhancement of park visitor use, enjoyment, safety, and convenience.
Concessions may be for food service, overnight accommodation, equipment rentals (canoes,
rafts, skis), gift stores, etc.
CONDITIONS OF COVERAGE – Specific avoidance and minimization measures that are
implemented by a Permittee to ensure that a species is adequately conserved under a regional
multi-species conservation plan.
CULTURAL LANDSCAPE – Cultural landscapes often encompass an area containing groupings
of historic as well as natural resources organized in spatial patterns associated with a historic
event, activity, or person. Cultural landscape resources can also be associated with other
cultural or aesthetic values.
CULTURAL LANDSCAPE REPORT CLR – Often prepared when a change (e.g., new
visitor center or parking area) is proposed, a CLR documents the history, significance and
recommended treatments for a cultural landscape. A CLR can also be a useful tool to protect
a cultural landscape’s character-defining features from undue wear, alteration or loss.
CULTURAL RESOURCE – Cultural Resources include archaeological, ethnographical,
traditional, and historical sites, as well as artifacts, features, landscapes, properties, and built-
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environment resources including but not necessarily limited to buildings, structures, objects,
and districts.
DIRECT IMPACTS – Primary environmental eﬀects that are caused by a project and occur at
the same time and place.
ENVIRONMENT – The California Legislature defined ‘environment’ to refer to “the physical
conditions which exist within the area which will be aﬀected by a proposed project, including
land, air, water noise, objects of historic or aesthetic significance.”
ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS – The task of addressing the potential impact of any given plan
or development project on the state’s environment, an analysis that can range across any
number of topics including air pollution, toxins, and impacts on plants, animals and historical
resources.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT EIR – An informational document prepared by the lead
agency responsible for carrying out a project as part of the CEQA public review process that
describes and analyses a projects potential significant environmental eﬀects and discusses
ways to mitigate or avoid those eﬀects. [see California Environmental Quality Act; Tiered
Approach/Tiering]
EXOTIC SPECIES OR ALIEN, NON‐NATIVE, NON‐INDIGENOUS SPECIES – A species occurring
in an area outside of its historically known natural range that has been intentionally introduced
or has inadvertently penetrated the system. Also known as introduced, non-native, nonindigenous or ornamental species. [see Non-native Species]
FEATURE ARCHAEOLOGICAL – An archaeological feature is immovable evidence of a human
activity occurring in a specific location. Features can be made up of groupings of artifacts such
as a “pot drop” or a “flaking station”; bedrock uses such as bedrock grinding (e.g., mortars,
slicks, basins), rock art (pictographs, petroglyphs), or rock shelters; or use areas such as fire
pits/hearths, rock enclosures, quarries, or trails. [see Artifact; Archaeological Site; Grinding
Feature; Rock Art]
GRAVEL – All sedimentary particles (rock or mineral) between 2 and 64 millimeters in diameter.
GRINDING FEATURE – Grinding Features include bedrock slicks (flat, horizontal areas of a rock
or outcrop that have been worn smooth by grinding or processing materials with a handstone
or mano), basins (shallow bowl-shaped depressions in a bedrock outcrop that have been
made and/or used for grinding foodstuﬀ s or other materials), and mortars (shallow to deep,
circular holes or depressions in a bedrock outcrop that are used as containers for pounding,
pulverizing, and/or grinding acorns, seeds, plants, pigments, or other materials and foods
with the use of a pestle). [see Feature]
HABITAT – The physical location or type of environment in which an organism or biological
population lives or occurs, often characterized by a dominant plant form or physical
characteristic (e.g., oak-savanna, wetland, coastal habitat)
HABITAT ENHANCEMENT – The improvement of an existing degraded vegetation community.
Enhancement involves improving one or more ecological factors, such as species richness,
species diversity, overall vegetative cover, or wildlife value. Enhancement activities typically
occur on substrates that are largely intact.
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HABITAT RESTORATION – The establishment of a vegetation community in an area that
historically supported it, but no longer does because of the loss of one or more required
ecological factors. Restoration may involve altering the substrate to improve a site’s ability
to support the historic vegetation community.
HISTORIC DISTRICT – A geographic area that contains a concentration of historic buildings,
structures, or sites united historically, culturally, or architecturally. Historic districts are
defined by precise geographic boundaries.
HISTORIC RESOURCE – Any object, building, structure, site, area, place, record, or manuscript
which is historically significant or which is significant in the architectural, engineering, scientific,
economic, agricultural, educational, social, political, military, archaeological or cultural history
of California.
HISTORIC LANDSCAPE – A historic landscape is composed of a number of character-defining
features which, either individually or collectively, contribute to the landscape’s physical
appearance as it has evolved over time. Historic landscapes often include natural and
introduced vegetation, circulation features, topography, and hardscape features.
HISTORIC SITE – A historic site is the location of a significant event, occupation, or activity,
or a building or structure, whether standing, ruined, or vanished, where the location itself is
historically significant for its association with an important event, activity, or person.
HISTORIC VERNACULAR LANDSCAPE – This type of landscape evolved through use by the
people whose cultural, social, and/or recreational activities and/or occupancy shaped that
landscape.
HISTORIC STRUCTURE REPORT HSR – An HSR provides documentary, graphic, and physical
information about a building’s history and existing condition. Broadly recognized as an
eﬀective part of preservation planning, an HSR also addresses management goals for the
building’s use or re-use. It provides thoughtfully considered arguments for selecting and then
outlining the most appropriate treatments. The report serves as an important guide for all
changes made to a historic Reserve during a project repair, rehabilitation, or restoration and
can also provide information for maintenance procedures. Finally, it records the findings of
research and investigation, as well as the processes of physical work, for future researchers.
INDIRECT IMPACTS – Also referred to as secondary eﬀect, indirect impacts are caused by a
project and occur later in time or at some distance from the project.
INTERPRETATION – A communication process that forges emotional and intellectual
connections between the interests of the audience and the inherent meanings in the resource.
The term is used to describe communication activities designed to improve understanding at
parks, zoos, museums, nature centers, historic sites and other travel destinations. [www.
interpnet.com]
INTERPRETIVE ACTIVITIES – Hikes, talks, tours or demonstrations that provide the participants
with information and inspiration on a given natural or cultural resource. Participants learn
and discover new ideas or concepts about a given subject.
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KUMEYAAY – The Kumeyaay are a group of Native Americans who live in San Diego and
Imperial counties and northern Baja California. They are also known as “Diegueño” due to
their proximity to the Mission San Diego de Alcalá.
LAND MANAGEMENT PLAN – Defines the objectives, methodologies, and/or designs
regarding how management goals will be accomplished. Occurring on an as-needed basis,
they are typically focused on specific management topics, goals, or issues. Depending on their
focus, the plans can apply to all or part of a unit. Management plans are consistent with
system-wide plans and policies.
LEAD AGENCY – The government agency responsible for compliance with CEQA for a
proposed project. Generally, it is the agency with the broadest permit discretion for the
project or the agency actually carrying out the project. For example, CSP is the Lead Agency
for Departmental projects, and has the authority to approve its own projects, even though
permits may also be required from other agencies [see California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA)]
LITHIC – This term is an adjective meaning “stone” - therefore a “lithic tool” is the same as a
stone tool. [see Artifact]
MASTER PLAN – Master plans are tangible statements of where the unit is now, what it
should be in the future and what is required to get there. While circumstances vary from
place to place, the decision to develop a master plan is often determined by the need to
understand the current conditions of the park, to generate and build community interest and
participation, to create a new and common vision for the park’s future, and/or to develop a
clear and solid set of recommendations and implementation strategies.
MISSION STATEMENT – A broad statement of purpose derived from an organization’s values
and goals. [see Vision Statement.]
MITIGATE, MITIGATION – To ameliorate, alleviate, or avoid to the extent reasonably feasible
– usually impacts to the environment associated with a project or undertaking. According
to CEQA, mitigation for environmental impacts include: (a) avoiding an impact by not
taking a certain action or parts of an action; (b) minimizing an impact by limiting the degree
or magnitude of the action and its implementation; (c) rectifying an impact by repairing,
rehabilitating or restoring the environment aﬀected; (d) reducing or eliminating an impact by
preserving and maintaining operations during the life of the action; (e) compensating for an
impact by replacing or providing substitute resources or environments. [Refer also to Section
106 of the National Historic Protection Act.]
MITIGATION MEASURE – Under CEQA, when an environmental impact or potential impact is
identified, measures must be proposed that will eliminate, avoid, rectify, reduce or compensate
for those environmental eﬀects.
MONITORING – The systematic and usually repetitive collection of information typically used
to track the status of a variable or system. Monitoring is often used to track and evaluate many
diﬀerent variables, ranging from the number of species present in an area to the stability of a
sensitive species’ population in a particular area.
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MULTI‐USE OR MULTI‐PURPOSE TRAIL – An appropriately surfaced trail intended as a
circulation connection for a variety of uses (bicycle, hiking, pedestrian).
NATIVE AMERICAN MONITORING – During construction or other ground-disturbing activities
a Native American monitor is present to inspect the disturbed soil and excavated areas and
determine the presence/absence of culturally sensitive or significant items and/or remains
and/or to ensure avoidance of significant impacts to known or expected cultural resources.
[see Cultural Resource]
NATIVE SPECIES – A plant or animal that is historically indigenous to a specific area.
NATURAL COMMUNITY CONSERVATION PLANNING NCCP – A program undertaken by the
State of California [under the Natural Community Conservation Planning Act of 1991 (NCCPA)],
and numerous private and public partners that takes a broad-based ecosystem approach to
planning for the protection and perpetuation of biological diversity. An NCCP identifies and
provides for the regional or area-wide protection of plants, animals, and their habitats, while
allowing compatible and appropriate economic activity.
PROTECTED RESOURCES – Native vegetation communities, special-status species and their
habitat, and cultural resource sites.
NON‐NATIVE SPECIES – Introduced species or exotic species; refers to plants and animals
that originate in other regions of the world and are brought into a new region, where they
may dominate the local species or in some way negatively impact the environment for native
species. Also known as non-indigenous species. [see ExoƟc Species.]
PROVINCE – A broadly defined geographical area. It is a term that helps predict where plant
species can be expected to grow.
PUBLIC RESOURCES CODE PRC – California law that addresses natural, cultural, aesthetic,
and recreational resources of the State, in addition to the State Constitution and Statutes.
RECOVERY – The process by which the decline of an endangered, threatened, or special-status
species is stopped and reversed, or threats to its survival are neutralized so that the species’
long-term survival in nature can be ensured.
RESOURCE PROCUREMENT AREA – This term is used to refer to an area where certain types of
materials or resources were gathered, mined, or collected for food, medicine, manufacturing,
or other purposes. It is most often used for areas where Native Americans traditionally
gathered resources or materials.
RIPARIAN – (land or area) – The strip of land adjacent to a natural watercourse such as a river
or stream. Often supports vegetation that provides fish habitat when growing large enough
to overhang the bank.
RIPARIAN BUFFER – A setback or zone extending from the creek bed into adjacent terrestrial
habitat where access and activity restrictions may be imposed.
RUNOFF – That portion of rainfall or surplus water that does not percolate into the ground
and flows overland and is discharged into surface drainages or bodies of water.
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SACRED SITE/SACRED LANDS – Places of special religious or social significance to Native
Americans including, but not limited to, known graves and cemeteries of Native Americans.
In California, the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) maintains the oﬃcial list of
Sacred Sites [PRC 5097.94(a) and 5097.96].
SAND – Loose particles of rock or mineral that range from 0.0625-2.0 millimeters in diameter.
SEASONAL RESTRICTION – Access control or impact avoidance measure tied to a time of
year (e.g., the months of highest rainfall or the months when certain species breed).
SEDIMENTATION – Deposition of material suspended in water or air, usually when the velocity
of the transporting medium drops below the level at which the material can be supported.
SHALE – A fine-grained detrital sedimentary rock, formed by the deposition and compaction
of clay, silt, or mud. It has finely laminated (layered) structure, which gives it a fissility along
which the rock splits readily, especially on weathered surfaces. Shale is well indurated, but
not as hard as argillite or slate. It may be red, brown, black, or gray. A diatomaceous shale is
usually a light colored, soft rock composed mostly of the opaline frustules (the hard, siliceous
bivalve shell of a diatom).
SIGNIFICANT EFFECT – A substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse change in the
environment.
SILT – Loose particles of rock or mineral that range from 0.002-0.0625 millimeters in diameter.
SPECIAL‐STATUS SPECIES – Plants and animals that are legally protected or are otherwise
considered sensitive by federal, state, or local resource conservation agencies and
organizations. This includes species listed as state and/or federally threatened or endangered;
species identified by CDFW as Species of Special Concern; and plants considered by CNPS to
be rare, threatened, or endangered (i.e., plants on CNPS List 1B and 2).
STAKEHOLDER – Group or individual who can aﬀect, or is aﬀected by, the achievement of the
jurisdiction or organization’s mission; examples include managers, employees, policy makers,
suppliers, vendors, citizens, users, community activists, businesses, and community groups;
and who should have a right to participate in the decision-making process.
SUSTAINABLE DESIGN – To locate, design, reconstruct, construct, rehabilitate, renovate,
operate, and maintain built environments that are models of energy, water, and materials
eﬃciency, while providing healthy, productive, and comfortable habitable environments
and long term benefits. This design approach is sometimes called “green design” or “green
technology.”
TASKS - General statements of policy direction around which specific details may later be
established
VIEWSHED – The total area within a view from a defined observation point.
VISION STATEMENT – A vision statement is a compelling image (description) of a desirable
state of reality made possible by accomplishing the mission in a way that is consistent with
the core values of key stakeholders. The vision statement is an inspiring view of the preferred
future. [see Mission Statement.]
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10 ABBREVIATIONS
ASMD
ACOE

Area Specific Management Directives
Army Corps of Engineers

Barona
BMI
BMP

Barona Band of Mission Indians
Benthic Macro-Invertebrate
Best Management Practices

CAL FIRE
Caltrans
CalVEG
Cal Water
CCR
CDFW/CDFG
CESA
CEQA
CHRIS
CLR
CNDDB
CNPS
CRHR
CSP
CWA
CWHR

California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection
California Department of Transportation
Classification & Assessment with Landsat of Visible Ecological Groupings
California Water Service Company
California Code of Regulations
California Department of Fish & Wildlife (formerly: CDFG - CA Dept. of Fish & Game)
California Emergency Services Association
California Environmental Quality Act
California Historical Resources Information System
Cultural Landscape Report
California Natural Diversity Database
California Native Plant Society
California Register of Historic Resources
California State Parks
Clean Water Act
California Wildlife Habitat Relationships

DBH

Diameter at Breast Height

ER
ESA

Ecological Reserve
Environmental Site Assessment

GIS
GPS

Geographic Information System
Global Positioning System

FGC

Fish and Game Code

HCF
HCP
HMA
HSR

Habitat Conservation Fund
Habitat Conservation Program
Habitat Management Area
Historic Structure Report

KCRC

Kumeyaay Cultural Repatriation Committee
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LMP

Land Management Plan

MOA
MOU
MSCP

Memorandum of Agreement
Memorandum of Understanding

MHCP

Multiple Habitat Conservation Program

MU

Management Unit

NAHC
NCCP
NCCPA
NEPA
NRCS
NRHP

Native American Heritage Commission
Natural Community Conservation Planning
Natural Community Conservation Planning Act (1991)
National Environmental Policy Act
Natural Resource Conservation Service
National Register of Historic Places

OHP
OSP

(California) Oﬃce of Historic Preservation
Open Space Preserve

PAMA
PRC
PY

Pre-Approved Mitigation Area
(California) Public Resources Code
Permanent Yearly (employee)

QAL/QAC

Qualified Applicator Licensee/Qualified Applicator Cer ficate

PAR

Property Analysis Record

RCA
RWQCB

Resource Conserva on Area
Regional Water Quality Control Board

SanDAG
SCR
SDCWA
SDG&E
SDMMP
SHPO
SSC

San Diego Associa on of Governments
South Coast Region
San Diego County Water Authority
San Diego Gas & Electric
San Diego Management and Monitoring Program (a.k.a Management Strategic Plan for
Conserved Lands in Western San Diego County)
State Historic Preserva on Oﬃcer
Southern Service Center

TNC

The Nature Conservancy

USDA
USEPA
USFS
USFWS
USGS

United States Department of Agriculture
United States Environmental Protec on Agency
United States Forestry Service
United States Fish & Wildlife Service
United States Geological Survey
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